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First Nurses Aide Class araduated

Navy Reports Son
()f Mrs. Whayne •
Missing In Action

Calloway

/
1
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YOUR PROGRES5H 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

VOI. LXII; No. 15,
-

TOBACCO TO BE
ONLY TWO.
MUCH

Mrs.tilbertAlies
In Texas; Rites
Hekl Here Tuesday

Pirade To March From
Squaie at-145 -O'clock

Thomas Samuel Whayne, sou of
Funeral rites for Mrs. Headley
Mrs_ Fannia,Whayne, supervisor of
B. Gnbert - who died .in Austin,
womeh's locker rooms at Murray
State-Crillege, is reported as "missTex., from coronary occlusion Suning in action" by the United States
day,- Were held at the First BapNavy Department.
tist Church here Tuesday afterA giant war rally will - be. held.
noon, Dri Fred Brown, her former
A telegram addressed to his
pastor of Knoxville, Tenn.. conduct- afternoon at'2 o'clock. .
.
wife at Mold, Miss., and dated
A parade will form at' the eourthOuSe square and
ing • the services assisted by the
March 24, was, forwarded to his
Paul D. Hopkins; 21 year old
Beginning next Monday, sales on Rev. Sam P. Martin, pester- --of -will begin marching at 1:15 NM. toward the college,
mother here. Wednesday. II-adyouth of the Rico community, was
vied that the ship on.wbich young the" Murray loose leaf floors will the Weal church.
where the rally is to -be-held.
almost instantly kilted Saturday
'
-• •
hmitettstri-sterro-stays each week
afteriirsenet two o'clock- wheel' be
Whayne,was nerving _at- a -redlci
Mrs. Gilbert, who wai--Miis Sire
e pars e wi
. ay high neltoo17-•- •
technician is long ever-due at its -IVIondays and Thursdays, it was Scott, daughter of the late Dr. band. was run' down by an automobile
•
•
port add' must be considered as announced yesterday.
eight miles east of Murray on the
,W. S. Scott of Dickson, Tenn.,
Next will come the members of.the-eilloway cotuit4:-•
lost.
Eggner's Ferry road.
came
toidurray
- Decision for this, it is, reported,
in 1905 as the Amgoritan
Legion post and ex-service men.
bride tit H. B. Gilbert. .She lived
The telegram requested 'Mrs. Is because of the decline in
Johnnie Carnell, 38. former TVA
Behind them, all men who have registered for *ai
employee-Zit-Newberg, driver of the
Front left to right. Mrs. E. L. Berea; Mies Alta Strong, Louis- Whayne not to reveal the identity time AS, the selling season* nears here, until 1917. While here she service
'
.
during the present war-ages 20 to 45:- wilt. •
of the ship on which her husband an end. The volume of sales on was closely- allied with the social
-death car, was arrested by State Garrett, instructor; Miss Jane ville; Miss Betty
Ray, Columbus,
was serving, nor the sector in the entire. Western District Fire- and religious development of the march:.(Since itAvill be impossible for the committee -ta
Patrolman Toler of Elkton, Ky„ Neiswanger, Murray; Mrs. W. G. O.; Mrs. Fannie
Whayne, Murray;
which it was reorted as missing, cured tobacco market continues to community; Mrs. Gilbert's splen- invite all these men to join the parade, every man who
a short distance from the tragedy. Swann. Murray; Miss Elsie Rogers, and Miss Gladys Snyder.
Misses
Murray;
Miss
Wathena Slaughter, Snyder. Mance and Strong are in- in order that no information of decline. Last week the I 845.378 did Christian character had en- has registered in the-selective draft is to take this news.- Toler was .a passenger on a. bus
coming toward Murray and was an Detroit, Mich.; Miss Elizabeth structors on the Murray -rnsident valegt,sto the enemy will be dis- pounds was the smallest of the deared her kJ countless friends paper notice as an invitation.) Last will follow a, motor.
here and tither places.
•
closed.
season.
cede.
eye witness to the tragedy, Sheriff Askew. Murray; Miss, Netay Henry, NYA project--at Murray college.
The
message
After'leaving Murray she made ' Planes
assured
Mrs.
Carl B. Kingin1,4441..„ ge_sepre.
Sales on _ the local..floors last
from the Knapp Airport will fly Over ttre'pa:
Graduatiop exercises for Mur- by Mrs. Thelma Saylor;
Whayne
her
that
borne
in
additional informa- week totaled t143611--pounds,.which
Knoxville, Tenn.:.At- rade as it
nurse.
other passengers, and the Otivitr
marches to the college.
ray's 10 nurses' aides were held
•tion
will
tante,
be
Ga.,
given just as soon as sold at an average of $8.9g. About
Wichita Falls and AusMrs. Garrett conauded this part
of the bug.
To Launch Bond Drive
I -of Murray
It becomes availlible-te-the Navy half of the - tobiVerie
wbereherinetbertd.
that Wield tin,,
of the program Monday morning Carnell pleaded State
by
_This patriotic rally, to whicb_people_frainWeritern Kentucky and
sayIng,'"The Departmen
College
Monday
nights
-t and it
Federal bank examiner, makes
the
flews
here-went
to
-the
guilty to driving a .gir without lir-frillf7-iiKth Murray
-Tennessee are invited and urged to attend, is to launch an
College's 'NW' which signified completion of -pathy and concern over the young Association for the advance.
ietensified
This his headquarters.
operators license and was tined president, Dr. James
campaign
for
the
sale
training now" become
H. Riedel
sailor's welfare.
of U. S. Defense Bonds and Stamps. (No Bends or.
Vinci ZgaillliEd•-lhg-In6L.Linte•
.'pleaded
11-11WLiags.13E-kr..11.113.1/89.1. -Stamps
05
-frirr-ertsur'•--He-rdscr
is
wftette•-afferedinf
The missing seainan enlisted in of this Week,"-with the average H....13_ Gilbert; two
service."
however.)
.daughters Mrs.
guilty to operating an automobile
This is the second Kentnery
Music Will be furnished at the rally by the Murray State College
Dr.. Ora 'Mason and Dr.- Hal the navy last November and was round $15 for the tobacco go- Murray McCoy, Port Author, Tex,
while under the influence or liquor.
sent to 'Norton Heights, Conn., to ing to the pool.
graduating class west of Louisville,
and Mr's. Regan E. Dublin, Burger, band. Dr. James H. Richmond will act is master of ceremonies.
He was fined $150.00 and costs on and
another group is scheduled to Houlton accepted' the' pl•esentation take a cou4 in radio technology.
Tex.; one grandson. Billy .hteCy:
Among the speakers will be J. S. Bate, Jr state deputy. adminis.
Sales,
the charge. Tie --1v--as also sent to
nit
of
including
the
advances.
volunteer
on
nurses'
aides
by The last letter -his mother received
start here soon:
the three floors for the first three two granddaughters, Sandra Sue trator, U. S. Defense Bond Staff. An officer from Camp Tyson will be
jail to await the action of the
Mrs W. J. Caplinger. of the Cal- from
him
was
dated
February
11.
Having
completed' 80 hodrs of loway County civilian
brothers and
days of ttsttewk_eirr is follows; and Dale Dublin;
Grand Jury on ,a charge of manthe program. according-t,o piesent plans, and other interesting speak.'
defense unit. It was matted' from 'Broo'klyn,
theory and practice with 20 hours
N.
one ils
slaughw.
Illebilay, MIRO 33
era will be asked %v. address the crowd. The program is still
The Rev, T. H. Mullins, Jr, Y. and advised that all his mail
being'plan.
st-aid - prereqeisite, the graduates
Mrs. Gilbert's-relatives in NarGrowers-7,005 pounds...Lbrought
According to an account of the w
ne;r7spaper goes to press.
e presented with badges,by pastor of the-Ifurray :Methodist be sent to him at tMIt-plaire. His
y
are
Mrs.
W.
H.
Graves, Miss _•
33 for an average 0148-97;"
Church, led the-deetalfonal exer- inotherlessild _resterday
tragedy given the Ledget and
ib•j_ she
Mrs. A. F. Doran, retiring Priii/6"'"
Ts Slue Wet Songs --: • OutLaad-15.390 pounds-brought Margaret GraveS, Mrs. Rob Mason,
t-1,gs, and Prof. Leslie
Times - br-officers, young Hopkins, of
d--Itot know what ddp he- had
re tphridnggrsa ms ntsg
the Murray Woineses-Vlalb.
silnl
amob,
'
w
Marilyn
MissMason-.
Guests _from
$1.527.411 for an-average of $9.93.
Murray College instructor, directed been assigned to bat- that she
who had returned to his home to
beflIs
clyt•jcitehe
.
A trio from the Mason, Mem- the audience in
FarrisS.955
pounds. brought out of town who came for the rites
this county a week ago Irani-be- singjng "God lieves it'was operating in the Atence, of songs that were popular
were the immediate family. Mell
$634.01 for an average of $9 12.
troit to await call to militaty ser- orial Hospital, Murray-consisting Bless America."
lantic.
during the first World War..
Total sales-29,350 pounds sold Scott. Edd Scott, Ivan Scott, and
vice, was walking along the high- of Misses Helen Ashley. Ruth Cove,
Before enlisting .In the navy Mr.
Details of the present campaign
(or- ge,79e it as average ctf- $9.31. Stanley Scott, brothers from Little
way towards Murray when he was and Betty Mallernee. sang "AnMARRIAGE LICENSES
Whayne was in
- tployed by the
of the government to secure the
Rock, Ark., Mr. and Mrs. Noah L.
Tuesday.
March
run down _by CarneU who was gels of Mercy", theme song of the
24
Gordon Tran.
sport _System and ope
regular purchase of Builds and
Gilbert Sr, Knoeville, Teats, Mrs
driving an automobile which be-- warms' aide. Igre.7-11* -Durrett,
Alfred Thigt16----1011111( Marshall Tilted on the route between Hilo
rounds .br:itigkr
Stamps will be explained by Mr.
-flutrieeritteselets-Elleedlissailsoraes
longs to his brother-in-law. Hamp course instructio, then presided County, to Ynema Frances. Rhea, Miss., and Memphis. He Was
11378.80 for an average of $11 39
Ellis. Hopkins registered in the over the capping exercraser-assisted Murray Route 15, on Saturday.
Outland -9.155 pounds brought Miss.. Mrs., Richard Hagen, Eliza''native of Hinman County. Ky.
bethtown. Ky.. and Dr. Fred Brown,
- -At-the-iidly-ifipeetat emit- of
last call.
$92981 icir an average of
Knoxville, Tenn.
seats will be set aside for parersts
The bus, which was immediFerris-4,145
pounds
brought
who now have -,ens in the Armed
Piety back of the death ear, over$33674 for an average of $8 17.
SerVice
took it. and Carnet! Was arrested
Tual sales-11.705 pounds sol
Promoted By OLD
by the state patrolman who• wits
for $1.647.15 for art average
The rally is ngong promoted by
The CalloWij County Circuit
a passenger on the bus.
$930.
•
Dr.
•
James
J.
Dorman is the
Announcement was made Wednesday that -an agreeCourt will convene in its April the War Bond Cotnniittee which is
Young Hopkins was rushed to
Wednesday. March 23
new veterinarian here. 'He and
terra on April 13, the second-Mop- headed by W. Z. Carter, Members
a hospital in Murray but was dead ment has been reached whereby the Ledger & Times will Mrs. 'Dorman arrived
Crowe's-1.
815 pounds brought
in Murray
Funeral services for Elmus H.
Funeral services take over the office,supply business of Kirk A. Pool. ef- Yesterday and
day. The names from which the of the special _committee on arupon arrival.
are living at Five $130.77, for on average of' $11.10.
Outland. $1, were held at the Elm
ranging Ott -rally are C. B. Ford.,
were held Sunday afternoon at fective April 6, after which date Mr. Pool will be
Outland-73.885 pounds brought Grove chtRch Sunday afternoon petit jury and the grand jury will chairman, and
employ- Points.
George E. Overby
Palestine by Rev W. T. M. Jones ed by this newspaper and will
be
selected
have
.been
drawn.
He takes the place of Dr. Lowell $297 98 for an average of $7.67. be in charge Of the office
at 4 oclock. Officiatthg Pastors
Sr., Kerby Jennings and. Harold
of the Methodist church. He is supply department, job
The following 38 names' were
Jones who was called into Army
Farris -1.900
printing, and engraving.
were Rev. J. H...Thurmart, Rev.
pounds
brought
'
Van
Winkle,'menibers.
survived by his mother. Mrs.
service several weeks age. "1. $20158 for an average of $10.71. Sam P. "Martin and Rev. L. T. whaled -by 'the Jury Commission- .
Mr. Pool has engaged in the office supply
The atriotieritry will signal the
business
'George- Parrish, and his grandens, Nb,rton Foster, Leslie Smith.
shall not have an office doweTotal
sales-7,400
in
Daniel.
pounds
brought
"Murray
for
the-"past
three
beginning of a HOUSC-t0-hcnne
and'a half years and is well tovm,'
father, Mr. Willie Hopkins.
artid . Wr K. Holland. from which
Dr. Dorman said. "but will $632.29 for 1ln average of $8.54. .
licitation covering the entire city
The deceased is survived by his the
Pallbearers at the funeral were known over a wide sectiom of West Kentucky and West conduct
Petit Jury for the April term
my
practice
from
my
widow,
'four,, brothers and . one
,
.Ralph and Rudell Bogard. Tro4 Tennessee.
of the Calloway Circuit Court is and county to secure pledges to
.
home."
sister. Rev. Cerios 'Outland, Lanbuy Bonds and S ari_m_regularly.
As a member of the Ledger & Times staff, Mr.
Bogard: Prentice Holland. Talmage
to be selected:
• Dr. Dorman was, graduated from.
Pool
dis Outland, Forsest Outland and
Already work has begun in Mara,
Lovejt. and Loman Nanny.
will cover all tetritory he has been covering the
past th ee the Ohio State school of veteiin-.
Murray; ray to seetirC pledges. -from as .
Ivan Outland, all of ,Calloway ',Pewter -,--- Stubblefield.
Flower girls were Miss Sue Hot.- -and a half fears and will be
enabled- to idd quality pri t--- aiy _science in 1940. During the
Coles,
OWIte
Hazel;
Willie Wrath- Many employees of businets houses ,
County, 'and Mrs. Fred Vance of
land. Misses Dorene and Molene ing to, the higher. Hazel; Carlos Black. Concord; as possible
type service he his been iviidering is past two years he has been praclakeland Ky.
•
'to invest a certain
Duncan. Miss Lorene Williams.'
Six men were brought before
ticing under a senior veterinarian
Groirer Gibbs, Hazel; Pat Beale. amount from each
customers.
paycheck in
Mr. Outland died suddenly at
Miss Lemett- BrOotis. Mild Hazel
Judge
C.
A.
Hale
in
quarterly
the
in
Tennessee.
lie
Wadesboro;
stated
that
he
E. G. Moody. Concord; Bonds.
Mr. Pool decided to close out his business
Parrish. Miss 'Pauline Cunninghis home one and one-half "%ilea
following came to Murray because there
court
during
the
past
week
and
Cannon
is
Rodgers. Swann; Edgar
Regular Buying Needed
east of Murray. about 1:30• p. m.
ham, Miss Nanny, and Miss Louise the order by the government regulating the sale 'of type- an opening
given fines.
here and -he
Wells,.Hazel; A. W. Thompson,
The U.
writers and adding machines and his fine stock of offibe
Treasury Department
Saturday. He had worked at the
Fennel.
elractice
Raymond
Contord;. One F.'Hey. Swann; is promoting the
independently.
0.•'Stevens of /Farmwantedo
In
regular buying of ...tobacco &emaciation prizery, Satursupplies is being purchased by the Ledger &
school
"hewas
a r,00mmate: of Dr ington pleaded guilty Monday to
Clay Brewer. Murray:, Paul
Times right
Bonds and Stamps thentallon over.
at the opening of the spring season. L. G. Northingtoe of Mayfield. the charge of driving while under day morning but went home sick Murray; B. Lovett. Liberty: S. P.
"Spare change will not win this
about 11 a. m.
*i
It his been the _purpose of thelAd_g
VW influence of liquor and .was
Killebrew,. Brinkley.L. Chic_ Par- war.:_je-guistr
•
er ,& Times for and both he and Dr. Northing
payr4,11- baying 4w.4bwr
was
He
-ar
ndtive'of-Calloway
II
e'frifernify4hrethers of -Dr. Jones fined $100 and costs piicr
1101110" tiffie to operi-rip afrie supply
eel!. Liberty; Alvin Williams. Mur- best method
oPeradepartment in order
to reise the billion" . County and wai a member of the ray; Douala* Shoemaker
who has been.priteticing
rers license was revoked. He w
to broaden itt service to the public and it
.
Cqneord,
needed." states Secretary Morgenconsiders itself
First Baptist Church of Murray.
H. L. Pryor, who has recently" exceptionally
C. R. Lee, MurraY":" H. W. Jetton, thau.
O an autu accideet at the corner
fortunate to have Mr. PoorbecoMe aihtoci;
taken over the building that form- ated
Murray;
of
'12th
and
Main
Sunday
Billie
night
Wells,
Liberty;
Dave
• 'During the past week ratryi
with the newspaper in, charge of this'departm
ent.
erly housed the Murray Motor
Hopkins, Murray:' Loyd. Carson, such as,
When' big car and a car driven by
the one planned-Mr-Murray.
The Ledger & Times building has be
company ror-nie Pryor Motor comMin Mary Helen Gordon ran toBrinkley: W. C. BillingeOn. Brink5 has sprung up ell.oyer
completely
the country.
pany, is pimping a super garage remodeled and redecorated and new fixtures for
gether. The cars were damaged
Icy: Walice Dowdy, Liberty; W. The rail; held
.
the ofin Louisdille last'
•_
.
for Murray-and in fact has already fice supptrarpartment are being instalted. Frida
but
14.
no
was
one.
Joe
Mgt.
Pittman.
Parker,
Concord;
colored,
,rlarence
reported
Mc- week was ooly one of more _than
and
started working on it. Carpenters Saturday, April 3 and 4, have been set aside-ax
Daniel. Liberty: Tharp Futrell- a • hundred in
Floyd McNutt
pleaded guilty
'Open that he killed a mad dog in Murvarious places__ _
And painters' have been busy at thw House" hays lry'the Ledger 4-•Ttrries managem
r4leist'week. - Me statett'thit
Murray:
-purr
Suninn, Murray: throughout the „nation. This Issue'
Monday te----g-tharge of reeklois
e
arid
The. wrap. bins on the _court
_
garage during the -past week, and during those 'two (Hite
dog.
-Odie-Gbair
had
bit--sevend
item-tilwar
other -dery driving ..sar -warltried $20-gad - ?Hittite yard are
m;
L
LecTger and -Writes is dedi- ,
we hiipe.-toliave-411-our sten:filling up slowly. lock, Liberty;
,
even with the garage open f
Two,
children
11.
Worley, Brink- Cated tcr- ublicizin th ra
were reported to costs.
He was involved in a
holders. friends, readers,advertisers and_job '
and iro •
448-- nave been omen last
business. Pryor says. improvements
we-ek- r minor auto accident nearthe home the other for dry waste paper
to e increased sale of !Gilds and
tomers call, on us and inspect our plant.
and Kirkland, Brinkley:
will continue until he has one of
1
dogs belleyed to. be rabid.. Ono of- the late - Minus Clulland SunOwen West, Stamps Isere.
rags.
On these two days we will do our best to shiriiiiu
the best equipped garages 41 this
Murray;
r of these -.is
A. B. Rodgers,,Murray,
T. L. Ear.
friends what it takes to produce the kind of.
The government is Urging aft' The Unloving list is
part of the State.
ndivspaper Garrett.
7
comprised
•
PittmalL Colored. Who
farmers
to
look=
about
on
their
His staff. complete for the time the Liiiker * Times is, and t,-o manufacts the quality Of
of
24 names selected by the Jury
Chief of Pollee W.. It...Parker lives east of haler'In Tennessee,
farms
„forscrap
iron
and
to
put
being, includes Hermon Jones and printing that has won a sfiti-iv
Commissioners, Norton Foster, Leshas inserted a notice in this issue pleaded guilty Monday to a chart&
-ide rein
-itation.'.
Sheney Outland, mechanics. Jack
of the Ledger and Times (see page of Oing-drunit irr-•a",public place it on the market. It can be Wild lie Smith and W. K. Holland, from
With the acquisition of the Kirk A. Pool office
supat
Shriiat
Bros.
Meat
market
in
McKeel, Virginia Veale as book- ply business the Ledger
which list the Grand Jury_ for the
& Times will represent the com- 1, eection 31 stating that stray dogs and was fined $10 and costs.
All molasses growers and farmMurray or it can be put In the April term of the Calloway
keeper. and Dick Shell as grease bined
John Alvin Stubblefield. colored.
Counresources of three institutions that were success- will be summarily disposed of
on
bin
the
coLtdhouse
•yard,
monkey.
When ty Circuit, Court is to be selected: ers interested in growing sorghum
Dick was until last
after
March
30.
Was
art-este
Saturdiy
-11
on
the
fully operating inidurray up to January IT: the Ledger
this year will meet Saturday afterit-IT Pitt into ihe bin, it is sold by. -R. H. Falwell.
month manager of the Cities Sercharge of being drunk' in a public
Murray: 0. - L. noon at 1 o'clock
at the 'Court.
vice station at the COMET at Sixth .& Times. thn_West Kentuckian. and- thekrpol More. The
plaee. Monday he pleaded guilty the Jtiltnoc Red Cross. Either-way Cain, Wadesboro; -Robert Jones, house, Prof.
W., 11. Brookii- liii
1
satisfactory; the point is to Swann; Alvis Smith. Concord;
end Main. Vt. F. Harris is now the merger of these three firms is manifestly1 the result
and wag finest $10 and costa
El- announced.
get the wrap out of the junk heap lis Pasieturfl, Hazel;. Luria
manager of that station. Shell has changed conditions since the outbreak of War
Lawton Lamb was arrested Mon'
Irby, --Prosoerts f
11 DecemiriO the 'crop- •
spen
years n service
o economy an e iciency.
cage o
rig, run
so
it can be Made into guns and Potts. Brinkley; PurdOrfi Lassiter, this year are'-*cry "good. One
work and has had more 'than 20
Everybody connected with all three firms
in
a
public
place.
,Hr pleaded
has ma-de'
concern is willing, to cOntract' for -eaday, March 24, Sales
years experience in car service sacrifices in order to better
Murray: Hardin Jackson, Liberty:
guilty and was fined $10 thid COS'S. ammunition.
serve the people of Murray
50 acres now at de,per pound and
Total Head--996.
Hozie
(See
york.
the
Hodges,
article
Concord;
on
scrap
Luther
iron
Boyd
GilWashburn
WOW arrested
and Calloway county. Whether these sacriftees will
pay thp freight to its' destination
Cattle, ,long few steers. 10.50.prove
In addition to these, Luth:
r...)
on Thuisday of last week on the on page 3, section 2 taf this issue.) bert. Murray; Holland Roberts, for'.
justified only the future can Aell. It will depend
the molasses just as it comes
wholly' 11.10; shor1 fed steers. 9.00-10.00; charge of breach
White has joined Pryor MutatLiberty.
the peace. He
baby beeves. 11.00-12.00; fat cows,
from the 'mill ,lo barrels, aecordupon the degree of support and*.encouragement
IL.
given hs
a Mechanic. White has had 14
-.L.Rechardsbn
was
. W. Murray;
accused of 'striking.7.50-8.50; canners and cutters. '5.00
Prof. Bronks...
h PUwIC.
years experienee.,.along this line b
3. D." Hughes, Etrinklmt... J. L. Dal- ipg•to
..
-7.00; bulls, 8.00-9 50; milch cows, Spann Sunday a week ago. SatAll of last year's sorghuin
In the undertaking, that is the merger of the
ton.'
with Ford and Chevrolet corns
Swann:
Dillard McCuiston, lasses'
urday he pleaded guilty of the
•••
Kirk per head. .40.00-90.00.
has been sord-End at the
A. Pool business with the Ledger * times, we
Concord: WaSh L. Boyd Murray:
panics' in Marshall county.
charge and was fined $15 And costs
have been __VreaW No 1 vests, 14.50;
set price.,.
No.
2
Jeff
Miller,
influenced largely by the happy outcome of the
Watlesboro;
and given a jail seeleace of 19
merger
13.58: ihrowouts. 1020-1t00.
•:Fourth, Mayday in March. tradi- Myers. Hazel; Willis
days.
Fielder,'Conof the two Murray papers two months'ago. While
conservation Club
Hogs, 170400 'pounds. 13.00; 205it is
tional Mule 'Day here, Monday Of eord; Hermon B. Williams, Liber- Dedication Services
entirely too early to make anythifirlike an accursite
To Meet Tuesday
fore- p230" pounder 13,00; _235-80. pounds.
At-iistoli Sunday
he Week 'was',a ziost beautiful tY:- W. B.. Pettersonr Concerd;
W,. .. -The-First Baptist church at
cast coll the future of the consolidated paper; the
kind -of a day. The -etty was M. Farley, Concord; S.
people .12.$5; 285-290 pounds, 12.75; over Miss Patricia Mason ;
The Calloway County Conserveion will be. dedicated in a'service
f the 't
d eintv have. alreadydemonstrated that 290 peunds, 12.70; 150-165 pounds. To Give Recital
thrcing&L with visitors and shop- tan: Liberty.
non Club will meet Tuesday night
'
afternoon 'at 2.3a o'cluelt. they
pleased with our efforta-and we feel thlitlit-i 142.00; 120-145 potinds, 10.85; r
s-12.20-1.
W
Bro. .L.• V. Henson will
210.
• •
up to tliCto erit whatever increased support we expect
Silas Pit II- ia.„ Mason. daughtr "of chants- reveals that buying was
LEGION
Melugin. secretary.
MEETING
s.
at this service. The church has*.
The cattle markft was gteidy Dr. Ora' K -Msisen„„will
uniforthly. heavy.
give
Last week .tbe club received 500 to receive.
The local Post of -the tiineriesm been built fin some
with last week. The -calf market' cal recital tenight 'Thursday)
time. -- but
at
The :vieitoes were a2 peaceful as Legion wilt meet Thursday,. April
DON'T FORGET OUR "OPEN HOUSg" FRIDAY
quail to he released in the
the "building is now free' of -debt
was 50e higher, while the bog 8:15
m. in the auditorium of. the weather-riot a disturbange of 2, at .7:2(115.
ty.
AND SATURDAY, ANNE,,3 AND4,
tn..
Dr. A. D. Buttes- and- the celebrant* 15 in -recogpi•
- 9 A.M. TO 6 PAL:. maiket was steady
;
Murray Slate College.
.
jaw& atas -separtedr- witetit--enneetneed todap.
-ot ring'
•
'••
,•

Paul D. Hopkins
Fatally Injured
By Automobile

Ky.
Bonds
Stamps

•

of

County.

! NT WAR RALLY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

L'NTION

uawl and
id. By this
r so Jesse
lights, gun
ik a back
:as a lung
new that
ur car we
ack horne.

terests

7-*
• vitlei
1J06118-

•

A-actions on Floors
TojkLimited to
Mondays, Thursdays

in-.BrutraY

-1

•

•

NAIIITFOR JURY other
LIST SELECTED
FOR APRIL TERM

Ledger and Times to Take Over
Kirk Pool Office Supply Store

4

mit

Dr. Dorman is New
Veterinarian Here

Funeral for Elmus
Outland Held Sunday

Circuit -Court M
Convene Here 2nd
Monday in April

.Six Men Are Fined
By Quairterly Court

•

Pryor Plans Super
-Garage for Murray-

TH!

_

Togs With - Rapes

Scrap Bins Are
Filling Up Slowly

.Reported in,CitY •

•

.7...--••••••1••

°rt.

•

Molasses Growers to
Plan_ for Next,P'op

a Wurny--Livest

•

a

h Monday Fair;
Trading Was Heavy
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—;--Mrs. E A Tifeker and Mrs.. E. B.
Lutheick have as there guest for
several weeks Mrs, At Hubbard
of Memphis.
_
iss France's Sledd left today to
The following- • prizes for essays
Off Campus Girls Inc.,. is the
spend- the Week-end with friends are being offered by the United
name selected for the newly formt the- University of Alabama. Daughters of the-Oonfederacy. The
Tusealoom,.. and at Prattville, Ala. prizes are not restricted to UDC ed organization of Murray College
- Mr. and- Mrs. Jack licillvath home from a two weeks visit with
girls living out of the dormitory.
Glenn Noyes. formerly of Mem- memeleree.
•
spent the week-end in St. Louis. her daughter Mrs. Harold Lumsden phis writes
his parents. Mr. and -- $10.00 for 'best -essay of "David Miss Ernestine Miller submitted
Andre Pingon of Franklin, Ky.. and family in .Essex. Mo. Mrs. Mrs. George Noyes of 211 North Owen Dodd of Arkansas and Sam the name and was the winner of
., dollar offered by Dr. Ella
waga gunqt this week ot Mr. and Overby and.. Mrs. Lumsden spent Fifth street,. Murray. that be is Davis of Terin•-•
,
see. Boy Heroes
thing. dean of women, as a
several days a that time in St. getting along fine and is new lo- of the Confederacy".
Mrs. W. G. Swann." .
-prize.
Louis visiting_lbesids itetcl relatives cated It-Carep Claiborne, LA:
Those from Murray and Cello$10.00 for the best essay on
abow
-The grimy met at the home of
way county who attended the and attending tlie
The Rev. C. C. Thompson is con- "Ideals of the Confederacy at lame
tht re.
Dr. Wieling Thursday night. March
meeting of the Lest 650+,1 Parentducting a revival at Ashland, Ky.. in the Present World Crisis".
19. for the purpose of electing ofMin; Rollene Crawford. of Milan". this -Week.
Teacher Asiocia.uoo in Marton or.
The Rev. Chains
$1e.00 for the ben poem, show- ficers. Those chosen
to lead the
Tuesday were MI, Joe Baker T. nn . was the week-end guese_of Brooks will conduct services at the ing the South's continuously
true club are: Emma Sue Gibson,
presMrs. A. D. • Butterworth.
Mrs. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. First Christian church Sunday in patriotism.
ident; Ernestine Miller, vice-presiBryan Tolley. Mrs Jack Ken- Crawford.
his place.
es.
$15.00 for lee •_pete_ essay on The dent: Elizabeth Upchurcle__secrenedy. and Mrs. • Ray Treon of
Robert James Stubblefield left . Dan Hutson. who is in the War
Great Responsibilities Accepted by tary-treasurer.
Other representaMurray. Mrs. Carl Lockhart and. last week for Memphis where tw Department. -Ordnance
Division, the . Southern -Women 'from 61-65". tives
*Wiled are: Glenda Mpulteies
Mrs. Clifton JCg.. of Lynn Grove. has entered the University of Ten. Cincinnati. 0. spent the week-end
A definite requirement for the Kate Duke. Margaret Roberts, Jer:
.
Mrs. Pan:I:Pada!' And. Mrs. Clay nsee Medical School
in Murray With his pareilta....Mrsogiessiee of this wire is that
paseikeir 'or Male/ - VW::
1t
F
Tid
--Rene---TrtigheiT ih
1.11111r5;.
l t4i4n•
!
notes and a full bibliography malt
and Mrs. Coy Rje of Atmo.
Mr. anti Mrs. Waltse Prieskarn :be appended •to show careful
Mrs.' Hughes arrived Tuesday'fedm
Tomato Growers Asked
-entertainwere
CeeillIPThurimolad bed as hie draahirliftele D. C.. loi"a
Mich:,
Wayne,
- ten Mei' of
search work done.
To Pay for Plants
guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Ralph visit with his =thee. Mee"'"OeweY ed with a delicious dinner Tuesday
$25.00 for the best assay on "The
Holcsamb and -some Hob and Bud. Nelson and Mr. Nelson.
evening at -the &eine of her broth- Confederate Emigration to _South
It was announced yesterday that
Roy Holcorr.b,- Mr. and Mrs Sam
A. B. Water' 2f Charleston. Ind.. et and lisster-inelaw. Mr. and Mrs. and
Central America, Brought members of the Calloway County
r.for4. and daughier • Lulf Mae and- Sidney Aebeit
• Waters. ol. De- Maeld•Figilio-:of Belleville, Mich. about by . the Results Of the War Vegetable Growers Association who
ad tie Salem. la
hera• Ralph, troit were guests het week of their
Mrs. Audit Beaman of Highland of 61-65". The winner will be. re- wish to grow
tomatoes this seaHolcornb remained for a few days' parents.
Mr, and Hrs. Neva Waters. Park. Mich.. is here visiting her quired in snow valuable research son should call at the county
visit with her parents. Mr. and
father R. T. Cathey, rom here work .docie.
-...__•",agent's 'office to pay for plants.
Mrs. Dick Ha1an of ElitabethMrs- Henry Weideop.
she is.• [tieing to itouston, ex., to
$30.00 for the best essay - on New members should *so go to the
Own is the, guet.. this 'week of
visit in the home of Mr. and Mrs. "The Study. of George Mason's Life mute, agent's office
Mrs Ethel_ Bowden a-nd erandto sign marher 'inciaber. Mts. w H. Graves.
before returning es Illustrative of the Old South's
Lewis Beaman
daughter.
Nancy Robinson
of and her sister'', Mrskrting agreements.
•Margaret
Bowling Green were week-end
Political Leadership'. The writer
Graves.
Humphreys WheelMrs.
guests of missives in Murray.
in developing this subject, is •re- Mrs. Hesston Is Clab Hostess
Prof. A. C taFollette left Tugsr. - of •Fort Lauderdale. Fla. who guested to emphasize Masonee cooH -Geuriii and farnilv_ha
7I- testMeesfiruietwoiaronisFiriluriant 01 --like Mal --Hosaners—eres- ta
prhsas
-135 1h,ir1iAM -SD
fend fire
.Speech ConMonday afternoon to members .of
lesvithe Okla. after visiting with vention. Fedi Laleslielee is ex. company lee the pastl
'the basis for what is called "The
"
1".'has
,„ !,,y.e
her bridge club and the followMurray'
relatives ia -this 'tourft.
6'u
'
With 14". American Way of Life".
octets.* secretary of the Southern returned to
mother. Mrs. B. G. Humphreys, - $15.00 for the best essay on "Sid- ing guests; Mrs. Ozzie Millmere.
• Mrs. B. W. Overby pas returned An:ovation.
Mrs. Ed Scales, Mrs. Roy Stewart,
fur an indefinite tun .
ney -.Lanier's Normal..Point-ofMrs. A G. Megiil of Feu:skim.
View and Fine Spirit in the ReToth.. who has been visiting her
'His
PostMother. - Mee. B. G. - Hurniihre3i. 81:14
Warcunciitiusis
ment of ^. Developed
L flet
i Z
' ia
during ihe pazawo weeks: return- this point-of-view. Lindees life
her
hmn
---fC7-uet4luY. • . ' tas witted 'value in serving. as-a
ed .to
John'teYertry -et Athents. Tehn.. lesson to all soliders called open
. -1N-E•by and sod at et° make posi.wae adjustments of
,. • ined. -Sine
...' twat.. Of her parents. Mr. iuu:V their live,:
1,.. the best essa3, on wig_
m.o
.
‘
Ma, Luther . Robertson, for . the
f week-end. and they returned to ham A. Alderman. a States.
itheir itorke in Athens Sunday.
Edeeator of the l'ilew Souih. There
-... I Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Bailey and i. ,stafftrient MaLeTtla'AVAAIDDAD-_./11•
•
I SCIn Of cheend°°r°- were week-end Dr. Alderman's life to insure a
guests of fes'etarents. Mr. and s.resbtabes• devekopmas
e oda
_LateSpving.Has Delayed Buying of
Mrs. II B. totila Ir.
- - - - 1,•••stor
a.
- -, -

UDC Is Sponsering Off-Campus College
Coianteats Inr Essays Girls Organize Club

OCAL

•

•

Mrs. Clarence Landham and Mrs.
Rice Moulitjoy.
Mrs. E. B. Howton received the
club prize for high score, and
Mrs_ Stewart the guest high.

Marierni•ell Musk Club Has
Alumnae Meeting
--Miss Eleanor Hire was hostess
Tuesday evening t&-- the
MacDowell Music Club. The meeting was designated as "Alumnae
Night" and the program was as
follows:
-Romance",
Sibelius -- Marjorie
Arnett.
"I Heard the Forests Praying",
vocal solo—Mayme Kean, accompanied by Franetta-Sleeld.
"The Nightingale", Liszt-e,Marion
Trews
. .
--illustrated
Biel_
.
Charles G. Wilder:
Dainty refreshments were served
by the hostess durtAble-atielal
hour.

•••

1 f
d f
m
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Th

coun
full
is e,
alrea
work
even
worn,
carry

v4ee:
to make you look prettier ...

and slimmer

Altho

VAR_
t
esola
10111111
work

Feel light-hearted about
ho.w lovely you look ...
- - With a lively spring
dress:

prisit

saute
but -1

We have a wonderful
selection of Easter dresses
—many of which are sure
to please!

full g
-hand

Korean..I...espedeza

Dodder Free—Contains
No Noxious Weeds!
•

Prices Ramp
From

ROSS FEED CO.
N. 3rd St. Phone 101

$2.98
$6.98

...m....••••••••=•••m••••.•••••4m.••••...10.

AT OUR NEW LOCATION

Attention, Farmers!

Thi
natio
sentit
pertu

for EASTER!

'OPEN FON BUSINESS

•Vs:
*

WI
Di

in tl

Cobbler Potatoes

I

,• r4

s for

D. Cu

Certified

koberta

.

Shop
At-

The hostess served a party plate
at the conclusion of the game.
••• • •

Comer 6th. and Main

•••••••••...eScar-

•KORFAN LESPED

Slfitle far the best essay on "Lite
"' °I Hlefunan
'Sr
"' -14. E el
spent several days last-week es the og Dr. &mein
Eminent
guest of her daughter. Mrs. 'Ver- Confederate Physician".
4non Stubblefield: Jr . and Mr. StubFur rules governing prizes. ins
.biefield
• ..1
leerrnatiort may be °blamed. frost
- -"- -i---Iterr-llifteittenenreft-imerstee telesseter f
. N. WilKame CjiFeer,lturCf
returned ft4iiC. Courtlanci.
'
Iray.
whire they. sperif•the winter and
tett' jetsieit- bte Marsh to make
Adi for This Issue
them home on West Main St.

poinioh.

Seed and for This Reason the Market Is Much
Lower at the Present Tiane,
You Win FiliarThat Our if4ee-Ti'AlwayS
in Line With the Market

• _

•
Located on Elm Street, Near Stock Yards PHONE 665

MURRAY, KY.

•

Keep Your Home Liveable
.•

• • • • `trOR THE DURATION"
With a ban on tire and automobile sales, everyone'
will have to spend much more time at home while
the war

kits.
,
This calls for thoughtful consideration of home furnishings
to Make it a pleasant place.

BUY
NMI)
STATLS
SAVINGS
DS
ANDFLUIPS

wiak in announce our removal from East Main

Street to our

•
We have a comnjete line
. . some item-R.-ere .b.
-coming Jtcarce, but
WE HAVE NO SHORTAGE
YET IN THESE!

Mrs. .hmipy'Groga
Pies Near Hazel ldoaday.
•
Mrs Jenny Grogan. 'reed N. died
at the home- of her. daughter.
Lucile Groean Jones. near Hazel.
a.
Streeday:
serrices. were. held Tues. at the Cherry Corper Baptist
ach with the Rev
Thtire. a nephew of the deceased.
chases,,
Besides Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Grogan
• v ved by another daughter.
P,se Underwood of Florida.

The advertisernente for this
special Defense lame of the Ledger
and Tunes were reed by the members of the Wortnees Cittb-ot
ray. nynn Grove business. and
protest-Stoma men advertised 160
per cent and most wf The Dueness
men and busistess fiotises of. Mutray.and Hazel have advertisements
in this issue

•••

WATCH FOR OUR
FORMAL OPENING .

Held

at

In the meantime we are open for business and invite our

friends and customers to visit us at our

Cottage Grove

'

OIL RANGES

•••

Funeral for Ed Daps&

Gore's Texaco Station

Lick the 'Axist

.$1.00

new home.

Ed Dumas died Friday at the
home.ot.pls daughter. Mrs. Marvin
Attended Fusaral of
Callsctit of Cottage Grove. Tenn
J. Kent Rogers Skomikwy,
He Was the father of Henry Dumas
near Hazel, and bad lived his
these
attendirig
tame life in Henry-county.
West Paducah and burial
Funeral services were held at
• E.r, Grove of J. Kent Rooms, the --Gene ge Grove Baptis.
church:
afternoon with burial in the Walker cent-e• Paducah. Sunday
ere Mrs Eula Miller 'and M145 etery. nnie--.htay 51.11er. Louisville.' IL
..__.e.alirell. Dr. 0 C.1Wells. and
Back. Our Yanks in ,T-heir
and Mrs- Stanley Futrell of'
.i.irray: Claud Rogers and Fred ,
They -Need 11.1 Lees Speed It!
Hoekiesselle: and Mrs. _
• Futrell and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
,artin• of Cadiz.
Mr. Regers was a former prone. I t resident of this county. and
Texaco Gas-end Oils
....many friends who mourn•.eung.
-4GAS Ige
Our Ta •

new, modern, improved station oppo-

sail* the National Hotel.

Sold By Wow's Club

PARKER SEED COMPANY
1

alpha

../••••••••••••Iub

to complete your cgs'turns ... We have a.
large selectiOn. '

Half wtirt
,
T Hazel Highway

s

FARRIS SERVICE STATION
NOBLE FARRIS
6th & Main

SHELL PRODUCTS
•••••

om.a.m•••1111•••=•••-••••••-••••

•

Such 'a variety, but so flattering
ali colors
.
every shape and design ...

Phone 409

—vela

41111..

4•1••

MOOSE YOUR EASTER
SHOES& I-04 Catree:*

- Repair For

weroay
Untie Sam puts repairs first because he
wants you to protect your home against

a.

Ia Black, Navy,
• and BEIGE!

•>•

destructive wear and weather.

• REGULAR

PLUNGE
HEADFIRST
INTO
SPRING!

4

• TABLE TOP

$3450
•

_

Re-roof With

to

. •

.Yotit %Viiiirro- sing
.the praises of our
exquisitely styled —...
"
.
"-^
*tart_

•
•

--:Priced From

safe:_
Protect the. out-'

fire safe. cyclone

Ford asphalt shingles.

4794
- 0-

•

side walls with Green Seal paint- enclio..--

siding-insulate 'Ole iniiide—walls
and roofs with Celotex, rock wool or
Masonite, in the old rooms or new with
bestos

- Metal Chromium Breakfast Sets --

money-saving materials from a depend-

FROM

able
'
'dealer that has served y
ou for

$34"

• 11ES5 ANP_LITECT.CA.51MOC

••
Use your savings from

th e

$44.50

Let's

.100 N. rotirth St.

S. Third St.

Defense Bonds . . .

win this war and save our homes!

— We Buy and Sell Used Furniture —

Crass Furniture Co.

purchases from

Murray Lumber Company to buy

Savings Stamps and

4

more

tharithirty years.

art—

.

&jitter. They're deftlys.`ffeshioned 'on
Comforting%
lasts, of leathers that fulfill a Promise of tong wear.'"

•

•
•

MURRAY MILLING CdMP4NY
•
-Tii5Tlara4i Hee
DIANI.E.
,
Krtainit* OF

-

•

EXCLUSIVE FLOURS' AND EXCLUVVE FEEDS
AND iitTA PURE MEA-L,
%It altAll

Murray Lumler Company ;
DEPOT STREET

N-TOE• SIII-QES

•
.• Idea* $1.98 $5.00
, •Fiiirdoman4ellsr,etaity Fashion I
•
1 Shoes till"t .r
—th—ai soft
erfeet- empteTrT I
gala print, or
milhquette you wear on

TELEPHONE 282 44

D. cury's
(Incorporated)

I

••
•

—5—'
-

.(.....10•0•44apipia$114py.

•

s
•.....•••••••44•4111TrIP•Ailif

•

• ••

•
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• CIVIC
• SOCIAL
• FASHION
0- FEATURES

01 bntZTZst '6o Vomen
MRS. 1H. L SLEDD, Editor

Women In Rural Section of County
Doing Full Share of. Work for Victory

•

Social Calendar

•

•

TELEPHONE 247

136 Scholarships Available Through
The United Daughters:of Confederacy

Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
Meets With Mrs. Keys

A very interesting lesson. Shrubs
and Flowers, telling how to pre.pare the soil_ and plant the seed,
was given by Mrs. Otis Workman.
Delightful refreshments were served by Mesdarnes--Clifton Key,-Miller McReynolds, and Carl Lockhart.
Mrs. Doran had charge of games
find singing.
On April 15, the Club will meet
in the home of Mrs. J. H. Doran
• •• •
Rhodes-Wood Wedding
Announced

Sunshine Friend Chth
Meets Saturday..,_,
_

Lynn Grove Homemakers:Ai:1ft
The Sunshine Friend bridge eh&
Friday, March 27
That women living on farm, and
A thousand families in this counThe following scholarships are
in the home of Mrs. Clifton Keys,
Saturday afternoon with Mrs,
met
The
Friday
bridge
club
Live-atin
enrolled
the
have
ty
will
in the rural Sections of Calloway
available through
the - United
Wednesday.-,March lit, for the regmeet at 2'30 p. m. with Mrs. R. R. Daughters of the Confederacy. Conti* Council Holds Meeting
A.- Wearren at her horhe'on
county are determined to do their Home program, agreeing to produce
ular
meeling,
inonthly
Mrs,
with
Meloan at Collegiate Inn.
hose. not awarded are to be filled
The Calloway County Couecil H. H. Kemp presiding. --Devotion
Pine Street. Guests, in addition
• full share toward winning victory at least '75 per cent Of their food.
Saturday, Mardi 23
by the General and Division Com- of the P-TA met Monday after- was led by Mrs. Pearl dates.
is evident from what they have While this is a family program
to members niece 'Mrs. J.
WilThe Alpha Department of the mittees- on Education prior to noon at the home of the president,
already accomplished. While their much of the responsibility will be
son and Mts. Gingles Wallis. Prizes
.
Roll
answered
call
was
by
thirMrs. Joe Baker.
,
work may not be spectacular or the „woman's. She may have'born- Woman's Club will meet at the September 1, 1942.
teen members with an Irish song
were awarded Mrs. Pogue butland
During the busioess-sesston the
the earnest desire of the
even very interesting at times, the plete charge of thegarden, seeing club house at 2:30 o'cleeg,,,,,
or poem. Visitors were Mesdames
for high score and Mrs. Ed Frank
women know its importance and that there will be plenty of fresh - The Mozart Music Club will hold Kentucky Division to have Ken- by-laws were read and approved. V. E. Windsor of Murray and Mrs.
the regular meeting_at......the home tucky bet's and girls avail +them- An invitation was extended to the
carry on.
Kirk snd"high.
eee
vegetables all summer long with
H. C. Lawrence.
of Donald Roberson on NOrth 7th selves of the opportunities.
four units of the council, for the
The farm family's biggest part in sufficient amounts of all kinds for
Plans
hostess served ii..party plate .. madelor
are
The
being
a
club
Street.
annual
meeting
to
-be
held at
The attention of teachers and
national defense :is producing es- canning. Canning itself is no easy
A wedding (ed much intereit tci at the -cOnclusion of the-game. .
contest under the leadership of
Wednesday. April 1
parents .is called te the following Murray High School.,on. May 8- Mrs. •Hansford --Doran. with the their friends was that of Miss
sential foods for themselves and chore but women will spend longer
-0- JO • • •
Mrs. Roy Stewart wil be hostess vacancies
Since it was automatically 'tithe
for 1042-43:
perhaps for the entire world. hardaz_days in the kitchen this
La Vonne Rhodes, daughter of
the Wednesday -bridge club at
-Theeleetian.of.officers, The for. sump liaVing-ihe meet; points at 131. ancl Mi•s. IL 13. Rhodes Of Boot and Thimbte-Clits
Tuition anif Part Tuition
Althotigh,a shortage of -farm hinds suinmer that no one may go hungry
her home at 2:30 o'clock. .
lowing„were named: president:18q. the end of the year being
, .
Scholarships_
if in evidence, the wornen grill not next winter. These worneg.,know
Lynn Grove and Mr. G. W. Wood, Ifitegpcillat Mrs:Blitott-"'
tamed by the losing side.
The P_-TA IOU meet at the. high
Jar Baker _ef__ 11/filrrarr, _vice-pre-st'let this interefere with • good that they mint provde
son of Mr.'end Mrs. Harvey W
Mrs.Myers
1;1- --Central College.' Fayette,
John*
gave
a
_short
Mrs.
Lonnie
achoorif;3 p. m. a
Shr6at
was
besiege
ilt, Mns'. Bun Crawford of L
crop. Many women and girls cus- titbit' own feurilly so that the coat•
color quiz on vitamins and foods. 'of new Murray.
Mo.' 4Freshman students
only). Grove;
Tharadag, Agri' 2 •
yelsterda*.affterrmon to members-a- • •
.
second vice-president, Mrs.
tomarily help out with the farm inercially canned food may go to
$50.00
Value
each.
A-clinic for pre-school children to
The single ring ceremony was
The Garden Clob will hold the
Lowery
Rains
of
kazel;
secretary,
the 'Book and Thimble Club and
work 'during busy seasons such as the factory vmrker in the city, who
.3.
Missouri
Central
State
read"
Teachby
be
Mrs.
Rev.
geld
Montgomery
Bun
-at
J._
C".
Swann's
in
regular meeting at the club house
Mrs:" Coy. Rye of .Almo; treasurer,
... setting tobacco or harvesting -hay, can hot grow his own. .
ers College, Warrensburg; Mo.
April was armoured by Mrs. Clif- of Charleston, Aiits:„ on March 2/ an additional guest, Mrs. Butgesa
at 2:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Riley 'Miller of Hazel; pubbut this year they will take the
The information and experience
(Freshman- students only).
ton Key.
at 7:30 p m. Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Parker, Jr.
licity
chairman,
Vester
Orr
_ - full place of the son or the hired farm. women have obtained from
$54.00.
Mrs. Windsor gave a short talk on Bartlett were the only attendants.
of
The afternoqn was spent inform-.
Murray;
historian,
Mrs.
Carl
-hind who is in service.
their organizations they are pois- Shower Compliments Mrs. Rogers
4. Chatham Hall, -Chathani, Va.
the defgpse rally ,te be an open
The bride was dressed in a powLockhart of Lyna Grove; finance
ally',
and a 'delightful salad plate
ing on to others. Miss Rachel
Value $300.00:""---der
blue
affair
ensemble
with
•
at Murray State 'College
brown
chairinin, Mrs. C. D. Paschall of Sir._
Mrs: Gatlin 'Clopton, Mrs. Conn
y the host-eie:
home
Rowland.
demonstration
and beige accessories.
5-16.- Chillicothe .13011-ness -Col- Hazel.
stadium soon.
. agent, reports that over a hundred Moore, and Mrs. Hugh Melugin leg, Chipleothe...Mo. Value $50.00
Some of the inembers plan to
The young couple will make
'M
motion was made and car- correspond with "pen friends- a their home at present with the
members of the community Home- were hostesses Wednesday after- eacir
• *--"'"'"
,
Buy
makers clubs have pledged them- noon at the home of the former
17-18. Christian College, Colum- lied that the council meet one member of a Homemakers club groom's parents.
rase; 3, Section i
selves to give information to from at a stork shower in compliment bia, Mo. (Freshman students-only). week before the district meeting. in another country.
UNITED STATES DEFENSE
Paul
to
Mrs.
Rogers.
five to 25 non-club families. • The
_hostess. served refresh
_The -county Homemaker* will
.alue 471110_ each-.
V
_
_----------and
. 1.-Delke Bonds and
FAMP-111=--1
6ioisc1eme
will -feittage tbese'-farnilies -to
It Columbia..111111tary Academy, at the conclusion of the afte
ye a get together _pally Friday
Allanageaf the 1. O. (. of the
developed In-the-decoreitions,
grow More- food, see that the
mbia: Tenn. 'Value $150.00.
The next meeting will. be 'held night, April 3, in Murray.
Rod. White, and Blue'
women can the surplus _correctly. and on the dining table where the
20.
Culver-Stockton
College, on April 14 at three o'clock at - The club will respond to the
and aid them in planning and pre- lovely gifts were arranged.
Canton, Mo. (Freshman students ..*he home of Mrs. A. D. Butter- call for ,pennies on friendship day„
Delightftek refreshments
paring nutriagua.. meals. .
were only). Value $100-00.
/or the women in England.
worth.
Culver-Stockton
Mrs."..Winnie Crouch was apCollege.
Rural women have cooperated served40sIdr4. Paul Rogers, Mrs. 11.
NVait till HE sees yon on Easter! Your
VOInted"-ar-itrading club chairwith the Red Cross in many ways. Oscar Morris, Mrs. J. E. Mack/ Canton, ,Mo: (Freshman students
new hair style will make hip fall in
EPPIE WILCOX Prop.
man. This is to encourage more
Many organizations and neighbor- Mrs. Lae Gingles. Mrs.. Glen Rog- anly). +Maw $50.00.
The Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S. of reading of books, and magazines.,
love with- you all over again.
hood groups sewed' regularly dur- ers, Mrs. Jake Mayer, Mrs. Arthur -22. Fasstfern. Settiot Henderson,
Farmer, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. N C. Value $100.00. 14rminieton met Wednesday after
Mrs. Doran announced the Pur-mom
Roy Graham, Mrs. Oscar Robinson,
Mr Georgetown-eellege, George- noon of last week, and with the chafe district meeting would be
-Phon•-1110 Now for An Appointment
Mrs. Virgil -Gibbs, Mrs. R. M. town, Ky. Value $50.00.
following women taking 'Art 'in held in the Lynn Grove school,
Pollard, Mrs. Treman Cavitt, Mrs.
• May 1, instead of in Murray. Mrs
24-37.-Gun toast Military Acade- the program:
Gladys Aaams and Mre-Stohewall my, Gulfport, Miss. Value $100.00
Mrs. B. F. Guthrie, Mrs. Lon John Myers, assisted by Mrs. Kemp
Kemp.
Billingtoe, Mrs..",...,41, Smith. Mrs. gave the major- project lesson,
each.
Those sending gifts were Mrs_
33-74. Hargrave Military Acad- Elmo Smith, Mrs. Noble Fuqua, "Meals for the Sick and Convir:*
IN THi•
Gus Lamb, Agra. Ray :Kuykeedell. emy, Chatliarn;
Mrs. Mary Hendrick and Miss Lou--1eseerit":7111ier-dInnayed a nic
-e
Mrs. Jess Gibbs, Mrs. Toy Phil- each.
Smith.
.
home-made tray they had made.
lips. Mrs'. J. B. Black, Mrs. Eva
75. If. Sophie Newcomb Memorial
. _
.
__''_5
.1444
• ,
1460..544mDewey Turnbose, Mrs. 'Futon Turn- $100.00.
bow, Mrs. B
)
i
r.s Scherffius, Mrs.
76. Kentucky Military Institute,
Bur WalchroP,
. Mary Huth and Lyndon: Ky. .Value $10000.
'1%-i beauty-4-flot-Ifour bait , 4. -Mrs. John "Cote.
_ 77-79. Marion military Institute,
Marion. Ala. .Valiut $209.00 each.
MUST match the
• Also the 110.--Iraryland College for W-Ome-ii,
of -your-Dock. litathemakers clubs assisted .-vgth Lutherytile. Md. Value $250.00.
41. Maryville College, Maryville,
the membership and the war fA&
Tenn.•(Seff-aid). Value 45100.
drive with good, results..
•
Sub-libraries Wive been pieced in larttiamouri Military Academy.
For Easter, for Spring, rhake an appointment with
many communities in this county Mexico, 'Mo. Value $250:00.
83. Presbyterian College, Chink's;
us now for your permanent ... One that will leave
through the effort of the local
women to encourage more read- S. C.-v•me-sseits.
your hair glossy smooth and patural looking.
$t Randolph-Macon Academy,
ing of better type books.
- In our all out effort for victory as Front Royal. Va. Value $100.00.
M. Sayre School. Lexington. Ky.
early as possible, nearly every group
throughout this country is doing (High-school Dept.i Value $75.00.
its part and the rural women, along .86. Southern Bros. Ftigazzi School
,•
with their families, certainly are of Business, Lexington, Ky. Value
Talllpild1011 2711....
107 South Fourth
'
doing all that is asked of them $4250
87 Southern College. Petersburg,
and more.
Va. (Boarding Freshman). Value
•
If You Will Visit This Beautiful Ladies'
$7500.
Shoppe in Mayfield, Kentucky.
•
88. Southwestern Louisiana Ins•
titute. Lafayette, La. Value ,.$1400.
69.• Stephens College. Coltimbia,
Mo. Value $100.00.
90. Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo. (Self-aid
Value .43150-00.
91. - Sullins College. Bristol V.
Value $100.00In One of'
These New Coats
1'ransyIvangi. Colleite.
'
Lexington: Ky. Value $60.00 each.
Fabrics in tWilli,'fleeces, herringbone, Shet-f
95. University of Alabama. -Unifind*, Bold Plaids Pastels, Navy and Black.
versity, Ala. Value $75.00.
16. University of Georgia, AthSizes 10's to 44.'s.'
ens. Ga. Value $100.00.
•
97. University of.lilorth Carolina.
$16.95, $19.95, $22.95, $25.00, and $29.75
Chapel Hill. N. C. Value $75.00.
-911. Virginia Interment College.
•••••..
Bristol, Va. Value $50.00.
99-120. Washington and Lee University. Leiington, Va. (Entering
Costume!
students only). Value $100 each.
Tie_ American Univerlity. WashYour Easter.
ington.
C. Valuer $200.00.'
University oL,Virginia, University, PC- The University of. Virginia
D$ESS
will consider for special -schotba.
ships • limited number of applications .endorsed by 'the UDC Ed11/1 fele!
ueation Committee. A student deHANDBAGS
siring to apply for -one of these
'
must secure the-proper blank from
In silk Jerseys, tripMsheei
Either leather or
the University, not later than May
• printed crepes • in colors. of
fabric ... so smart
Carry a gay print one .
navy, black, pastels, and
The following Gift scholarships
this Spring.
with your_ suit,
Sizes from 9 to _17_
azn--apen- -to now-eitudonti Alr-tho
44.
and
',pion of 1942-1943:
.40
Wbodraw 'Wilson Memorial *holt/nicer-sits. of Virginia Levi
Prices:
rSehook--Volor $420.00.
AND OAV-Gordon
Memorial
schol-.
B.
,
'John
$12.75
$10.95,
$8.95,
COLORt31.Pws
.
2arship, transferable, for a girl.
$14.95; $16.95 and $19.75
Value $100.00.t40
Robert E. Lee
morial scholarship, transfera e, or a boy. Value
$100.00.
Children of
the Confederacy
„.schOlartihip; transferable for a boy
or girl. Value. $100.00.
. .. Stunning classics,
Materials a r e Shetlands,
Cornelia Branch. Stone, scholardressy types. In white.
ship. transferable, for a girl.-Verho
black, - ecriors. In kid_217.1.0)- .111
.0r*-"e-• givors--10 -0PPle?'
Dressmaker
Slinvulatictjewelled braceskin, sued, fabrics.
cant who wishs to use whalertypes, and senal-tw4lor4ft in
necklace*: pins,
ship at Randolph-Mdeon.
navy, black and pastel.
' - and 'dips.

Additional iSociety
-

FOR VICTORY

!Eyes Right"---To YOU,On
EASTER DAY

South Side
Sandwich Shop

La Vanite Beauty Shop

...EASTER
PARADE

beauty

••••

••••

•••e. •-•`"

_

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP

•

•

SUCCES,S is Youis
DRESS UP ...

Make the Parade a Success with
Properly Selected

_

ACCESSORIES

_

That Complete Your

a

HANDKERCHIEFS

GLOVES

•

NEW SUITS

"JEWELS" for you!

•

•

.6••••••••••••Meral•••••..r=toemeolino.••••••=reMalb

'

7

Prices: $19.75 to

•.41

By }hying Wisely You Save . . .
With What.You Save--BUY BONDS!

•

.75 _

4

Bonnets
.
rf
the- ace

Cheer the boys in uniform.
Buy U. S. Defense Bonds.

off-

styles. in felts, straws, and
combinations .in such brands as
Leighton-gnox, and. Br*ndt's

MRS. MYERS
:BrAuTY SHOP
310 N. 5th St. -

sailors pompadours, diu:1

Priced from $2.98 to 51• 105
•

74111

•

The

VANITY SHOPP
MAYFIELD
-1(E-NTUCIFY----•
,
,
•s
111111111111UMUSIMIainalteE47iPL:1.
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..- •
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•
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t.

-Lts-ItteLlesith-Reperted
Safe Up te, March 19

•

A litter receii;ed .hare this iseek
by the local Red Cr(Ina- chapter in
answer to an inquiry states that
Lt. Robin W. Mcglrath's, name
does not appear on any casually
list pp to march 19. From thig it
may. be,presumed that he is safest least up to last Thursday.

• Mr&yiillie Baker is visiting /wif
daughter Mrs. Oscar W,nzi.‘r of
Akron.
•
..
Mr. and'Itrs. Bolen Howard are
recoveringAom flu.
.. :
. Mr.;Old VW& Charles Morris and
Miss Martha Nell Morris were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs.-J. C. Pas.
chall Monday -night -foes super.
Mrs. J. C. 'Pascilall' has a -ilew
washing machine which she is very
proud of.
The wheat' env is beginning to
- green. tip and look prosperous. ,
Lernian's store is very. beautiful. since being remcideled.
Miss- manta Nell Morris is
vuating her brothCr: Charles Morris. this %Telt --Old Maid.

-

I

lect the Libbi 1. Bell
Sound the AN.- LI, h- Knell!

ack Mt(he boys on

;r

•

N-o=rth Lynn Grow

Redbird Coach

the firing line-bay
Roads' dad Stamps
regataxl:i:

ilOW„

TOY EIRANDQN
MIDWAY, KY.
•
Dry Goods
&.--l*ticf-Gfoieerito

•

Staj

•

ay

We

•

highesemSrket
fOr" prodfite and

'-'13r
4. I,

SUPERINTENDENIS
MEET, DISCUSS *
SUGAR RATIONING
4 Days in April
To Be Set Aside
For Registering

•••

THDBODAL *ARM 28, 1942
--

Russell Chapel News
. -

Otis 0111e Burluien epent-ai week
with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Morgan
and lamily and Mr. and Mrs. D.
1'. Morgan and family.
Miss Billie Fay Charlton spent
Tuesday night with )41...1 Stella
Ann Morgan.
Elvin Garland,-,lackson, Miss.,
spent a few days with his parent
'
,
Mr. and Mrs. John Garland and
family.
J. J. Ellis spent a few days across
the- river at Dover. Term.
Mrs. Tunic Morgan and children
spept *Tuesday evening with Mrs.
Heine Charlton and children.
Miss- Stella Ann Morgan spent
Thursday with Miss Billie Fay
etisrlton,-Susle Q. and Dixie Bell.

,pugar .rationing and earlier high
whook,graduation were imusidersod
here Tuesday by county and city
school superintendents of Wert
Kentucky. Miss Elizabeth-- Batty
rpressinted the federal. govern.
meet us regard to the sugar rationing program and George Evans.
-CIN PAY DAY. BUY BONDS- Frankfort, - represented the pude
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop were
education department iri. TWInday's called
to Sacramento, Ky., Friday
nieetink
.
because of the death of a broththse‘-setusel. losing only ,dne
iss
that
canef-Sikhows_ David IL lakEueu.
_acheolOsid--saim-r- __The
stigir
Redbirds were misname*.-in the rfigrelal utiurs
tiler
Acted
1
27.48.
All
°Valk --Will
district notirney and • winner in the
Weds MuoNtini!
register __nuking a 4-day.. poorkse,
regional..
.
the
exact
'aitos for which Wore
__Coach. MeCuistee' and kW UMW
not aturounted here.
.the tine
Ceder the setup* explained by.
of the well; where -they- made a
BUY
fine showing in the state tourney: Miss Batty, the various divisions
losing to St. Xavier in that second. are as follows: first. the OPR in
U NITED
round-a, schooL. which has OR Washington; second, the state raS TATES
ng administrator: third the
largest',eftrollment Ai( boys 61 any
DEFENSE
•
county
.ch-.4 in Kentucky.
rationing
administrator:
BOND
S
fourth, the. local rationii4_board.
fifth, the school site ii"T
nistra
or,
sixth, the regiogrars.• .
Ito -county court clerks will get
the _fornui from the OPA.. it win
24-PHONES--25'
announced. The county an cO4,
sopewnt....4....ts
isswe_the__goi- LOUR PRICES CHEAPERlowing Alines!
•
Old Gold, U lbs.
'
73e
I. MakeOieallable the schools In
each area
,
K). Rose, 24 lbs.
7ge
2r- Estimate the •number of._ per.
Dainty Biscuit. 24 lbs.
80c
sons to be registered at each
K. Rose. 48 lbs.
$1.55
school
Freebarg's Best. 24 lbs.
_ 51.05
3. Appoint the. seltool site .admuSsirators
•
Mee'Sweet Potatoes.4. Contact tile local rationing
5 lbs.
10e; 10 lbs.
20e
board
•
_
5. Estimate the nuMber.ot forme lied Seed Potatoes,
pk
40c
'needed
Veell_ Cobblers. peck __
45e
) d. Distribute.. the'handbooks
New potatoes. lb.
Sc
The school
"
•• !
will appoint registrars, • make releered. lb.Se
ports to the local rationing board. New cabbage, 5
land
care, of, details .at 00001
Grapefruit Mire. 411-ess. _
:Ite. It was suggested that
11 I
one
ra or each SO
rwood anti Braeonkf
ile
registrants
-No. 2 can
lie
The state school superintendent
.•
will work witfi' the state rationing Orange Jake, No. 2 can
sh-RiI.b.
FRreed
adminiArator.'who
lrentucky.
.s General John A Polin. The Temple Garden Naiad dreaded 11
DELICIEONUS
pint jar
.-ounty and city superintendents
DOZ
a-ill work with the • countLe4gatiba•
Popped Wheat. tarp
Ing
Wird, the lotif -ndui,
91n01 panne package
Yellow Ripe
board. and the settool site adminia
. 8 as. package _
POUND
traitors. .
Supt. W. J. CaPlingerr. head of 2
sib. packages of oats
Good Size
the Murray city sehoor
'
sralesit.
urged that all persons Is years ar ,lb. bag of eats
DOZEN
Lave attending Murray_ State
bay eistfoe germ sailallarelim Ana
•I
register here . in orcCer
sVoid poible duplication and sells fast: 1 lb. ...111e. lbs.___S7c
Aristocrat coffee. 1 lb. ______ Vie
Mr Evans explained the resoluOur Mothers Cocoa, 2.11a.
ISO
lion adopted by the state ..f education •allowing high school Jergen's soap. 4 inns _
1.upils to make 15 credits in.-tares Jergen's
Eataska soap, 2 bars _ Sc
. veers and enabling therri-to enter
10
bars
for
24e
n!lete with 15 units.
•
In. order to permit pupils to get 2 10c Sspersads
15e
•
necessary 10 units .algo--gr di- 2
be size superstore"
37e
-11-- was suggested by the
can
17.1111
-ta Tcrers that a summer high Pure lazd.
Balk lard. 5 lbs.
howl-ilea/oft would be
$1.20
ore
di •:.I 0
iiiI explionecijghat ?slur. -LN
OUR MEAT DEP)UITMENTrasseAtate Collette regularly
s a
'
7
.-ausroli---a. its_ Trantlitit
nic hams. lb. •
__ 3k
some) that would _lend itself to
Layer bacon. lb.
30e
- fiss also outlineil
31Ie
,
whereby Aome el the-larger Lamb chops, lb. ___
-.enters otiseities could have ,umrner Lamb roast forequarter. In. .22c'
litgh schools, with other dist&cli Tender branded Steak, lb. _
31Ie
..tioperating in supplying teachers Parka, -Oleo, 3-11). deal
- -Sle
•-.0 that pup-ifs frotn adjacent art-gg
Pare grii
beef. lb.
bk
might attend and earn the extra
redits for high school graduation. • Be also have tenderised ham,
Among other plans suggested for dressed chickens. veal.
pork. %sein.retting the additional credits were
er' (all sizes), and ( anadian bacon.
• ne. radio schools,

ft

• .
Pat..M. MeCulston, principal • atod
COttett at tbeAfrer. Crameord high
schnet-ii- iionsen of--Mr:--encFitra
T. '3E ldeads:ph- of Rirksey.
Pat it considered one of the hipnotair'coacfies'of, Western • Kentucky. He , piloted the Concord
ft..eintrds through the most_staccess:
f
r enjov vd.by a team

•

aiii Iforter.

a

•

!.

• %..-A;

C Aff
-SA-GE1

PORK
POL. ND

-

jar

Can

ASPARAGUS
303 can
APPEE
_Tall can APPLE SAUCE
Can
•

irk".......k -'4f*.

MOTHER.§ COCOA
21-11s.- :can
•

47,

LIFEBUOY.SqAP
2 bars
LUX TOILET SOAP
2 bars

1•1

•

••••••••••••••

e

••••'"-

t" tg
Bro..
t
i
/‘ ft,

special da.,,es,

ERNST CORN FLAKES _ PACKAGE • 5
PARFAY OLEO
3 PACKAGES FOR
50c
fOilor
PRUNESs..:i°11:1mcrIL 15c SARDINES
20'
WHEAL:
:
1 13!?
115` PINK -SALMON'4°T 45(
-r-1(1•Fir-7=7.1:127ftr 15c
MILINUT 6 FOR
SHREDDED RALSTON i5-c
CAKE MIX
23` ROLLED 0
ner.s.
CAKE MIX23` CRACKERS Gtlisitt 10`
TOILET TISSUE 7. 5 RO S FOR
25c
KELLOC:0 S CORN
1 8 or package

Ittra student loads, etc. ,
•

Practical Ways
to Save Sugar.
•

FLAK
Eac

Freilli River Fish 'n"a"
A 50"; satroitution of honey is
..Axiy Day
rommunended in akes. Thi. pro.

Devirs-=
F
rood

Ging" bread

Rritish amen ancient's are making
a liquid )nv4444,Verr
- ntalning eigfepriseessed saccharin and glaease-o hie+ is (Gm syrup. Good
results can be obtained using as
high ad ', torn syrup to ,s sugar in
:ekes

asses a sweeter rake than corn

PH(

1/PANTEI
aeveral
joining
tof
letter. A
1,edger

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS-40POUNDS 49`
FRENCH
SPOTLIGHT
3-lb. bag 61*
elc
COFFEE Pound
25c Pound
bag Lao
Y CLUB
di&
AVONDALE BRAND 75e
FLQUR COUNTR
24-pound sack
24-pound sack
go
,
Thiron
TWISTED and
20-ounce
9e
Kroger'
Clock
BREAD Enriched
SLICED
Loaf,
FIG
AD ROYAL
POUND 15c
FRE-%
COOKIES
BAKED
r
EARS tin SANDWICH

Ir

ANTEI
Please
and pr)
Route 2,

lac ilier
el Elm

•

e'or_ Carnation
C Country Club
3 t"all or 6 small cans Cfi bij3 tall or 6 small cans

23

'WAN=
eultivati
terms ti
having
Thorntoi
108-R.

jLc
Losr s
oo, East

PRUNE RUM

Na--2% 25c
BUY A SHARE IN AMERICA 2 Lar"Cans
TOMATO PUREE
18c
3 N:l
Cans

Swift, II

WEE
END

MOTOR OIL, Penn-Rad
2-Gallon Can
Tax hictoded $1.19
IVORY SOAP
- 3 Math= Bars

lQc
IU-

at 3

CAMAY SOAP

•

MS AWAs

PEAS & CARROTS

BU1BRI

GUARANTEED FOODS

FOOD NEEDS

LARROTs•_:SPRINjw&giaLIRADEHEs ,
BUNCH -BOLOGNA POUND 15: TOMATOES
1
STEAK "Lonac;ZNcodY 35c Appus
20
.KRAFTCHEESE LB 30c BANANAS
7=
PORK CHOPS L. 30c LEMONS
23`
9(lc
WA
GU
POTATOES.shcZAstNr'-ng 10
APPLE BUTTER
.,28-ounce
15c

L

OGE

Swann's Grocery

-

CRISCO, lb. can .. 25c
aRLSCO, 3.1b. can .69e
IVORY SNOW
Large Box 4.

25c

SI

OXYDOL mod: ben Sc
•
•*

Giant box '

.65c
-23c
_
BLACKBERRIES
Water Pack
No. 2 Can

.N

15c

. MUSTARD or
leic
VINEGAR Qt. 1fe
All %refer stores are behind iiite sale of U. S. Defense Mumps. They Fresh White
hate bees selling Defense Stamps for several months ..
LIMA _BEANS
11)1 It CHANGE IN DEIENSE STAMPS,"
•
-No. 2 Can
10c

SODA or SALT 3 Boxes 10c Country
Club
SPINACH
Country Club
2 No. 2 Cans 25c
CORN FLAKES
Country Club
2 large boxes 15c • GRAPEFRUIT
W
.Choice
CRAC
KERS
2e
-r. box a 15c
Seedless RAISINS 'I
3 lbs. 25c
TOMATO JUICE
Country Club Large 46-oz. can 19c
Tin
TOBACCO
10c
French's CREAM SALAD
MUSTARD
6-oz. jar
10c
U. S. GOV'T
Round, Sirloin,
GRADED
BEEF STEAK Club,
Tenderloin POUND 39c
U. S. Gov't
BEEF ROAST .- CHUCK
CUTS
Graded
POUND 27c
Hickory
FANCY SUGAR CURED
Z:CtrY BACON Smoked
Whole or Half Side
Pound 27c

FAI

•

Son

Cana

•

Pocket

Prince Albert, Velvet. Ky. Club. Half go Half

Lard

50-LB.
CAN

BULK
$6.95 2 ,. 290

Silver Farm -11 ACON LB. 2
.7c
BACK BONES ". 5c SLICED
DA
Country Club
Boneless, Skinless
ROLL BUTTER
36c_ COD
Pound
FISH FILLETS
Lb. 25c.
Fancy Short Rib
Fancy Full Cream
BOILING BEEF
Pound
15c LONGHO
RN CHEESE Pound 25`
HAMBURW Lb. 20` BOLOGNA 45114-717-vIc
Large
HEAD LETTUCE'6-dozen
2 HEADS 15`
Size
CARROTS 4E, 5c CABBAGE '727 3c
4 LBS. 25c
o
CaRhAfoN
belliciousAPPLES
GtSNavel size Dozen 27c
RHUBARB. 2 LBS. 25c RADISHES BUNCH 5c
•

•

Sliced CoUntrY
1.4
_ _4:1M

Highest Market Price Paid, Cash/or Trade, for Hams and Eggs
• •Bulk Carden

ECONOMY' GROCERY

Gook breakfast feeds longer than
masa This change, starch particles
of the cereals to an easily digested
harm of sitar.
,
"use ---oasjoeo street potatoes in.
making devil's ,food cakes.
When maths, spills pie Outo•tisyrup in place of sAgsr
.ind us.- the usual nutmeg and
better.
tute maple

4444•••••-,

.-

still,Jhe Busiest' Place In Town
Rudolph hurman
Phone 130
J. 0. Parker

Light Hardware

soerten siranberriet with cocoanut or powdered sugar sprinkled
oyes, th• m.

WALLIS & SON GROCERY ":"

•

Visit your favorite KROGER STORE for garden
seeds, onion sets (red, white,
and yellow), seed potaiees (Selected or Certified
, Ceb
.....bler4. ?kioa, Triumphs),
alsoonion plants and cabbage p)antes

•

'=11140••••in.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY,KENTUCKY

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

Classified AdS
_

PHONE 55

le PER WORD. Terms,,:rroes,
oonWsg charge
will be

'HEMP GROWING TO
BE DISCUSSED AT
PHONE 55 SPECIAL MEETING

CEDAR LANE.

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES —

ed
flarartion.
addveance lreeach:
netlilinlidnfum
ni brehio
itregee,1025e
a.. Anoaiddityioona
f 1 se.
un all
m.

For Sale

Wanted

PAGE FIVE

For Sale

Notices

WANTED: Individual

Johnstone -to Speak;
300 Acres
Set .1s
- Goal for CalloZ.:W.I'

waists to buy TOR SALM Registered
12. pigs, FOR SALE: 8-room house on Col:SINGER SEWING MACHINES
'leveret acres or small farm ad- 2 months old; $8 each if taken at lege St., HazelsoTwo full stories, 4 We solicit your patronage on a new
joining or near town. Give details once; L. B. Silver Strain. Lewis F. bedrooms, hardwood floors down- Singer sewing machine or vacuum A meeting of all farmers who
ef size, location, and price in first Butler, Route 2, Murray, 3 miles stairs, batle‘practieally new. Will sweeper. Repairing called for and are 'interested
ctinsideeing the
letter. Address Box AC, in care of East of Kirksey.
ltp
production of hemp seed this Year
e 1 1 reasonable. J. E. Littleton. delivered. Mail card to
Ledger & Times.
ltp
Singer Sewing Machine Company as an extra cash crop and to help
ht12,19.26--3tc
FOR SALE: I trible 'tree, also a
meet the quota which has-been as518 Broadway, Plidneah, Ky.
good horse collar and 1•'oil brood- FOR SALE: Economy King cream
signed to Kentucky by the National
Telephone 3555
ANTED TO BUY: A riding plow. er, 150 chick size. A. D. Starks, separator No. 12. See E. H. Miller,
M26,Apr2,9-p War Production Shard will be
Route 2, Hazel.
Please describe - plow. condition Route 4, Murray, Ky.
held in the Circuit Court Room at
and price. Write to J. 1.. Fuqua,
the Courthouse on Wednesday.
Order
BABY
100%
CIIICKSTPu-aSALE: Bream corn seed. Testy.
Route 2, Farmington.
PURINA • CHIC/ iTARTliNA_. on April.t. it 1:30 p. m. Central War
ed by State Dept. of Agriculture. . lorusn tested chicks fromr this official test In 'this county
has Tune, according to-an announceSqvase Deal Broom Shop, 112 East store. Agents for Jackson Purchase proved to be
superior to other ment by County-Agent John T.
Stop Aprap 'Hatchery's- bred-to-Lay chicks We commercial feeds! You will help, Cochran. Mr. William C. JohnsinlitTlitD: Special band launder- Main St, Murray.
Warrantee satisfaction. - Purdorn
e table cloths; curtains at
the Food - For - Freedom program tone, field.agent lb soils and crops
ti-c
100 tier panel Mrs. H. N. Farmer, MX -SALE: 1 Adkins tuttle tooth Hardware.
more by feeding Purina Chows. from the College of Agriculture,
croon
cut
saw,
Kactically
new;
I
211 Elm St., Murray.
M26,A2-p
FOR SALE: Heavy duty, hydraulic Economy Feed and Seed- Store, University of Kentucky, will be'
hammer; 1 . heavy weight
lack. First class condition. 101 North Third Street, Hall Mc- present to discuss the details of
eal double slue7e1 See M. ht. truck
A bargain at $10. See Ralph Cuiston and Oliver Cherry, Pro- hemp production, includin: golf
Levier,
1
mile
South
of
Harris
WANTED: Someone interested in
Weer at Ledger & Times Office. prietors.
ltc and labor requirements for pro-

FOR

•

cultivating a garden_ Would make Grove.
duction and harvesting and the
terms to suit party interested in
FOR. SALE: 14 acres-of land, locatprospects for increasing materially
FOR
New
5-room
SALE:
house:
ed 3 miles south of Murray, known
having a garden. Mrs. H. D.
For Rent
the cash income by adding g few
Water
in
house;
electric
motor;
Thornton, 503 Poplar, Telephone septac tank; good condition. Three as the Shroat farm. REA skersiacres of.hemp. to the croppirrg pro108-R.
1 tp acres good land. fenced, Leaving at fication available. See 0. B. Far- FOR'-RENT: New, Modern 5-room gram for the farm.
1412.19,26.1.2-pd furnished house. Electric range,
once. have bargain. R. A. Jones, ley.'
The Calloway County USDA War
Porter Court, Route 3, Paris, Tenn..
_GLADIOLA BULBS: Mixed colors, refrigeystor, automatic heit. Rent BoarW7hals reconuoended that calphone
240-W.,
ltp
.
Lost and Found
lc; *named varieties, 2c and 3c reaionable. Near college at Five loWay County farmers grow a total
--Points. See-Mes.-Fae-1.--Shoenzak- °tut...le-an 300 acres of hemp in
FOR SALE: IMO two door Nash, in each. Good blooming size. MOL-T.
,
ltp 1942. County Agent Cochran has
'
LOST: Sack of seed Irish potatoes good condition, tires good. Am ,1".. Crawford, Route 6, Murray, • er.
on East highway. Reward. Eldridge tearing -for Navy. Earl Nanney, Telephone Lynn Grove.
M19,26p 'FORRErrn --Two furnished bed- rauramended that hemp be grodifi
only on'. very fertile and welt• Swift, Route .1. Dexter.
ltp Telephone 3011.
ltp
rooms and kitchen. Suitable for a drained land. especially
BABY CRICKS
.the . rich
LET -HELM HELP YOU MAKE couple or four girls. Close to colFOR SALE: 1941 Chevroletipick-up, MORE MONEY FROM YOUR lege. Mrs. W. C. Lancaster, Five and well-drained creek and river
bottoni fields or extra -rich-spots
good tires. See W. D. Geurin at POULTRY-Ainerica's heaviest lay- Points
ltp of upland, and does not reCorro
Cherry.
most
profitable
strains.
ing.
ImmeIto
diate' delivery. Officially pullorurn FOR RENT: 3-room furrosintd ga- mend that herim be planted on
FOR „SALE: 5.000 pounds red top tested. Government approved. Free rage apartment,..garage incloded. lapd that will •produce less than 50
-bey at The per NM pounds Phone broodipg bulletin. HELM'S HATCH- Available after April II. Hamilton bIshels, of corn per acre in a nortf Garage Apartment, 313 N. 16th SL. mal S9son. - It is suggested that
3406 or see me on old Pails road. ERY. Paducah, Kentucky.
ltc farmers who have some land of
4. miles South at Murray. T. L. FOR SALE: Slightly used electric phone 440-J.
the proper kind should give conSmith.
ltp • Speed •
washer 09.95; elve--.11`011t-RENT: Large-bed.ocen-slicekv sideration to planting a _few acres
n
washer
0910,
FOR SALE: 1934 Ford DeLu xe
furnished, heated, all conveniences, of hemp. Those desiring to grow
electric•Speed Queen washer
.$49.• at your grocery and
Coupe: very good tires, recently
;either upstairs ornownstairs. Close hemp should make application at
10; electric Speed Queen 2Loner
,Mes Comoss.miiihsta-Malispbease theoegnosta-entst-olhertnroortrafid
ossoAlant
-Murray-Baking
poreelsua...aa Memo AZIPP.4.
. Sm. Call C.' G. Wilder, Telephone
He for
the narcotic permit, but the
burner, $29.50. U. G. Richardson,
North Third Street
295-M.
growing 'of hemp does not in any
ltp

SELECTE0 SEED POTATOES
Intet COBBLERS AND TRIUMPHS

and Hog Feed, Briar

Services Offered

FOR SALE: 42 serene T acres timber, 2it milee.,southeast- of'Hazel

As we purchased a carload we can sell •
• at a very reasonable pricer
. ilicKeasie Milling Company Feed and Flour
• Dairy Feed, Laying Mash, Starting Mash, Pig

"pm Favour

FARMERS—WE BUY EGGS, CASH or TRADE!
arEN otYS A OttlS
A.M.T09 Pit

KING'S CASH GROCERY
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
at Intersection of Hazel a Concord Ilijh ass

South 4th St

on old Murray-Paris road, 7-room WE WILL STAND two jacks, "Old
house, good tobacco barn and Nick. the Jim Brewer jack purother outbuildings. Convenient to chased from 0, L. Cain, and
church and school. See or. write "Tool"; also horse. "Joe". $10 for
Mrs. Herman Huey. Puryaar, Ten- living colt. WM make the season
M5,12,19,26-pd

aessee.

at our barn. Jess Gibbs & Son.
M12,19,26-3tc
Five Points.

BOOK YOUR ORDER 20 days in
'advance for baby chicks and save
WRECKER SERVICE: Day" or
$1 per 100. Murray jiatdaery. tic
Night. We want our .friends to
know we have a new wrecker and
are ready to serve you anywhere
Lend It to End It!
-day or night. Day telephone 373,
night telephone 541114. Parker's GaArmy gUrplausiii -Buy Defense
tic
rage, Murray. Ky.

Bonds!

STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
SERVICE. New ectutpment. 24hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Service Charges reasonable Day
97, Night phone 424.rt=er Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
and Service.

ANNOUNCING THE PURCHASE OF THE

Dasiness College Graduates
Are being called to Gosernrnent
, jobs at $1440 a year! Enroll now!
Toler's Business Cottage, Paris.
Tenn.
• • lifts
•

rat orarrrren

OFFICE NEEDS, LIST YOUR ITEMS AND

The FBI is' holding a six-day
gm Civilian Defense Training
Course for Police Officers at Padocah this meek. It will end Saturday: This meeting is being
held at the Ritz -Hotel Ball Room.
_

CALL' A REPRESENTATIVE

LOG CABIN

EFFECTIVE MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1942
NOW IS THE TIME TO CHECK UP ON YOUR

Service Station

IM•

Good
Typewriter.Parieni -

7..ave1opes

Stencils

Typewriteellibbene

-C-after'sjnk

Route 1

colds. ,
Miss rapier

Everton Dodd

•

Flour

Feeds
BOATWRIGHT
& YOUNG
Ful-O-Pep

Phone

•

123

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
Wheals Aligneil
• Tires Balascoid !
•Axles Straightened
• Frames"
Straightesiett-

RAY CABLE
GARAGE
206 South Ffftli Street

TICE TO ALL CAR and
WIRE
OWNERS
•

'Mrs. Odell, Smith and daughters were recent viraturs of Mrs.
Charles Rose.
Mrs. Katie Wilson of Puryear.
_visited- Miss-Geocoia--Allen
.. So long ill next week.
•"""--•"
•

Beauty

Wean handle ytopr TIRE RE-CAPPING. Plenty
• of materials on hand to handle your orders-prompt-•ly at all times. No matter what county or state gou may live Lin. we can do- your work. Just-ship...your
tires and'rationings Board certificate to us.

'

D.oWilson, Will Plainer. and icie
Winchester.

•

NO CERTIFICATE REQUIRED
For Vulcanizing-Tires and Tubes
TRACTOR TIRE VULCANIZING
We are equipped to handle your tractor tire vulcantzing. Work guaranteed. Ship-your tires to us.
We'll vulcanize and return promptly.
WIRE, CALL OR WRITE
•

-

Adams Tire Re-Capping Co
Phone III

Paris, Tenn.

5
5

TOLER'S

KIRK A. POOL
--Office Supply - Store

NEM.

way effect"any alignments or payments under the AAA . Program.
The Corqmodity --Crielik Corporation guarantees a price o( $6.00 per
bushel. fur seed peoduced, and according to reports-by the College
-cd__Asricditurticortetth-rungr
il bu.hels an acre up,. With -some
farmers _reporting 30 ,,to 40. bushels
Ind'in a few ireiteriat&r.eve?r5-0
bushels an acre on extra good
bottom land.
The time for considering plans to
ffrovehensp is very sheet and It -is
very urgent that all farmers who
are interested in learning more
about the possibilities from hemp
seed production this year should
attend the Meeting. Max Hurt ss
the first Calloway county. farmer
to sign an application for a hemp
production permit and for seed.
He plans to grow two acres. Others
who have made inquiries and are
considering the possibility of hemp
_seed production iticludsi: B. W.
Edmonds, Claud Miller.. A. Carman,
manager of Murray State College
farm, W. a- Dick, Lee

Obeble Atakora and Mrs Sink
Jacksork Thursday.
•
'
.
•
.
Bro. Everett Gill will preach at
-"Brownie"
On Monday afternoon as the sun
and evening services.
both
morning
was ilowly sinking in the west,
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m. witts.
the angel of death visited our
classes for all ages.
community and took away one
Hours of worship: 11 a. m. and
of our dear friends and neighbors,
7 p. m.
Mrs. Jennie Grogan.
Although
Prayer meeting Wednesday at
she was growing old she will. be
7 p. m.
sadly missed by the entire eiitne
munity. Our - deepest sympathy Tou -are welcome 411to all services.
goes out to her ;laughter. -Mrs. LIScite Grogan Jones and Mrs. Pose
Buchanan
Underwood of Tampa, Fla.
Di-. Eunice ?filler was called
Mrs. Ora Bucy spent Monday
Wednesday morning to see J. C.
with her daughter, Mrs. Otho FreeDunn who is very sick with land
and daughter.
measles.
Ms. and Mrs. Goeble Jackson,
Mrs. Estelle Hall and children Mrs.
Annie Wheatley and Miss
and,,. Junior Futrell of St. Louis,
Mo.. spent the week-end with their Bede Darnell were in Paris Monparents Mr and Mrs. Jay Futrell, day.
oars t.ou._anci Terry sispeinater Mr. and Mrs. Claude Weatherford
and daughter were in
Murray
have teen sick this week with
Wednesday.Biscuit

and children
Allen': fill:'been;
Spent Wednesday with her mother
a stag:V.
:ray and Worst her leg
Mrs. Bernice Grogan.
badly - last
Mr. and Mrs. Barrsey Hutson, T.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrde Moody
and children, Mr. and lies. Rey A. Vaughn, Verneld Vaughn, !sirs.
Kirkland and daughters of Buc- E. R. Sanders, Mrs. Harbert Alton
and Jimmie were in Murray Thurshanan, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Charles
day.
Rose and daughter were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grilbbs and
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
B6bara Ann spent Saturday night
Robert Farris.
with Rev. and Mrs. J. 'H. ThurMrs. Bertha Dunn of Mutely
Man
of Murray.
with
has gone to stay
Mrs. Robert
Rev. and Mrs. Williams'were
"Farris-der a while.
Earlie pouglaili of Rola 2..spent Sunday dinribflUests of Mr. and
Friday afternoon with itft. and Mrs K. R. Sanders and 'daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Jackson
Mrs., Robert Farris.
Mrs. Robert ratris has been and daughters were Stiftday night
yery sick with the flu for the past callers of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Futrell and Mrs. Anna Fair.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood McCormick
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker
and children visited his mother. and son spent Sunday with Mr.
Mrs. Callie Shoemaker, Sunday and Mrs. Paul Merrell' and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Rpbin Dale and
afternoon.
-•Prank Lax of -Route 2 is right daughter, and itr. Jesse Horgan
siek'and .Dr. Hale has been called and daughter were Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Alton
to see him.
- Mrs.. Ethel Duke, who 'is int- and family. Mrs. Alton has had
ployed in the Murray Hosiery the flu. Her mother, Mrs. Morgam. is staying with her.
Mills, has pneumonia
Mr. and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn
Mrs. Algattliew Mitchell egf Route
I is confined to her . bed with and children visited We. and Mrs.
Adams-, Sunday:
complitattons.
- —.Mrs. Maude Cotton and daughCharles Ruse - delivered, his 20.
en-Paltyear
.
:
-rifteti
Mr. --ardff-eirV- Connor/ Buchanan
and children Patsy and Jerry
have gone to North Canilina to
visit Mrs Buchanan's brothers.

r

at Murray Mho Parts Company. - -TTPILWIRIMIRS FOR RENT
The government is, now- permitting
M19,26,A2,9-pd
the rental of typewriters again.
FOR FULLER BRUSHES, sales and and'I have a few good machines
service, see .1„ Wilson Smith, Base- available. KIRK A. POOL Murment Barber Shop or 305 Sou* ray, Ky.
Marld,A•prl-cIlth Street.
tic

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH

1
4
Letter SiLe- Folders -- 1/

BUY
•,

Gulf

Plco,1••

Gas and

THE N E W STORE, BLALOCK & SULLIVAN, OFFERS Y 0 U LOWEST
PRICES ON QUALITY MERCHANDISE! WE'
DELIVER. . . PHONE 85!

BANANAS

2 DOZEN FOR
While They Last

25c

LETTUCE HEAD 7` LEMONS PER DOZEN 19`
CABBAGE PER POUND 3` SWEET POTATOES "s. 12
FRESH TOMATOES 2 US* 2.3c Deliciousc° d APPLES DOZEN 15`
GREEN ONIONS Home Grown 5` -ORANGES 2rste *2 c2T-3
4 5`

h,- TAMP,

._Typewriter CArhon

. PapersMinieugearir

Ledgent-itpd -Ogets -

Legal Size Carbon

Mimeograph:Wt. ,

Columnar Vida

Adding Machine Rolls

Manuscript'Covers

Blank Books

Add. Machine Ribbons - Looseleaf Book Covers
mithatat irides)
"(with

PURE HOG

?as

1.41ID

Chas. Robertson

Rubber Rands '- .•
Letter

Desk

1nderCard4 (3x5)

Receipt Perms

West Iftsbway

COBBLER

:ENE MOE*-

Blotters

100-lb. bag

--Staplers and Staples
Cord Filing Cabinets

Legal Forms

- Pencils

-Coin Envelopes- ---

-Special irorhia

Pencil

stlarpenera.

01..

Bacon
10. LOWEST

1/•

NO=

••1•10

44

•MIN.

and Estimates-Glisdly SubrnIttiod

Quality

Pure Cane
Sliced

10O-POUND BAG

_j Your_securIty a n d.freedom—and mine--depend
r1 on us as mueh as it does
on the boys at the front.
r4 Buy Bonds rgularly,!

BEGINNING ON APRIL 6, MR. POOL WILL BE IN
CHARGE of OUIZ-9FFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

THE_LEDGER & TIMES

wilt be sped,
_ ItweJean arraAge,
When peoWget chump.
To sell Nein Defesse
St!nits basteadr

Burnett Warterfisild

Telephone 55

PHONE- 138

SUGAR

Per Lb.

PRICE IN TOWN!

-,-LAYING MASH
Said±jggasers and ships

Job Psinting

Lb.••21c
249

Armour's Dexter

A titetepee named-

•

Sussestiogs

1.1)
S1.

POTATOES

COFFEE

PER
CAN

2-69 • 5-lbs 33c

•Cabbage Plants• Onion Slips
• Onion gets.
SEEDS

Korean, Kobe, and Many Others!

HIGHEST

PRICE FOR EGGS

lock & Sullivan

a.

/

RA'S)*S.

Per lb. 100
•Ienhone

are

- I
..-.0160•10•1•14.

•

r

•

•

.41E

a64

.

1
. •.

-a.

.

•
4P

/12

411

•

•

••

•

•

•••._:!.•_

••••••

••
7-

_

•
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.
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rA.CE

Come_To

LYNN GROVE

CHURITH

Ready To

BONDbard
The Axis!

-

FIRST

ENSE1
•4

BUY
UNITED
STATES
--SAVINGS
ON DS 1
AND STAMPS

canismis. onset*

C. c. Tboonpam. pastor
rye Rev. Charles L Brooks of
HopkingVIlle. Ky., will preach at
the-Find Christian Church Sunday
an- the absence of the pasbolding a pre-Easter
revival for the First ,,Christian
church•in Ashland. Ky.
Mr. Brooks is associate secretary director-for -the Christian cherches
in Kentucky and is welt -known
to many 'Murray people who -vein
weicome--hix-nisit--to• the-•
here. His ibrinon subject for the
11 oclock hourve7111 be "Christ the
King", which ix in keeping ' with

•
.

•

II

the Toward 'Calvary emphasis beipg niade---brilie local church. This
Is ,iktustinday and you will be
sure to profit by attending church
tliis anniversarY of our Lord's
triumphal- entry into Jerusalem.
Brooks is also serving as
director • of ,the Young People's
Conference in the State and will
speak to a joint meeting of the
youth groups of the church at 6:30
Sunday evening. there • will be
no service at 7:30 so that all may
enjoy hearing the Easter Music
given by the Fine Arts Department
of the College.
Our Bible School meets at 9 30
and our attendance goal is 200.
Will you be there AU members
are ,urged to attend these services
and-all___visitors are extended a
cordial welcome.

THE 14ErICER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
To Lectiire Here I

TITtIRSD*Y, MABC11- 26,
-'
'
IS42

MoreThan 1,000 Students Take Part
In Regional Music Festival'Here
•
•
The two-day session Of the an- McElrath. Murray.
B-Flat Clarinet. excellent. Euva
nual Regional Music -Festival for
West Kentucky high school WAS Nell Thurman, Murray.
concluded here - Saturday with
Saxophone. excellent, Gene
over 1000 pupils participating' In Brewer,. Murray High.
chprus, band, and orchestra events.
the nvnito..ifn
. sXcellcnt. Mere
of. Price Doyle, head of
Murray.
e arts -department • of Murray
Trumpet, good, Ned -Brooks, MurState College, led the Regional ray High.
•"
_
_
Choruo. tivede up of the best singFrench
horn,
excellent, Ed Feners from each school, in a' special
program at -; p/m. in the college ton, Murray: High.
Piano, supeilor, Marion 'Freon.
atichtOrium. /Included on the pro.
gramweri such numbers . as Murray High; excellent, Marjorie
-America • the' Beautiful",- "Old Arnett, Murray Training.
W.entlieiLY . 40Me". •_!.-Sweet and . Male Quartet. excellent Lynn
Lott'', and "Star Spangled Ban- Grove. Hazel, Murray Training;

sir..

Lynn Grove Milling
Company
, .1..ypn Grove

1
A

Saki—EVERY

-

AftWir DAY
J. E. SIMS

e
Hit Them Where It Hurti
."
6`. BUY BONDS!
..

WILTKODKIT CHOWN
MinisSer

Business

Wake no nostake--thil is afl
or death struggle.
nrijr.2
ins to your defense. Dylikt t11111
America may be side! .
.. Aid

Men

Lynn Greve- s

"

PAY DAY

BOO DAY

L

E..E. DOUGLASS
Lynn Glove

For VICTORY

L. KEY'S

.St

BONDS

Lynn Grove

are

Hendon's Texaco
• Service Station

'245

Keep 'Em Flying!

mair

Pay Day

"Clive the Ail; the Ax-.-the Ax!"
"Make Them Year This Chimer

BOND DAY

%IP
H. E. FORD

tau&
Cellos* Campus •

BUY
BONDS

•

EAT AT

Hutehin's Barbecue

PJ

SPARE CHANGE

foot look the loveliest
you've ever seen!

WILL NOT

WIN THIS WAR!

Elasticized

to give
fit, and
c fl-out,fortegtfty.
perfect

Lerman Bros.1

Buy Defense Bonds!

T.0. BAUCUM
DISTRIBUTOR CITIES SERVICE PRODUCTS
South Focfrth &root

Telephone 533

j•

•••••••••.•mw.•••••••=0■••■•••••••••••••.-..••..•.•-..mw..ww.00..

Into Grove

Buy
"'DEFENSE
STAMPS
.-114.YDS

FOR MEN:'
KEEP '211I

• Buster

H. C, LAWRENCE & CO.
Lynn Grove

DRINK MORE MILK

MAKE

•

Rudd Brothers

..•-•••••-•••••-:

The Lynn ereve Garage- alIS
Mum

•

Lynn Grove
•

Brown

• Robin Hood —

:- /VERY
- TAY DAY

• Roblee Shoes
Stride
-'767-Bedford Square
a .
• Jolly

Americkteeds pia now as never before ... Needs
you "st-rong, -healthy, ready to do 'your share and
„ mice tri the
Out drive for VreTe! Milk, more
than any other food, provider"Thi vitamins and
minerils *e. all need for buoyant health. For inerSY and stamina,._drink plenty of rich:- satisfying
Sunburst milk. Make sure your,famiry gets lots- of
it in their food, tsw. Use milk in cooking cerests
and vegetables, in eream soups and desserts. They
will enjoy it, and you will be doing your part to
keep them working for Victory.
•

Black Elasticized Gabardine
Step-in Pump, Patent Trim.

•
t

4

Murray Milk Products
44*

.
•

-Crairford's
-&trvice Station
Lynn Grove

r

Ow COMPANY

'Telephone 191
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BONDS & STAMPS
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Hazel-Church, School at 30
M, preaching at II a. m.
Mlns Chapel-Church school
at1030
Youtherellowship -at
7:30 p. m.
$outh Pleasant Grove-Church
school at 10.30 a m.
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GOOD HEALTH IS
VITAL to VICTORY
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We mean dollars,
President Roosevelt has set April
Buy U.S. saving,
27 for the registration of men aged
Bonds and
43 to 64 Inclusive. It will be the. fokerth registration
during the current war ernergency
and the seeculd--since the war actually engulfed the United States
FIVE POINTS
The Chief Executive _issued a
proclamation, under ferns of the
• Oil
• Gas
Selective 'Service Act, which pro.
••
vides that:
"The registration of male eitizeni
of the United States and other
,
Male persons who were born on nr_
after April M. 1377, and on or be-I
feire"Fehruary 16. T397. shall take
•in the United States and the
territories of Alaska and Hawaii,
and in lierto MC° on Monday,
•
April 27. between the'hours' of 7 a.
m. and Op.
The usual exceptions were .made
for persons already in the armed
forces and for registration In exFOR THE BEST TEA,
ceptional cases piror to or after
GOOD FOOD AND
FOR
the prescribed date.
REFRESHMENTSThe men registefing April 27
will not be liable to compulsory
military duty nor, will another
group-men of 18 and 19-slill to
be registered.
Estimates of the total registraWest Main Street
tion for the 45-64 age group-oldest
Near as COSI&
under' the selective servicerange around 15,000,00)).
'.4-

Help Win Victory

A Gem

DR. C. 14: JONES

I

Keep 'ern rolling'

Lucas Shoe Shop

if*

'
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_A_PLEASANT PLACE TO EAT ...
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Hail Hitler-With Shells_

urt
iCiQu
rkse
Yet, superfor. KirksaY;
The-committee in charge included I.go;lit,xed
U. 0.j
W
etra
ton.
ther,
pa._iiuc
M_uah:_c
i.aenir_iu, excellent. Murray Training, good,
rrax..cla
Henry, Taxon.'LYnn Grove.
• •'and --T: - A. -Charnbers,
, 430 A. M. M*0 School. Max
BnYe—CWtJens";-DIerItafi -3:--es_
• °talent. Mum* Training.
11tat, superintendent.
,
Benton.
•
Dr.
Barry
P.-Iran
Walt
A , Capella, excellent. Murray
1010 A.. U. Morning'Worship.
Events included vocal and instru. Harry P. Van -Walt. .v.•ide41:13.d
)
:M.___Ktiliiwship Hour ICS_
-sukii. bands. -orchestras. glee Training. ,
traveled...griyelibiligist.
Chorus, Division 3, exCale114 Group- .
•
rhoe•••••..- trius, quartets, ens .
d student xelnternationaT afrafri.•
-Good Gulf Gas. an Oil
cellenti Murray Training.
Yo
General
- S:48 • P. 1K.
sembles, and mixed groups.
give
a lecture In the Murray
will
Junior High Chorus. Division 5,
People's Meetings. ,
There are nine centers for regUsed Tires
Stine, college auditorium, at 10'7:30 P. M. Evening WorsM1).
ional music festivals in' Kentucky. superior. Murray Trainine.
Mixed Chorus, Division 3. exThe evening preaching beryline o'clWednesdey. April 1.
these is Murrayi All bonds --Mixed
Appreciated
Your
Murray Training, Hazel,
of next Sunday evening have been „Wken ths, Nazi invas:on. started orchestras, and'glee clUbs
Greve,
called in to permit the members in Holland laStyear. btlflin Walt, tinuelo ap to the state festivals at 1111164Y' -1"
n
'Faxon'
LLOYD McCALLUM
Girls' Chorus. Division 2, suof the Church to attend 'the. sae- through his f- earless and courageous the University of Kentucky and
perior,
Murray
stand
In
his
High.
--awn
be
Country
before.
of
Easter
music
concert
to
tied
Midway, Kentucky
ing Green with or without
orchestra, Division 4, excellent,
given at the college at 3).3. All and in the. early stages of: ta regional. participation end without
meetings of young pepople will be war, against HitlerisM. was ,..easily myna ULLab' y rating received at Murray Training.
a marked Man. The Nazis't4e.k any time. .Only participants 'who
Band, Divisiott '3; superat, Murheld Sunday evening2ss.nsual.
Rev T. IL Mul11911. Jr-. mthister,l'everything• he iYoseessed---freniiir lent --retintial--ttortors
-sdlo and' "y• will preach &May morning ortteraineY. valuables, and...property; Moat entemble events !nay parKIRKSEY CIRCUIT
the sublect "Into the City My yet miraculously he managed to. • •
in_the_State festivals
•
Master Wept‘, The public is in- meek tAiiertcs.
•
The
ng plan is the method
R. F. Bisakership.' Paster
vited. Ali persons in Murray who
It took him five months to reach used for evaluating the performdo not have a Church home in Lisbon with the Gestapo on his. ance of the participants. The de- *Campground-Regular- fifth Sunthe ''sty will find a cordial wel- track all the way. Even when he- -green considered'are superior, ex- day •services next Sunday.
Church School at 10 a. m. Chas.
,Ikeirie at First Methodist Church.
arrived in 'Lisbon, they were wait- Mind, good and fine. Winners
•
ing for hies. but through the kind- from CanOlya'y county 'and-aheir Jones. superintendent.
.-__Worship aerviee at 11 a, m. War
Murray. the birthplace of radio. ness of the American Consul there, ratings are given below: You jut can't find a
he managed -inset
Miscellaneous
Woodwind En- Time.
semble. excellent. Murray High
pliasaister 'place to
Murray,- Kentucky
tclartnet quartet/.
, •
'
Tenor Solo; excellent. Allen ErBy Loophole Tear Tools Sharp!
frigate. A,d the food we
Hob National Defense!
Derek W. mit
vin. Murray Training SchOol.
We sharpen lawn mowers,
delicious.
Palm Sanday
"eve
Baritone Selo-, superior. John B.
&re:your Shoes by heecarpenter tools, saws,
_ Tr !rang Iscn601.
School
mou'ing_toladea,•"-to
A.-m--Church
•
plow
"1---tD
. the cour•
'harrow
e .
Soprano Solo. saiperior. Ola Mae
teous awes we extend.
„suming, and what have-YOu:' At A. M. Morning -Worship, Cathey.
)(Miser *- Mary- Jo- Pente'Special Palm Sunday music by the
WE !;ELL THOSE GOOD
cost. Murray High: excellent. Earle
Maki, it ii'iseint to come
Westminster
Choir
wider
the
di61. Ll PRODUCTS. TOO:
McClure. Murray Training SchOol.
reckon of Miss Marjorie ,Palinquist.
.
•
Mezzo
Soprano Solo. •superior,
is saes. •
S.
'Always Pleases His 4tain
Sermon theme: "THE• PARADOX
- ere
Marian
Sharbereugh: • Murray
Ask to see
SERVICE STATION
OF'TRIUMPHANT DEFEAT'.
Nair
Ilit
waL.
Iguere
Training: excellent. Fay Nell An.
. •
Style 740
Wini Main Street
Ittsessy, Ky.' 7 P. M. Westminstefillsellowship derson. Murray High, -},,adc 114ittl
-•••-••••0'whime.sinrie.,i-r-eoliegie--sendente--Hoiy-as sketched
•-t4rrrn-Oroce7-good:-.1Entnr.
- Drama, "Release" prodeleed • by
Haael,
the Weetmraster Players. ; ••••-•••• Girls- Trio, , supetior, Murray
Leon A. -Haring. Jr... Minister Higle • excellent. Hazel. Ktrksay:
••••-.010-••••••••••••••MW
good. Faxen.-Lynn qrove.-Murray
SINKING SPRING- sourrurr
Training.
?Mtn
Oboes, 'excellent. Mary Frances 1
_
A special invitation is given to
everyone to atterdetbs- Fifth Sunday meeting beginning Wednesday
•
night nAnnins_ through -_Sunda_y
- •'
picot Speakers on program .
omplete
grOCe.
In Patent
ries and household
Our 'sent trespia: V. B. OrLeather at
A. M. Johnson. L.
A. R.
needs.
V. Henson. I.. G- Gatlin, Sam P.tom Bei& and Mame& Op
We Buy Chickens
Martin. J. H. Thurman. Clots Lawthem'
• There's a new .and
rence. Loyd Wilson.
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‘,-lemorous idea in this
L T. Daniels, J. W. Black. L. R.
Distributor
daring little shoe, for
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T. G. Shelton
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Calloway County ,
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loiters'

CALLOWAY FARMERS MAKING ALL-OUT EFFORT

iavings
nd

s.

•

Farmers to Inspect
Field Crops APrILZ

Exceeding Crop Goals Set

Oil

•
•

Lovett Keeps Farm
Bureau Membership

College Summer Sg.ion
To Be 11 Weekso&ng

The summer session at Murray
Ruped Hendon, retiring prest.
According to a War Department
State which Will be 11 .weeke jn- dent of the Calloway Farm Bureau,
_announcement made on March 12.
1942. "All pilot training facilitie1 stead of 10 weeks long, will be received a letter from Capt.' due of. the Civil ,Aeronautics Adminis- divided into two terms of five and Lovett recently in 'which Lovett
A brief check up by County Agent John T. ditiaran and the astration will be devbted to te.war one.half weeks each. ' The first said that "my Farm Bureau memsistant agents, shows very definitely that Calloway county farm people
Hire term will extend from June 1 to bership is on my A-1 'priority list
program". stated Dr.‘tharl
all
an
to
making
are
out effort
meet the call forincrestied production. of
.141%k -second:-frosn--Jilly at things whielc-bilist he kertt-II•
3uly--11- amt:
-of Murray State College-Miley:
livestock and poultry products, and to complete -plans for an extra large
could_ _do .no ether than to
a-is-Civilian Pilot Training_Co. 9 to Auzust 15.
production of food and feed crops in connection with "Llve-at-Homeordinator at Murray, and' stated 'For ,the -surinner quarter.the nq- support with Something more tangand "Food-for-Freedom" programs of the -Extension Service and other
thin good wishes the outstandSart wiu De 16 quer:
that the ansionneement-was eoeH .mI s
agencies of the U. S. Department OF Agricultui-e. The progress revealed
tamed In a letter from Secretary ter hours, and the maxisnum ioad ing work that you and others have
of War Henry-Stimson to the De- will- be 21 gamier 'hours.... Half -and are doing for Calloilay
by this check up will be extremely gratifying to all agency.workers and
of this load will be pOnstble each . , . Here is my check for $5 fee
partment. of Commerce.
volunteer farm leaders who have assisted in the 'educatienal program.
• -'dues . .
Further_ explaining the signifi- term.
Eager To Learn
-fence of the announcement,1_,D2
The fact that 845 farmers attend- programe_4414. will strive AG_ _weHire stated that first consideration
ed the series of 31 farm meetings duce 75% or more of the food reis ,to be given to the training of
recently conducted jointly ,by the quirements efihe farm family. A'
Army and Navy Pilots and that
County Agent and Assistants, and goal of ,1500
no other trainees arelo be enrolled
AAA Committeemen shows that this program has been set but it
except for ttie _purpose of, supplythe patriotic spirit of Calloway appears now that the enrollment
for
the
instructors
areonautical
ins
farm people is aroused and that may reach 2,000 or more.
expanding Civilian Pilot . Training
they are eager to learn what the
Gathering Scrap Iron
Service,
Farm Busaau President Rudy Hendee,
government wants them to do and
Check up estimates indicate that
The Murray coordinator added
are ready and willing to do it. several hundred tons of scrap iron
Prof. W. H. BroOks, vocational last year have already asked to, that his present 'areonautical course
Enrollment in the "Live-at-Home have been gathered up on the
agriculture Instructor at Murray buy them again. All have 'com- is in complete haiitionFlwith the
ma- farms and put,.in .the channels of
Program". Jedetring .farm
State -College!: ETpeeti-to clinch mented on the high quality of the recently- amiounced--poticl of the
chinery, producing food and feed trade so that it can be used in the
his argument this year that toma- tomatoes, according to Mr. Brooks. War Department.
Murray' State.
crops needed to win the war, sav- production. of war materials.
toes ate a money crop in the dark
College is now training,44 quota
ing burlap sacks, conserving tires.
some
survey ,made
,A miicit
tobacco belt.
of 20 "pilots, all of whom have
efficient use of available labor, weeks ago by the cooperative efOne hundred and seventy-eight
signed affidavits that they will enPresident and general fnanager
Your hair should be short and curly to
gathering up and marketing scrap forts of the F. F. A. boys of students were listed on the honor
ter the armed air services of the
make you Jook lovely and toting. For
iron, hemp. - -production,.. soybeans the county and the county Exten- roll of Murray State College for of the Calloway County Vegetable
-United States or will enroll for
for oil and new developments in sion Service revealed that 6,514 the fall semester; 1941-42. it was Growers Association, Mr. Brooks
best results, try us.
if
,Training
Pilot
Civilian
'further830,a
N.
do
J:
will
Mate
hie,geoup
Chiet-41patswain's
the AAA Program were some of pieces, Of farm -machinery needed announced today by Mrs. Cleo estimates
•
directed:
so
,
rockett, in charge of the Paduthe important matters discussed at repairing. • that 1,117 pieces were Gale Hester, registrar. Of this 000 business in 1942.
An
Make
aah Recruiting office in the post
176-Acre 'Crop Planned.
each of these county ,meetings.
for sale, and that custom work will number' )1' made a peffect record
Appointment Now For Your
'Formed last year to Produce' and Office building, said -the Navy had
need to .be hired for 3.801 jobs on of 3 or all A's. '
dead Soya le Afar
The honor roll at Murray State market tomatoes co-operatively, the changed many of its rules regardEaster Permanent!
op production, processing and
The find and incest igarirtiPsit
haretretIng. - Machinery- dewier* re- is- oomputedeen Atte folliivIng.basis: association this year will plant 170 ing volunteer enlistments. •
hut
are
farm people
coniflbiiflon
-gba;
port that the sale of repair, parts A connts 2:. B. 2; C. 1; and D. and acres Ta coral:Orison yvith as last 'Married men may now el
rmariP0-14.1he _war
eat. whew- .... 1141010
-ahead
utse`triesi WM? liaver
an
Et 6.
two
providing boys for the armed serDEFENSE
normal schedule, thus indicating - The, students from Murray and was done. Membership in the as- notified by Selective Service offiPaul V. McNutt,federal adminisvice. Since the population of CalSTAMPS
that farmers, are- really getting, Calloway county on the hoglOr 'roll sociation has increased from 120 cials /to report for final Army. trator, is scheduled to deliver the
loway is highly rural, a large pormembers in 1941 to 150.
ithysiCal examinations.
their farm implententi, end ma- are 'as follows:
BONDS ,
commencement address at Murtion of the boys going into service
MurMr. Brooks said. "Because of
Men between the ages of 17 and
Louise Herron Allen, 2.83,
chinery ready for use 'belt ahead
ray State, College on, May 28, Dr.
have come from fann
of the time they will be needed. • ray-'Myra B. Bagwell, 3, Murray; the war and the resultant need for 50 are wanted for clerical work, James H. Richmond announced last
One thousand Carkiviay county
Guy Billington. 250. Alit-to: Lloyd food, our Future Farmer of Ameri- chief _Crockett said. Requirements week.
Exceed Farm Geals
farm-families have signed enrollA. preliminary brief check on the LaVerne Bury. 227. Murray; Irene ca boys will set out about'20 acres are that they .must be employed as
Mr. McNutt is-a-tormer deaa.
"Live-et-Home
the
its.
ment cards
bookkeepers or clerks at the preavelume of dairy .and poultry pro- Brandon. 2 50, Murray; Charles is Individual projects."
the law school of Indiana Universi_ _
_
: They .must furnish refnett
and-hogs,raciet.grang to .mar- Mitehell Canis._ 2.55. blerraL_Msr-2- L:,,,.,_1!&z .paithees
ty; forrner, governor of Indiana:r.
,
z
111191"1111 91.21N0 •
expect to repeat minces for the past 18 months,
The FFA
ket indicates that increases are far Adams Canis, 3. Murray; Martha
former national commander of the
in excess of what was culled for Josephine Crass, 222. Murray; Har- their last year's leading role in smiting that they 'have been do- American Legion; and served for
In the goals set up for thelleounty. ry T Fenton, 2_23, Murray: Olga packing the assoclation's tomatoes: trig that tYpe of Work. They add Adeline as high commissioner to the
The tomatoes are_packed le_ lugs be able to use the typewriter,
,of these goals, however, have Kelley Freeman. 2.88. Hazel; Ann
ilomt
4 .-Philippine Islands,
the
association's liabet Their reference most show length
been raised and may be raised Iva Gibbs, 2.20. Murray; Emma bearing
• • . HAL LONG; Owner
'You may secure at Pryor
again as the, way continues, there- Sue Gibson: 1.82, Murray; Pat Nor-. "Pride of the 'Purchase." Firms of time employed,- type of work
Motor Co., for $5.75, in- for% all out.effort for continued ris Giuggio'. 2.22. Murray; Lois which handled Calloway tomatoes Skiqa.
---and
--- saLary receivedntIND
surance on _tire wheels Itsfeeese especially of milk and Murphy Goode, 2.73, Murray; Gene
4MI- .1=W- 4=0. 41•MMIIM.11.- 0=. ••••
•
•
•
4•••••••=1.•.M., MM. •••• •••
.01.1111.11111111•04M.
Graham. Murray. 2.75. Murray; Sue
ear should We continued.
that road, rebel
PAY
DAY
91A1OrEVERY
Lochle
Hart.
. _ The acreage of cover crops now Harris. Murray, 2.51;
•
Murray; Martha -,LotrItnys. 2.2:1
MOTOR growing in the county is far in ex- S.
Hendon. 2.57,
Robert
thFlicreage grown in any Murray;
of
cess
COMPANY
previous year, and will help ma- Hazel; Martha Bell Hood, • 2.94,
Hortin, 3. Murray;
Phone 21 terially toward increased produc- Murray; L. J. 2.34,
512 W. Main
Murray; GeralJohnny House,
/0111 DIE PAY.IOU SAVINGS PLAN
W. D. KELLEY
PAUL DAILEY
•
dine Hurt; 2.50. Murray. •
President. General Manager
Secretary-Treasurer
Maigaret Key, 2.33. Lynn Grpvg1_,
Clyde G. Lynn, 2.55. Murray: Dale
Keniuctry
Hazel
'Melugin, 233. Murray; Mary ErnesINCORPORATED
tine Miller, 2.64._Murriiy; Hugh McIN
DEALERS
Elrath, 2.85,- Murray; Miriam McElrath, 293, Murray; Dalton W.
I.umber, Sash. Doors. Moulding,
hardware. Glass, Paint,
.Noblit. 2.22, Murray:- °nide Pas.
Varnish, Etc.
hall. 2 38, Hazel; Julia Elizabeth
•
Pogue. 2.45, MurrayisiLouise Vey
Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Putnam. 2_71, Murray;„ James Red.--*
(DIRECT FROM WSW)
•
den, 2.26. Murray; Earl Scherffius,
2.57, Murray: Adeline Seeber: 2.5;
HAZEL. KENTUCKY
Murray; Frances Sledd. 2 26. Murray; Robert James Stubblefield, 3,
Murray; Elizabeth Fay Upchurch,
Sandwiches and Drinks
2.7. lgui-ra-y; Martha Sue Upchurch,
MAKE EVERY
This Is Your War ...
-2.511. Murray: !Attie Venable, 2 59.
Kentucky
Hazel
. DRY GOODS
----PAY DAY
.
Whoever You Are
Murray; Sara Washburn, 231, Murlir
I• ,.t)ize TOW Home Merchant
ray; Rolene Crawford, 2.38, MurThere Is No Such Thing
ray; Ralph < B. Crouch, 2.57, Lynn
MAKE EVERY PAY DAY
Phone No, 114
Hazel, Ky.
Grove.

Up by Govt: For County

-

Al Pilot Training
Must Be For Army

•Calloway Co-op Expects $30,000
Tomato Business This Season

With- greater needs for' winter
Leeds. due to larger production
of sheep and an increasing dairy
industry, farmers in the Purchase
ara will inspect crops at the experimental field at Mayfield on
Ajtirlt2:7arasses
with varying kinds of fertilizer
treatment-will be seen.
The same week of March 30 to
April 4, farmers in the Purchase
will see local county cover crop
tests, it is announced.
every county, outstanding
In
growths of Balbo and other ryes.
vetch, small grains and rye grass
nay be seen. This has been an
usually good year for cover
t HOP is discussed by- board members of the
crops, and "among the State's THE 19-12 1'OMA1
best" may be seen in the Pur- Callm.ay Count) Vegetable, Growers Association. From left. President
chase.
W. 11 Brooks. Harry •Wilcefe'Chesley Adams, Secretary Q. T. Geier and

Many Calloway ,
County Students
On Honor Roll

•

estrictions Relaxed
or U. S. Navy

Paul V. McNutt to
Give Commencement
rray
-Addrp'ss al:NW-

-INSURANCE
ON TIRES .

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

::bw-sx‘r.-yogr: atm

PRYOR

PS

Hazel,Community Will Do Its Part to Win the War

BOND DAY
IRA MORGAN

Radio's Most Entertaining Stage Show--

HAZEL LUMBER COMPANY

ROY ACUFF I

VOT

and His Smoky Mountain Boys

MARCH
WITy_YOUR
COUNTRY!

With Rachel and Her Brother OrtS-ald

•

tion of milk through pasturage.
Improving Soil
The fact that farmers are continuing their efforts toward the
conservation and improvement of
their soils is indicated by the fact
that enormous tonnage of lithe and,
phosphate were user.'Jest year and
a large number exeect to use as
much as they can get this year;
and in addition to that. farmers
already in- cooperation 'with have contracted to set 100.000 trees
on eroded land in Calloway County this spring.
The Calloway County Vegetable
Girowers Association reports., that
the acreage for commerctal production of green-wrapped tomatoes will be approximately double.t,
that of 1041, and that membership.
In the Association has increased
froin 120 to 150 membri-s.
Buying Most Benda
Reports from thhse institutio
handling the sale of Defense
Stamps and,,lipaids have reported
that farm people have bought- a
large portion of the total volume
of stamps ant • bonds that have
been purchased :by Calloway Coonty people up lathe present time.
All indications -point to the fact
that Calloway County' farm people
tire ready and willing to do, and
are now doing, their 'part in all
phases 'of the war production effort ,tor which they are called
upon.

35c, IrM14NCLUDED

CHILDREN (up to

12 years)

15c

•
Music, iormpt,_and Fun for Everyone!

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE •
AT LOW PRICES!
Idrusliyi and Tuesdays, Cash & Carry
•

lc

DRESSES
SUITS .
COATS

• CLEANED
and
PRESSED
-

All work beautifully cleaned and expertly pressed

Call

TROUSERS

141 Now

SKIRTS
2 for 47c

2 Pair 47c

DeLUXE CLEANING

•

coyMODEL Cleaners

SEIBSCRIBRINalhville---Binner

H. 0. BRANDON

As Not Doing Your Part
... Get On Record Now

BOND DAY
J. W. DENHAM
Kentucky

hlaicI

gib

With A Bond Potitsuss,
Plan!

_PRODUCE AND SAVE!
• SEED

• FEED

• FARMING

FOR VICTORY,
Buy

1132:131r
UNITED STATES
DEFENSE

TOOLS

BONDS'
STAN PS;

• PLOW GEAR

IV

LY & SON

UNITED_ITATES DEFENSE

KENTUCKY

BONDS • STAMPS

.14AT YOUR DEFENSE BONDS WILL Ny

J. M. MORGAN

ob FOR

We Build Morgan Truck
. Bodies
Milling and Shop Work
Kentucky
Hazel

$18.75
$18.75
$19.36
$37.50
$37.50

BUY
UNITED
STATES
DE FEICISE

BONDS
STAMPS

$52.00

$75.00
K11/0.00
$184.00
$185.00

e. W. CURD
Dealer in Feed, Fertilizer,
and Coal

GULF
VICE STATION

YOUR COUNTRY:

Oils, Accessories

Will Buy 1 Field Telephone
Will Btu 1 Flying Jacket
Will Buy 1 81-,MM Shell
Will Boy 1 pall Tent Complete
Will Buy_l_blarine Barometer
Will Buy 1 Bombardier Kit
Will Buy 1 Field Range Complete
Will Buy 1 Parachute
Will Bug 1 Submachine Gun
WR1_Buy -1 10-Place Lifeboat

ROSY. LEWIS
Kentucky

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky

Kentucky

Hazel

HAKE

For, VICTORY

HERRON
PRODUCE CO.

EVERY
PAY DAY

4.- BOND DA

BUY
UNITED !
STATES
,DEFENSE

Buyers and Shippers of All
Kinds of Produce and Hides

.-IT.-Minefik Sow
.
- -*wacky

DONE DELITZBY D
-

Murrikit_Ky.

Poplar

BOND DAY

'BOND DAY

Under Auspices of American Legion
ADULTS

MAK E
EVERY
.-X1 PAYDAY

BAILEY'S CAFE

Murray High School
Auditorium
Friday Night, March 27

•

BONDS'I
STAMPS

Hazel. Kentucky

L E. Brown, Phone 538-W

.111111..

.1MM. .1=O• ...Mr HIM

4•1e.

IMO

MIM
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PATTERSON & JONES
Shell Gas and Oils
PHONE 21

•=111.4P.4

HAZEL, KY..

Will,,STAMP(
OEIFE1155

4

01ILD
STAMPS
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POsitions Open' With
Unemployment. Unit

• "Kentucky's Greatest Weekly Newspaper"

runusszb nr-zrat

CALLOiTAY.PLIILISZINO COMPANY

-

Numerous Pontumg with the
CansOlidatian of The Murray: Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The Kentucky Uneihploymerit Cothnoited
Times-Herald, Oct. 20. 1928, ancY The West Kenteckian, Jap. 17, 11112: rSStIOfl , Commission, the
_
States Employment Service. and
the Department of Welfare will
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
be open io the near future as a
HAROLD VANWINKLE, EDITOR
result of the induction of many of
the male employees of these
Published Every Thursday, Noon' at 183 North Fourth St., Murray, K". agencies into the United Statks
Aipissi: Forces. J. 'Glasgow. Met-ti
Stipeix isor for the KenEntered at....:tbe.Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for Transmission as. Stem
.
tuc
-Personnel Division. in,
"'_.Setand Clain Matter
-competttive examinations,
0NAL EDITORI AL_. for-01*,1
these , and- 'baler positions ha*
SSOCIATION tentatively been set for April 18

4 l
111•11•••11•••••••••; 11•••••••••••Im
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IT *INVEST IN
The furtl3er-ize,g0 itits, World War Number Two
the more evident it becwnes that it will take flag way;
ing, patriotic speeches, martial music and a certain
amount of shouting to achieve victory.
Tit* reason for that is because Americans
Aire
what they ire. It is Ong thing-to arilie that we should
suppress our emotions, but when we consider the fact
that fighting is emotional, as a matter of fact, fanatical.
the more it appears fitting and proper that we "work
ourselves up",-at least to the point of being willing to
do something we must do in ordeetb

vicroar..

-l

eommittee,

ehristian

headed by Mrs. Barney Weeks,
was in charge of arrangements. The flag has a blue border with
not short of cash. The people are earning more of it a white field. On the
be placed a blue star for-each
than at any time in history, BUT IT MUST BE USED
member of. the church that is in
FOR WAR MATERIAL IF WE WIN! °
the armed forces of this country,
'Economic andmilftaryeperts tell
'ul it will take--For each member gilled in attion
on the
50 per cent of this year's national income to pay for the a gold star will -be plated_
flag.
quantity of war supplies we need. That means it will
take $50 A. month from the fellow on a $100 monthly
salary. And the fellow can let the government have the
$50 it needs so badly, evertmonth, without-giving anything. The government wants to borrow it-and-is willing
to pay interest on it.
•

t-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
•
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' To-bring home to the people of Murray and CalloAnd when we use the word- FIGHT, we do so in its
way county the urgent need of the government- for inand May 2. Applmations. which
4Im ft* • 011••• • 110011 • limb • MS&
broadest sense. The Calloway county farmer who
creased revenue, the 0.6.D. has prepared a monster
•
his yield 10 per cent over last year is FIGHTAS8OCIATIO44
_111MIERES: OF THE KENTUCKY PRRSS
mass meeting for Sqnday, -beginning with a Parade at
.7..L may be obtained from county
. ,
ING. The Murray automobile mechanic who buys an.
1:15 and a program at, Murray State College # 2 o'school superintendents.
$40.75 bond every time he draws his semj-monthly pay
Subscription Rates:-In Firsts:Congressional-District and Henry and
clock. At this meeting nobody will be solicited to subThe list cif positions, for *filch
Cousidet l'er.o..717-00-e-Yearite717171110
•
:
-Elsttetterelt
_exi`Eir
nitiovsi waLba gien fina_sb.-check is'FIGHTING. The-little School pr. _es-bier:who
-one-rent-Itanything. Nobody-WM h"eked srn:
-v-lollyanoal salary rapae of each is Pita his dimes into war saving stamps tisitaezi
buy a bond, or even a savings stamp. U.C.D. just wants
-About
-1-- pops is FIGHTING.. mit
Aavertirang-KianWThId,rMa
-all the people in the city "and county- to get together
YeK____
11111d140lic
,
Pus/tithed Upon Application.,
Director of Mlle Assistance,: wife who has a receptacle for -tooth pow-am sas
and organizefheltiselves in,a vicUry campaign -tat WIlr
TELS02011:„....SALiMant 1;11.reclot: cream tubes, waste paper, scrap irenT.
tin foil and the not end ,intil-im_do our pert;as int:Exit:14*s anti 1iE_A_
taire risirte the right to-rejtiki-ar!fr AdvestlisingAg4tees- to the Edijer.
community -to beat the Jape, the Germ&
Ind' the
or Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest RASO to, $3480;" Supervisor of Pub- Ake, is FIGHTLNG, too.
lic - Assistance. Lotaireille office,
Italians.
of our readers,
The
trouble
is
We
are
not
doing
enough
fighting.
$2280 i$276O-, County Case Work
Super-:is-or. S2040.. to' $2400: Yield I Production is not lagging, but it isn't on a large enough
This rally will be the "opening gun" in Callowa
Rupert isor,
.Public
Assistance, scale, for us to win. We are-not abort-on food, but we
victory drive. This issue of the Ledger & Times is ded51800 to r2250: Du-ector of Child
will have to supply our hungry allies if we win. We are
fate icated to its promotion.
Welfare. 13300'..to_ $3900: Child WelCOURSE
FROM
ON
OUR
fare l
istif;
..:t
.
re
.rt, =100 to $2580:
'.7 Worker °J. sumo -to
Sh+141- .
was• recorded. The amOunt
Thrift sale
Child
$2048: . .Stuiliimt
IVelfare
dropped on Paarch 11 to $157.10 but
Worker._ $1f80.
_pr
. \It
_ stslier.--Victory_.. -- Days Net $.1,000 in,
•16-- $171.75 on March 18-eIs Hung-in Churehotto-har ex-Caret --Rcreree-•-1
Thus, in :six weeks almost a
ash nation priers only :to 1 .pri
.
..4sent
re-. Defons Bonds,
Rank-and-Fife.. Americans
thousand drillers in defense bonds - On Sunday mornIng of last week. •
erniiloyees, $2700 to Welk Referee
rilighi by the -firsi service flag in Calloway
and stamps has -bee
: $.2,40 .i.) -$200c- Supervisor :af 4.4ear spending wholeheartedly 1 o the
students-ef--MurthySupt
action
call
to
$2100 to $2580: Examination . Techs°uncleil
"at Pearl linger introduced
placed in the main auditorium of
th
-7
:'
1;)Atirra
eaP
; School. .
nicaan.-$4740 to V100. Assistant, Li- Harbor are opening their pocket- City High
a plan. known as Thrift .The stamps and bongs - sold AI the Fiat_ Choirrian-ehmoir.0- this t•
books
the
wide
toatIPPlY
needed
' brarian. $1520 to $1980.
.. •
joads„_, fa_tha ja
.
1,:t _weak af 4jaii
„
:Day. to enlist the students in a Murray Higheeeseitandled_by
- Apprentice--Aivevoiiairt. 11500 --to
gifts drive
to • make regular purchases school office through a renresantaThe.flag was purchased by
'$1880: Johivx Accountant. $1680 to uary.- 1942. $300.000 in cash'
Iii0:: Arrouri.
„int, srno to _ow poured in to the government, anore ei defense bonds and .stamPli• ' .. ttive from each home room in the Ladies' Service Auxiliary
of thith
:
i
,
The students . responded hearted- school,.k.ack Wednesday morrdh
:at.:$2:00 to 0300.. than 12 times the amount received
Senior Am000t.
urini 1 whole year in the last ly oil the call of-their country and the representative conies to the of- cashed In -thr bonds at the office.
-rulers ..exer. 11180.• to .$4800! and
• Farm..Placement Supertitor $2520 lir, according to Stanley High. in on The first Thrift Day, Febrtiary Vice and theie gets the stamps for Thus: Murrty High students buy
11. 'a total of $141850 worth of his room and distaibutes them to o
the March Reader's, Digest.
defense
ii.. $3000
ensesthmps
side
to help lick the
.
the- students.
The Amps are
Mr. High writes that the tremen---at
rta,inbary
bnia ahlds, tbonds
All appointments. Glaseow said.
hesalewi
ts
otasloeldd.$1M
On
.- placed in individual folders
will he made at-the mininiurn of dously acclerated .ternands for De-'
. tense Bonds
&Most swamped , the 75 and on February 25 with a asifal were- distributed; in lac:- 25c.
_the _salary-, rangy.
$141-.90.
- the sales were still ra- 4esuasunatidns for the convenience
It .1. - expected that an -ex-a-n4,44±-Burtistt -ff'"Eneraving and Printing. of •
"rnc pear-ntur--Y. tcse
..--'
flu- crr."1•1.
tion will be ttlisi ,:iitislipt-ray.
. Si- the rritddle of'Janul'ir
/Elm- wter- stainpic -dor
-Tit-Tearheit--car-- March 4 as
reileir -0,
. Tilif TO Ain -Me p•' For positiOnv Wu,h the Lisaisa-teiiiiStates : Employment Ser vice the twenty-four houritasis. - .
NOSE"DROPS •
-Ael•idence regained is ..iat year. For " Unsolicited.. contributions were
COUGH-DROPS
other posazons: able residence
4.-pouring. linjo the Treasury. The
Try "Rub-My-That"-.red is 5 years_ •
A Winiderral Liniment
author sas's that -one week's dons'
tions included gold rings, . wrist
watches. geld. teeth, several quarts
Specialize in Kobe and Korean Les'Breds
of pennies, and a Istax containing
Prices
checlos
toting
$71,000
000.pedeza-Seedl--All Grades -_
day's pay from 'each empliaye of'
All kinds quality FIELD SEEDS bought and sold
Wi*h the ,,g),r.;ng .i.tarre yet to be an eastern manufacturing i'om: sin. ri -a:vd. - NT 1:,..-..1?.- Statv'S football pang".' A Eierrnan4i°ni American
Free literature en FUNK'S HYBItlit§EED CORN
to have-'written: -In lied
is
lea! d ‘.1 .!..1,,
, t.11.. for 1942 has beetr
said
.„ _of active participation in the armed
larowtelota here by Athittk, r,ti
BASIC PULVERIZED FERTILIZER, manufactur'forces Tam enclosing a . check for
.
.1-tor. Roy ste.,esst
ed by KNOXVIL4E FERTILIZER COMPANY
- -on 1 sakesee.- - A ' Montana cowhand
•-•411furrai-Saswiy:s tome -htte
4
4
.
4
...
4
t
x.„

I

ARDWARE

of

The- US: Pocketbook, Mu'rrity High

. .

[First
•,
Service.Fl‘

Stamps

ELECTRIC
RANGEs
WASHING
MACHINES-'

FIELD SEEP-HEADQUARTERS

We

Schediile

STANDS_FOR VALUE
AS WELt AS VICTORY
---,MARVIN WHITNELL

Need- a Laxative?'
ialiegood old

All

September "n.- Stewart said. An
'
4 ent hif Deism*" Bond with the in.
,, Aructiors..- -Just write . IteT4311 the
taadoi, to (1,,t, are.silo
eight fu,,
s
'Paid 111.14hsrt'Y •
tearhersfaceof
.
colleter-three 'are -state'
u"b
co.leges of Kentucky. four Tennees Hundreds of Trezekt, were turning
their tispense,Boridi in for cancelUse Ledger it Times' CIas1
see Colleges, and. one" Mississippi
441. Column
askUtif The government to
5.
)the'lessoeit•
The scl-a:dule as announced to heel
...
-115fid
„l
, Th.: ptiblic rush to lencF-5
'
-hatTitept the Defense Bond selling
Sept-, 25--Open Date
a record minimum.
I
-Oct 3-Murthcad State at Ash- expensks, to '
says Mr. High, telling about free'
K
(
•
.4
UM- n
University+
at spot announcements' and -plug?' on
local and network radio statiOns.
- • Tenn.
' . 0, • 1-,- 1E.,iern , State et - Rich- 4 about the mobilizing of. neW'sboys
I :•:. .1 i. .
1, y. at Al-array%
' . wte, sell Defense Stamps on their
Teets ., .isi paper routes; and %totters 1.117in,, ,
1 . ris'
. -.
it
T,.. n nessi•e
than 3.000 plants Who have sight,:
itle at Hendersdit--- Ky. •
AT
Il • • 04• ...39i--Delta Sate Teachers of up for the Payroll Allotment Plan
under 3ritich a specified amount
li C •4.-'. :x3,(i. M, - . iii Murray
1
,N..
!,.:,. 7---NleN.i,i"..... State.4 Mem- is. deducted from' their ply tic the
purchase of bonds.
:
.
p1 • T• • :.
N
1
"
( r.ne,,
ee State
COMPANY
imarewwwwww
•
TI•nn
21
sia
'te of Bow- - More -than bait the population of
......M.011••••••••••
Kentualty..ages1 25 or over had
; Lniz greet.. Ky
completed ,at-ittast seven -years 'of
Lair year • was . Murrayls first
school by April I. 1940, according
urrt, r J',rn -Moore as head fo4thall
to final data on population char, rich
The Breds won 4. lost 3.
acteristies from' the HBO Census
ar,d tied 2.
released this week by, Director
J. C. Capt Of the Bureau of the
bitrrire, the Birthplace of Radio Census.- Department of Commerce.
Steel used in vital parts for war "enachines--plar.: tanks. shift's.
guns-must be -11aviless, kardswe AtIteriC4
'
.fight
,
r4t Met?,1441t
have weapons that are both leetifittelhiflough.

1

666

4s,ABNPra)
4vE . REFRIGERATORSBICYCLESBuy above merchandise while it is available we have good
selections now!
•

Our SEED CLEANING prices are ,reasonable

We can offer you better _quality Seeds for less
deal in Seeds exclusively: Our
entire efforts are spent in the Seed business alone.
When there are good buys to be p had we,try to
find them, which enables us to offer you a saving.'

Purdom's

,money because we

•

PARKER SEED COMPANY
Located on Elm Street - Near Stockyards
Murray, K y.
Telephone 665

It's a top-seller
HARDWARE
all over the South •E111111111111111111,191111111111111
-_ •
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7-7-COAL

1

Steel-Piercing Eye
7' Fir

•44r4
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KNO W YOUR STATE
•
•

1.
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new
n

fnillin
o

-Gttn'rel

- prr,44-•

volt

X

Ete•
-tr.e

• Deferits

fie:

savs,.

h'r..11'S in finding Saw
.

an powgrf -1

its rllys can pierr_e

thi,k steel casting,.s..

ra .•

'I'.- steel show up on
listrefee fati•ity mate-.

rods are rosse-2

bef
,
we

certtlx

Esve beer, sten':
rnachin ,ng
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First. On.. every home budget these days is the
purchase of Defense Bonds and Stamps. Near
the top, too, is

'
,,f the
Fr.nit fart..,'.n.
fir.. "on;wrA
plaor.ruZm
ier N
Aron
r•
ey.
st
Meer Amu,
lisa• can•pers.ry.

0$14Pf1irlf...41• In
in she

AND KNOW YOUR CIGARETTES
S. A

111iT

-X

tale's

4.

r. guise check-up cin
wpm on workers

s'i,
•1

exposure

rays given off

XV,S1..fr•

by

Tv.,-oe
V.

Ileetrie

minut,s
*•-••

indLx..r• ••
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•

.
- enstings-.
t L•-•iet•

-believes that its firat duty
is to-be a good so1alier,
dy, N..
Gertererf '
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•otifeic
" •Coarsiany, ScAfnectm

General
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GENE-
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Weak Imai•Ner

It's patriotic to be thrifty. Enjoy
the better quality of Marvels--at
.nevieal rents Ira* than other a ellLime n brans.
all we odd
'
•

You Save When You Buy Quality Food!
I

See Us For Service And Buy Defense Bonds
With Your Savings ...

_Si'

S

StUISItAltill ONLY'"GRADE A" GROCERY_

Marray,- Ky.

East Math Street

'

Tolley&Carson-

KES-SMITH MOTOR-CO.
•

t4
6

•

ARVEIS

CIGARETTE of Quality
snwisano ssafrial,
PIHIA."1141411114'

FOOD!

te•n41••••••
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•
WE ARE PULLING FOR VICTORY
and holding the 1'4!

PHONE 37'. 3 DELIVERIES DAILY
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RHEUMATISM
ARTHRITIS

•

reeersieve

Haps to Attend Rally Sunday

Como To

THREE

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor
Telephone

a Alimms-amr.

Improved
II
Uniform
International

SUNDAY
SCHOOL

SEE THE LEDGER & TIMES FOR QUALITY JOB
ALL KINDS... A FINE PRODUCT,YET-MODERATELY PRICED.

PRINTING OF

-:- LESSON

FIRST BAPTIST •CHURCH

-1

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIgT. D. D.
01.The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.

Mr. Farmer!
WE'RE READY
TO HELP YOU
REPAIR
YOUR BROKEN
EQUIPMENT

a
•

-dr insonammemna

Welding of All Kinds Our Specialty
Keep Your Machinery' Moving

This

fI

Sootam--4/r

To Raise Food For Freedom.

••
Buy Defenke Bonds and Stamps now

FARRIS MACHINE SHOP
106
North
_

ephone 377

Fourth St.

Preaching by the pastor at the
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
morning hour.
Subject; "THK
FOURTH CONDITION".
Lesson for March 29'
The church will observe the
Lord's Supper at the evening hour.
Lesson subject. and Scripture texts sa.
UnsPeakably- -important ordinlected and copyrighted by International
Couneil of Religious Education. used by
ance is being appreciated -more and
permission.
more by ever increasing numbers
THE TRANSFIGURED CHRIST
observed the
%In attendilece.
_
SLEETS HUMAN NEED
last Lord's Day in each month at
the evening service. Our risen as'LESSON TEXT--Lutte'910U.
cended and now interceding Lord
GOLDEN TEXT—And they were- all
at His Father's right hand comamazed at the mighty power of God.—
mands that His blood bought
Luke 9:43.
church observe this His Supper in
Glory and grace go together.
remembrance of Him, declaring
Spirituality find0 meaning in acre.
that as often as we eat this bread
Ice. Holiness is faith is action.
and drink this cup, ye do shew.
Every tine emotion should be trans.
The Enirds death till He come. How
toted
into conduct.
earnestly should every member of
This is the message -etouriessonthe &larch heed this jejune/1On of
as it presents the transfigured Christ
our blessed Lord.
and the disciples, moved beyfind inclasses
for
Church School'urith
telligent words by His-Stanscendent
all ,ages beginning 'with the Cradle
'glory, going forth into the valley ..te
Roll Class, meeting in-separated
meet the need of demokridden Pik
ramie; for the study of the Bible
manity.
•
lesson for the day. The school
I. Amazing Glory (vv. 28-311),,
is directed by faithful officers.insd
To three of the disciples came the
leachers..
•
'privilege of -Seeing in the mount the
Training Union_ with Unions for
oieshining of the deity of Christ
all ages .begihning with the, Story
through the humanity of His flesh
Telling `Hour for the smaller boys
in such amazing glory that Peter
and girls, meets every Lord's Day,
could think ofitothing more-wonderif -MI5.. with a' charactet-builceng
ful. than to prolong the experience
Bible study prepared by compeby tarrying in the mount.
tent tenchers and Bihre...
One could wish that it were posThe director and AU helper*. -seek
sible in presenting this lesson to get
mein-Ws-In helpthe aid of
over into the thinking of those who
ing build a greater Training
read or hear, a proper conception
•
Union. • '•
of the-glory of our Christ, but words
Mid-week 'Service maits
seem to be such weak and inWednesday evening at 7 o'clock.
sufficient instruments. One would
BON.
VEGO
E.
BARNES
pastor
Cordially
,The church and
cry out--"Look at Him-the Son of
invite, every cine to worship' here •The Hon. Waco E. Barnes execu•-•1and . 1rs.' Samoa would_attena the God with the transfigured face-and
and en-14-41w:
a4. gospel in sermon tive nr the Kentucky Unemploy- West .Kentucky-Tennessee Victory the light of heavenly glory shining
to receive the uplift ent Insurance Compensation Qam- RAY to be held atilduriay College forth in a dazzling whiteness" (litand song
of helpful fellowship.
erally, like lightning).
missisk*has sent word ..
that, he
- ,
. Sunday -afteendote.
Sam P. Martin. Pastor
If men would only look upon Him„
.7. _
'•
.
•
,
they would see hew untrue are those
who take from Him-Itireltelty,-who
Irr
CHURCH OFspeak of
as only a good min
or ',groat teacher,He, our Saviour,
Lord's Day: Bible study at
who,took upon Himself the lintitaa. ra... worship at 1045 a. in..
amE111121./g..1.0-..4..eie114.11Z.
',en. Young.will take 20,009 tons of God.
-830 p. in.
steel
to
'make
of.
was
mateaials
to
successf
10.000 Army reconSignificant
it is to note that With
Wednesday: - Ladies-__Bibleo.cless
r as they supply 50 naissance cars, trucks or medium Him on the mount were Mos'es and
conduct th
at 3 p. m., prayer meeting at 7:30
per cent of t1taw materiAa4or tanks: 18,000 tons of steel are Elijah. The former had died (Deut.
p m.
The steel tridustry.N.,20 per cent.
needed for the hull of a 35,000 ton 34:5, 8) and the latter had been
C. L. Francis, Minister
translated without death (II Kings
per cent for the
nufacture
ttleship..._
,
of aluminum and a latke, proporthis year indi- 2:11), but both were alive, recogmad,
litirvey
THE DEXTER INSTITUTE
nizeble, intelligent, interested in the
tion for many other
cates 'that an average'of 500 pounds
mirif
to 12
-redemptive work which Christ was
materials. Among other items.
of. firilip iron can be gathered from
to work out on the cross (v. 31).
per cent more waste paper wi
very farm hs the country-L. Every
Tbs. Dexter Baptist church will be needed in 1042 than wasdeetied
This definitely denies such false
.,which can he testatried
flI
theories as soul-sleep or annihilatir
held Her ,Bible Institute beginning in 1941.
bring .out the ettettest Succestful at death.
Wednesday night, April. 8, and run
Your Ginaerntrient expects to'pro- terssinatibst of the war.
But the vision of glari becomes
through each night Up to -Sunday
duce 87 milliop tons of steel this
That paper
hadly needed a means of blessing as we see
night. With Sunday morning and
year. of which junked automobiles, by 4h*
e Governicieste is made from
••
afternoon seevices.
d. Amazing Grace (vv. 3743a).
railroad equipment and other coin.,old newspipers. cheaRficlion
Like peter, there are many_tisA
The program is as follows:.
-11100P41116 --wile-peteside---abent4
wraNsbig nape, Who think that the thing to do is to
Wednesday, 7:50
D.
20 million tons. 'Defense officials and used corrugated papeis It is
remain on the mountaintop, just enBillington. sermon, -estimate that 30 -million t
estimated that the Ilierage
joying the vision of glory and the
Thursday. 7:30'P!' -M., L W
ma- can,save a pound of waste papter. delightful,fellowship of Christ and
serail needed for . the
Carlin. sermon.
chines must. crime from many other evaey day.
the redeemed. They do net learn
Friday. 750 P. M. John R.
sources than junked autos,"tractors
Flynn, kerM011.
That one ton of waste paper will such things from Christ or from the
and obsolete - machinery. Always
Word at God. The next day (v. 37)
Saturday. 7.:30 P M., Dewey
remember that a salvaged plow produce . one of the following He and the disciples met the cry
Jones, sermon.
point will go a long ways roward.i items: 1.500 shell containers: 47.000 of an anguished father whose boy
dust
Sunday morning. 10 A. M,Pastor,
e manufacture.54 a machine. gun.1 ammenition boxes: 71.000
covers for _airplane engines, and was possessed ors demon and who
sermon.
A passenger car yields about 1.500
had'Wend no help -(y. 40). Look
Sunday. afternoon at 3 ocloCk, pounds of scrap iron and steel 364100 practice targets.
then upon the one whoseuperakable
cent
of
the
naThat
only
28
per
Tildon Garner.'Sermon.
It takes 28 'automobiles to provide
glory has just been reveate4 in the
The general public iv-invited to enough scrap to make a light tank tion's paper is now recovered.'and
mount, who has just had tIle, ap""-flold__through
per
cent
is
about
50
come with us.
of 15 tons and twice -that number
proval of Ood the Father (v.
rubbish
heaps.
The
furnaces
and
C. H. Wilsoit'Paster--,-- to' make a 27....ton medium tank.
who now in amazing grace meets
About 9100 junked cars will pro- retmelpinki.p...cier cent goes into tge need of this humble child! There
as
book,
ledger'smd
permanent
'usevide .f.pr. the hell of a heaity crufsIs the grace of God, manifest in the
Rev, L. E. Shaffer. Taster
er. 'Twelve junked cars will pro- file paper...
One whom we as Christians profess
Let us like Him bring the
•
vide enough steel for a 4 ton Army
Beat Barbarians! Buy Defense glorrof God and (in His name) the
Sunday School at Brooks Chapel
Bonds!
power of God to bear upon the need
•••
at 11 o'clock.
stunnay -cracurr
Sunday .School at Temple Hill.
.111. L. Lai.
(dItrnn.
s
eeems to the. wri4er of these
11 o'cleck and worship service at
•
notes that God is waiting to do a
12 o'closIC:Har Time.
',Revival
meeti
begins
new thing in the midst Of human
day, March 26,
Goshen next
287__
suffering and sorrow - working
-ON PAT DAY, BUT BONDS- at 8 p.m.
v.. L. L. Tones. pas-'
through His disciples. We need first
U. S.6EFENSE
nity Church. Jackson. s
tor of
of all to know Him ourselves, as our
all preach.for us each.day
Tenn
own Saviour and Lord. Then we
1 a. m. and 8 p .m. • Rev.
need a vision of His glory, flooding
nes will also preach at Sulphur
our souls and transforming our live'
Springs next Sonday at 2:30 rr.m.
(Rom. 12:1, 2). Then, we must put.
pinta( KINDS
that glory and that power to work
_iThe Second quarterly conferOil
Gas
Groceries
through our lives. ' 'The one who folence -will be held,at_Gostien April
lows Christ cannot be satisfied to
rejoice in his ownsalyation and not
Church schOol. at each chillteh al
reach out to win others. He cannot
10 .1e- m.
Route 3, Hanel, Ky..- Midway
rest in the peace of soul which
Christ gives sod not put forth his
hand to those who struggle In "life's
wild restless sea." He must (as
Matt. 5:18 puts it) let his light so
shine in the darkness that men may
and their way to this FatherShsese
and thus glorify the name of God.
God does His work in the world
through redeemed men and women.
Be is always seeking those who,
having seen the glory of Christ and
with His grace upon them, are
ready to be used of the.Holy Spirit
fps His glory.. "What "IBC' Chutelt
MEM 'WM a machinist
needs today is not more maehinery
aomsd Harry
or better, not new organizations or
more novel methods, but men whom
- Via Weill& in a steel mill
the Holy Ghost can use-men of
ajwaseery,
prayer, men mighty in prayer. The
And
an Pay any!
Holy Ghost does , not bow through
Instead Of a play day'
methods but through men. He OOPS
net come on machinery, but on
lie bought all tbe BONDS
men. He does net anoint plans, but
he could cAirryl
men" (E. M. Bounds).

••••••••=0•4•10er
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For Victory.. Raise More
LIVESTOCK!
Uncle Saps sacalling on_Asnorieasr-farnirera to-tead-the entire Allied world. Help in this "Food .for
Freedom" program by raising more livestock.

BY
.
ISUYING.AND

.

•

An Old Plow Point Will Go A Long
Way Toward Making a Machine Gun

•

buy thoise guns
—those piiines—those ships.
That must be yoth, contribution
fronhanst

en- fraerintn smdSr fire

FEN'SE

suriterrs

AND

?MS

them with every
penny you have to spare!

TODAY
.—buy

Fur.
‘,11TH THE
OLD
0,V4@giLER,

-PAY-R011 SAV1MS MU_
- FOR DeFE sag WOOS AO

THE REXALL STORE
A CrOOD DRUG STORE
_ SINCE 1906

OP

TOMORROW .MAY BE TOO LATE

BUY
UNITED

.

aal••

""""

•
-a-

+.1••••••••••••••

•
- WHEN WE-DO OUR BEST
WE DO LESS!

•

.

T. 0. TURNER

•

cur.curv-

.

FORDEMSE

IOSS,

(IC YOVRE 1401'

Him

25

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

gri.1 DM THROUGH EMI

IT'S'ITA'SY THIS WAY

evi

You on the home

twoNEy ON YOUR LIVESTOCK

MAK; MORE

,

For Victory

STATES
SAVINGS

BONDS
STAMPS

JOE T. FERGESON

_N::

LIGHT CAN HELP

Yes, tomorrow may be too late to buy Defense
Bonds and Stamps. NOW is when we need ta„cle-_
•
feat the-Aalat
•
- -- Tomorrow, too, may be too late•to buy 'a new
radio, electric refrigerator, range or washing machine, as the manufacture of them has been stopped. If you are in the market for one, stop in tor
day and look over our stock while we still have
some left.

Murray, Ky.
4010

--

1

.061
ran h•Jp (neve Ilea
atrangrat Erns. in tier enerire'
IS lereiewr a 100 Ilefers••
Stamp nr •n SILT: Bond.—
In,? reareel.rly I

..
. . A symbol of Liberty
•_
and a potent tool for its Defense"

"LIGHT

Marne 10--bat we think a hit of
good, clean, inexpensive recreation now and then helps the war
effer4 too!

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
LIGHT & POWER COMPANY

JONES & LASSITER

Our.Employees Are Making Leery Pay Day Bond Day

Need Compassion
I do not know how any Christian
"serVice is to be fruitful 11 the servant is not primarily baptized in the
spirit of a suffering compassion.
We can never heal the needs we
do net feel. Tearless hearts can
never be the heralds of the Passion.
We must pity if we wenld redeem.
We mutt bleed if we would be the
ing7
:
r et the saving
Ise

•

'
•

•
Help

•••••••••••011

buy the plarsiti'airsit•-tanIfk

needed to itnash

the Axis!

with U. S. Bonds arid

Save

•

Stamps

every pay dayl

•

MURRAY
WHOLESALE
GROCERY COMPANY

'

Recreation gall

•

.
MBITKPi '161.
.
1 11APliin of:radio

-• • • - ..••••••

5

'

Peeln,

vneeser••••••••••
taia•Aft.v.--Sitre
•

4
4•
ow.

CiihrY

v•ir

•

FADE0

•

-

Me

40.

I

•

•

•

•
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THE LEDGER

!paid the ,farmers --a -million" for
. them tobacco. &NM of the farmers
will, spend their..rpopey in a hap1
Fuurth Monday in March. Ground hazard way. OuY thaw lite/ do
' NOT need 'because -of 'leg earhas been so wet, end muddy that gam-?--get gypt by foreign
agonies;
the farmers have done but little I get taken in by the whiskey saloon
plowing. In .theerneantime they i gang. A fool and his money are
have carried their farm machinery soint parted.
The wise farmer
implements to. blaOksinith. shops will deposit. his money in the beak
and the old worn Du% parts have and . keep it there, except in absobeen replaced by •elew ones--disk lute necessity. Oply sensible way. drills, Before tobacco associations exharrow, corn cultivatorsand- ea on. Now one man can do isted feel, we sold out tobacco for
the wore of three the old tiaay, 4 and one. Now the same trade
riding an a gprthraseat.„
-brings It and* The.great
- -Thi-2414en-ay telnieoe buyers...italic -can tobacco_ gest held the Lumen'
noses tcr the gresdrock.
In talking to a person -hard of
hear:me:ale nee raise your voice to
a loud, fast scream, but talk in
S common loud voice-slow!: Reaw-ord-separatit-from-the-otber-word,
e you lisSaaing?
Always cook turnips and Irish
potatoes whole, thereby, retaining
tNITED
tee' good flaver. a-Sweet Ji,
otahata
soft- mush will clog
bowels
and
-the
intestines
and is
SAVINGS
detrimental to health.
ONDS
at quiet, -Ole Eagle"..

e.

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
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•

Stella- Gossip

E. M.Perdue Is New
iniSellool Has Policeman
in Murray
here-ftist Stamp Poster Contest
-•

almost
amend the eorner. I hope all persons . that raised tobacco will get
IL stripped this season. ,There are
several Crops of tobacco near here
still in the barn.
-Mrs. Gurtie Osborn_ and son of
Detroit are spending a few days
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
elinue Mitchell and children, and
Miss Pat Weatherspoon of Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Maynard
of Cedar Knob were Sunday guests
of Mr. Wad Mrs. Errette
near Macedonia.
E. H. Simmons was taken very
ill with flu Sunday. He is very
sick, at this writing.
•
Miss Mary Mitchell and Kentucky Bell were Tuesday afternoon
callers of Mrs. Hattie Osborn and
daughter.
Mr ad Mrs. Tip Williams and
daughters of Cedar Knob were
Tuesday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Errett Williams and son near Macedonia.
Miss Lucille Simmons was Wednesday morning- caller of her sisi,'T Miete.Pernie Mae Simmons atthe home of Mr. -and Mrs. Fate
Craig. '
. E. If. Simmons• was Monday
night And Tuesday caller of his
uncle Jerry Simmonsm
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell. was Wednesday visitor of Mrs. Mary McClpre.
Mrs.. jkie Williams and daughter
were Tuesday -afternoon callers of
Mr: and Mrs.. Charlie Williams.
Mi. and Wrs.
-Dal Dick ;net
children of Hazel moved Tuesday
to the Alvin r bbs f
a Teedville.
Mr. -and Mrs. Wavel .0sisom and
cleugliter and . Mist Miry Mitchell
were in Murray thur,sdey.
.• THE FLAG OF THE UNITED
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons_
HOW' TO RESPECT AND DISPLAY IT
and son E. H. spent Thursday with
tift:-Simmorie brother Jerry SimI—When flags of states sr
4—When flags of two or should be from • staff placed In
mons, and daughter Miss Lucille:
cities or pennants of societies are More nations are displayed to. the position' di honor at the
Mn. Simmons and Lucille wePe
eonflown on the same halyard with gether they should be low. from gregation's right as they face
afternoon sellers of Mr. and -Mrs.
the flag of the United States of separate staffs of the same height the
-Jim- Simmons' and -Mrs.. Maggie
clerriman. The service nag.:
Amerce., the latter should al- and the flags should be ef ep- the
Iturtan egar__New Xerevidence.
state flag or other flag should
ways be at the peak. When proximately equal size.
Mr. and Mrs. Tip Williams and
be at the left of the coegreiLa-seem
-freer witarent"-etirfre-the
6
When the flag is die. ban. If in the chancel or on the
Sunday vislicitV-or' Mr. and Mrs.
flag of -the United States should
played in a manner other than Platform, the flag of the United!
Cherlie Williams- of . near Frog
be hoisted first and lowered last.
by being flown from a staff, it States should be placed on ...the .
creek.
2—When displayed,with anshould be displayed flat, whether clergyman's right-ha he faces the'
-"Aunt Fannie- Wisehart. was
other fltg agatpst a wall from
indoors or out. When displayed congregation and the other flags'" . Sunday visitor of Mre. Louisa
crossed 'stet% the Ftag of the
either horizontally or vertically at his Wt.*
._ Mitchell and Miss Pat WeatherUnited States should be on the
sesioes
against a wall, the union should
g____Tehee the flag is displayed
'right (the'llag's own right), sad
While in Murray Saturday. Kr -be uppermost and to ahe flag's from a staff projecting horizonIts Malt-eleikirff be la treat et
Own' mehe that
the labs-tatty or at an WWI from the 'iieTTh
the
window sill, balcony or front of
11.....--W'hen tiled on a speakeek server's left.
6—Wheneyer a number of a building, the union of the Sag
platform, whether indo.ors or out,
legs of -states' or dries-0y pett.
---thaukt to to the peak of
-171711117elfitaiid never he
to the role of • mete decoration Santa of societies are to be ar. (unless the flag Is to be tlisPlated
by being tied into Inlets es ranged in * groap end displayed'lit
_
draped over the stand. For this from staffs with the flag of the -0—efeeneeee the leg
elee-purpose 'beating should be used. Uruted Stas tlx latter should United States is carried la a pre.
The- flathirdisplayed, should be be placed - at the center ef that cession in company with other
either oa•staff or secured id die group gad on • staff slightly flags; it should occupy a pesitinn
wail or back curtain behind the higher than any of the others.
in front of the center of the line
speaker with the unios to the
7—When the flag is displayed of flags or on the right of the
in the body of the cburch, it marching line.

1
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ENSE

BUY

-Immo

PARKER SEED

COMPANY

— StlyeireJWI Sellers

Fur GOOD Eats—,

13LUE BIRD
- CAFE
•

ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning

Best Coffee in Town
Mrs. C. L. Brown. Prop,
ii

—

•
Located Near itesityards
Phone 665 _Mercare arsi-

FIELD SEEDS;TEEDS, FERTILIZERS

STATES-OF AMERICA—

You Money:
1st—Welpo,io the field after our seeds.
atisl—We do our own- recleisning.
3rd—We do not depend on seed alone.
4th—Our overhead expense is low.

Why We Save

-&-IMPLEMENT-

f
Befell! Your Boy
Lea ve for

Loci
As

Perdue, formerly with
F'- N.
Whitney Transfer, was elected to
a place on the, city police force
Frday ntght by the city council at
its realar meeting. He takes the
place of Albert W. Parker, who
has accepted a job with TVA.
Perdue donned a uniform and began work as a policeman Monday.

HAVE
BUSY

r VICTORY
To----

The •
wars are n
In th
sewing. kn
have been
the IT. S. a
knitted art
'
au be read;
Another
yarn is no
sewing n
•Whiteway
side of thi
minor
Mellen, an
Neighborki
well, as set

BUY
UN1TBD
STATE S
DEFENSE
BONDS

STAMPS
s_

Tholuguids of young

rilthr; G
wthwe
sercsio
deend:f
Ainerleaa• soldiers and
iW
rsatindN
a l.143- TreYvati
than
etkl.
third, Naomi McMillan.
-sailors are risking their
lives to protect ours. PaSixth Grade-first, Charleati.geth;
triotism demands that
second, jimmy Richarclaote third,
Bobbie Denham. •
we do our -part—now
For homemade ion ,
cream and milk
shakes, go to

tucky Bell was -glad to meet Mrs.
T. W. Askew of Murray. We had
a nice chat. She is a fine lady
and I am hoping to. meet with
her again soon.—Kentucky Belie.

local erect
work.
F
reel A
rgapeted

WILSON'S
Candy Kitchen

Oil to Rome and Beitlint Bondi
Reis

E. Main

By Capitol Theatre

Mill

Waite

206 E. Di

•••••••

,

lowaeget os la sae ow • 1.44.111•••• 48.
es,
14••••••d. Mod* wish goitsiu.• •••1 i .44 0.1•••
pestemerizoil cool nantusesn seal./ Co.
I•etst-

••.•••I swig, imam

DR. PEPPER BCFT
MAY FIELD

•v•-•••

NG CO.
TithY

-afiiria'7

a GOOD Photo of Ifito!
•

lAt1111
1
#

The art department of the Murray Training School Sponsored a
poster contest in the MA and fah
grades and in Junior High.- to en
courege the
buying
of Thrift
Stamps. Winners will be awarded
thrift stamps, firet prize, $1 and
second prize, 60c. In the 5th apd
6th grades only first prizes will be
awarded stamps.
• .,.•
Posters are on display in the
maim fltiew of the TrailUu• School.
According to Mts. John Rowlett.
critic .teacher, the winners are as
follows:
,Innior High Girls-first, Nancy
Wolfson; second, Kathleen Key
ttiee Fifty Jean Caraway Wee
third, Sue Hughes.
Junior High Boys-lirst, W. D.
Pointer; second, Billy Thurman
(tie), Billyzripteir WO: 14*

TITURS

•

-A10911111 I
a
111617/

r

Toe Did!
a
Back Him and the

sae.

Other Boys Up at the

—

:Fighting Doll rs!
•

Front By 'Buying

Ilomemakerellints
Defense Bonds

Thise are a few Ef the things
ficimernakers Clubi err, dong to
'.elp their country tilts. year and
sell be doing in 'heathers to come:
Sending petitions to bakeries
,licing them to ,enrich their breed.
Sign:Mr cards • pledging them.-elve4 to help at .least five other•ban-club-member.fareiTies in plan. .Read the classified ads
rang a better- live-at-hottie_iwo-.

and Stamps!

LOVE'S STUD!
•

and. asking others to,.;.ten. •
Establishing regional libraries in
the community.
We realize that as the transportation peoblem grows svorse and
-paper geta. more scarce there will
be a great heed iiarahis project.
Mrs. Jesse Washburn;
President, Penny Club

4rX
am
ppoi
. flung 4-H. Club leader, to
help more young people to be.
. come better leaders.
Making it a weekly liabit to
:yoen to Farm and -Home ProPAD. 2.30 on Mondayt

YOUR SECTOR

•

-

Prescriptions

Accurately and Carefeilly
Compounded of P,drest
Drugs

THERES A DIFFERENCE)

Make Every Pay Day -II.. BOND DAY!

MR,TAXPAYER

▪
There is •enough scrap
iron and-gre-el on the
farms in Aineiica to
build twice 'as
$
battleships as there are
in the whole world today, according to the U.
S. Department of Agriculture. •

al

TODAY, Araeriesai are eking at ibss America, your Jew
America, can live!
Today, the men in our Army and Navy urgently need mom
planes, more tanks, WWI guns! More than our enemies have,
better than our enemies have, if were going to.seasek our
way to Victory! weemesmir
We've got to get- the= 0.-e will get them. But only if
every man, woman, sad child in America belpal And
voluntarily, regularly, in the American Way-the Defense
Bond way-every pay day, . •••• ••4
•••••
• Leery dime and dollar you can lend your Government 15
needed and needed nowt

• t

- BONDS ... OR BONDAGE?

La I.

Maio This Your Answer!

brof
mac
and
P
si

You Get a $25 U.S.Bond for Only $111.75
Poses About Dollastos Sistods tforioa

IMO,

FARMERS,
FOR VICTORY
..,„ begneen an unregulated tragic contributing nothing in state,
. county or load- taxes, and Kentucky's $20,000,060 legalized beer
industry which has paid more than P,000-3500 in taxes to the state
----ristoffe during the pass seven;viral
•
But occasiotielly some people, losing sight of this difference, would
unwittingly deprive -elate and county treasuries of this revenue.
thereby increasing their ONO tax burdeas as well as inviting a return
of the mid-social condkioas resulting few') uoliceased, unregulated
outlets. _

gither up your scrap
and bring it to us.

WE WILLI.BUY.IT
and ship it to plzsci
where it can be made
into materials of e'er.
'

4
•

,

WE BUif—
Scriiiplron

•

Scrap Copper
Dry Rags
Dry Paper
Old Rubber tires
Old Inner Tubeti
Wet Cell Batteries
Aluminum
Brass
Old Books and
Magazines

•
•••••••••••

10:1•
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Through put Committee's self-regulation program, the Kentucky
icioeer inifustry -is cooperating with law -enforcement officials to
preserve these benefits•by helping maintain wholesome conditions
in'licensed retail beer °tided in counties where the sale Of beer
is legaL

ri Mr:«

fsu"
rr
, r-WITH rEelECT
FrYl .

•

'RANK P

DAUGDZITY.Stale Demo,

I III Swks

Limuutik

f•

Murray

.

na PAY-ROWEAVINSI FU1
PINPLOYEESI Coder the so/aortae Pmroll Sewing, Plan(alapreeed by manured
lahotl you Muer m.e a pan of rout par
weer; par day tonard the hutch*. of
Defers' Bonds. Tell you: fogiiPals rx*
deMnoutam head rot. rapt to Diat)tt.
NOW;
FaIPLOYFRSI Do VOW part. If roe
haneeit aimed, offered your workers •
Pay.roll Sasings Plan Tante or vitro
TIY•11.1, Desneutteot, Pay-roll Carless
teed
709 Twelfth Swett NW.

S

D. G foe fell eseeneses.

U.S DefenstillONDS **TAWS
•

YOU cap iselp-by(1)- patronizing only law-abiding beer outlets;and
(2) repairing any abuses Ho the propos authorities..

KENTUCKY BREWERS 81-BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

_

Mee iteaarte
g I 4 •

637.50ssisesss fl p

•,

•
Shroat Broi.

NATIONAL STORES
CORPORATION
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Tuns, MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Local Women Doing Prodigious Amount of Work
As Contribution iTo America's War Efforts

1 10 BASKETBALL PLAYERS
AT COLLEGE WIN .LIETTEIS

HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL

—sPAGINPFVEM

Hazel FIFA to
Banquet Tonight

•

Coach Rice Mountjoy announced
;Pent the week-end n Hazel, visit
-.
The Hazel chapter ofFuture
ing his patents Mr. and Mrs. J. R the following 10 Murrey.State lettermen for the 1942 basketball Farmers of America is holding its
Miller,
Miss Mary Lou Davis and Ralph season: Duty/0rd Culp, co-captain, annual Father and Son banquet
McLean of Mayfield were in Hazel Sharpe, Ky.; Bob Salmons, co-capat the Hazel high school building
Saturday es the guests of - Miss tain. Beloit, Wis.; Harreld Kirkpatrick. Russellville; Hyland Grim- tonight at 8 o'clock:. The principal...
the instruction of Mrs. E. L. GarMai Arinstrong.
mer, Paducah; Joe Little, Calvert speaker is to be Max Hurt.
rett, and a new dais is now being
Miss June- Parley or New ConMisses
Louise and
Madeline
•
organized. _
A resume_ of achievements of
eorii was" Use guest of her sister Lamb of, Crossland we,re in 'Hazel City'; •Joe Fulks, Kuttawa; Wid ElNutrition and Canteen carps are
Johh Morphs and aunt Mrs. Sunday as the guests of Mx. and lites. Corbin; Paul Johnson, Hind- chapter during the past yearx•Tvill___
man;
Herbert
Hurley,
Calvert
City;
be given by Harold Grogan.
also being organized with Miss
QviUe Jenkini.
Mrs. Bill Junes and other friends.
,
and John Padgett, Hardin.
This column will contain the , Mrs. L. A. Farris and son Owen
Ruth Sexton in charge. A Home
Bill Ed Hendon is president_ot_
tht chapter and Carman Parkt is
The women of Murray and Calloway county are daily proving that Nursing class for colored people is views of our readers concerning L. have returned home froth Paris.
being planned under the sneer- particularly sports and like sub- •
adstiser.
where they . visited their
Hit Hitler, Hard!
wars are not waged and won by men 'alone..
_ _
jects. It is an open column for daughter and sister . Miss Leona
vision of Miss Virginia Irvan. In the production division of our defense program, which includes
The local •Red rose chapter . under -all who wish to use ii, however, Farris.
Mrs. AVM Doores has Unproved
sewing, knitting, and the making of strgical dressings, 4,300 dressings
the direction at Mrs. Clifford Me- the right to edit copy is retained.
Dr. Is. F. Pitehlille-of Parytar troth i reeled iliness. She is able
have been shipped Irons our local Red Cross chapter. 2,800 remaining in login has already acted as contact.was ns Hazel Wennesday .visiting. tdgo" to the dining table now.THANKS. SILL!
the U. S. and 1,700 going to Europe. About 3,120 cloth garmentS and 150 ing agent between 79 sokliers and
Mrs.•Otho Grugett Juier improved
relatives and friends. • . •
William'
G.
Cutchin,
formerly
of
knitted
have
articles
already
been
t
shipped, with 850 additional garments their- families which is an:importfrom her. cold.- ,. •
datigh,
-hiss.
R.
M.
Mason
and
Murray
but
now
of
Letinnteq,LY
-to-I
.to be ready -for shipment -within a few_
TuesRight now, thousands of young American soldiers and sailers
--forth his views onsthe -State- -tee -of Murini'were
Another quota -of materiel -and
'
iiii;
-Tsi-iarittiMi" to the Work-. a&W
Mr
urida
any4-ahi
ltii
er
:nl(
oo
lit
nA.w
irilti
thiehYersi3e
tia
is-- are risking their lives to protect yours. Patriotism, your own
basketball tourney recently held Clay on business.
difwomen
in
the
the
yarn is now arriving.,and the new this enunty. In First Aid . over plished Hy
in Louisville. -Excerpts from:hit • Finis Weatherford of Texarkana, ter lErs,„*.well Doores:
self-protection, demands that you de your part, NOW: Buy all
sewing room located over the 130 women have already completed ferent corps, various.' other pro- letter follow:the week-end in Hazel
Ark., spentMaster Ben Cook of Kirksey Is
the Defense Bonds and Stamps you can.
by
acts have been undertaken
sWhitewey Barber shop on the east the
Lexington papers atami_rarY - with his -wife and children' and visiting ..kfr. and Mrs. Emmett
courat_with three additional members of the Woman's Club • and
-square, will lie under
side of the
_Wrath. Smith. • •
parents, M.r.aod Mrs.
complimentary in their re
hi at
ganitationk with II&
taw - soporniinner-of- MIS..-L-.-D. grOups be
.
Mrs. Yarly MUllm-iiiiik11•1,
a ut
ew
oneord. JiW they erfortL .
completed
chairman.
women-have
Thirty-five
defense
Caplinger
as
J.
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"
open
Mellen, and
6 days a week.
gave St. Xavier All they wanted. I Mr. and Ws. Willie Wells of Garvia Cunningham, --Ors. Elmo
course
with
is
Nursing
and
the
Home
Roll
.Call.
in
irtikustent-'werk
Nei0iborlaiod Dewing groups
guests in the Smith . and daughter Doris spent
Martin.
Tenn.,
were
think
this
speaks
very
well
for
new class of 20 makihat Yel
Defense drives. incltiding both or--‘41511. HS sewing room workers have
home of 'their cousin Mrs. Calvin Friday afternoon with Mrs. Will •
work and .house-to- the Redbirds when you consider
genizatton
playefil__.an important pert in this progress.
•
St. Xavier was only a half mile Stubblefield and Mr. Stubblefield Doores,
dune..
,has
been
canvassing
house
The nurse's aide group is'one of
local froduction phase of defense
Mrs. John Billington spent Thurswiry-bind had to play only two Sunday afternoon.
under
project
present
a
at
There
is
the most Important corps in nawork.
Mrs. 'Jimmie Wood of Chicago is day afternoon, with Mrs. Bob to furnish recre- games to geethere. ,
t 'Aid, Home Nursing, and tional delense and is available, in way for helping Camp
Hazel this week visiting her' Smith.-.
three"Also
Calloway
had
Tyson,
for
at
rooms
ation
rser Aide groups have been few cities the tire of Murray. This
Miss Dorothy Jean Burnett Is.
mother •Mrs, Lue-Hoiisden,
within
a
gnats
eye
bristle
of
one
sold
adClub
Woman's
which
the
rginvized and taught by women of Is a valuable-bontribution, not only
Mr. and Mrs; Otho - White 'tett improving nicely from an operato national defense, but also to vertising in this defense edition. anotter. Ahno won the -county Frida# morning for Georgia where tints.
__,meet.beating
the
Tigers
two
active
in
been
have
women
Many
II the welfare or'isk hrtvn county, as
Miss Frances Fuqua is ill, with
they will visit .their son Robert
points
and
the
Redbirds
five.
Then
which
Campaign
Book
Victory
• mimeo
under - the
pr•i•nt
.
puling the the
s,
measles at the home of her parent/5
Murray won the District by beat- who is there in training,
_1Ktirses Aides remain' at home is headed by Mrs. C. S. Lowry.
&spot Soteito Station
Fjev. Henry Franklin Paschall Mr. and Mrs. Noble Fuqua. ,
ing
Almo
two
points
and
Concord
the
under
Cross.
The 'Junior Red
for their 150. hours or volunteer
of Jackson: Tenn., filled his regMr. and Mrs. Gene Fergerson of
..ter-vieW—Thjs is hifOwtant due to leadership _of Mrs. Lowlry, his done 11. But Concord came back to War rnanthly appointment_ at the St LIS•is, Mo have moved trt the
the expected shortage of registered excellent work in' the conserve
Walter Miller, Proprietor
Baptist .ChUreh Sunday morning home of her parerkts Mr. and Mrs.
nurses. Eleven women hare .eoen- of waste paper. Wiled. and other beating Murray four points. - Then at
206 E. Male St.
Phone VMS
o'clock and in the evening, Vernon Coleman.
plated thts 90-hour course under much needed defense...materials. In Concord extended the home team at 7:30.
.
• • •`• Mr. and Mrs. Rtidy- ; cy spent
this smug( quotas- • are also being at the state tournament, St. X.,
'Mrs. Tishie Elliott of Murray Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Carfilled for army and naval hospitals which gave Lafayette a good batwas the week-end guest of her sis- tide Pigue.
which -include useful and recrea- tle 27-24. Also Murray defeated
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith and
ter-in-law Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
C.
tional articles needed by the- sold- four teams in the State tourney-.
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and family.
iers..and tailors. Junior Red Crabs Sharpe, New Concord. St. Xavier,
and
Mrs.
Puryear,
Stanford
Smith.
Mrs.
Jim
Pr-ovine
of
First Aid classes have been started and Hartford. So I have- this to
Mrs. Ethel Thomas is visiting
was in Hazel over the week-end to
in the Training and High School.' say-HURRAH FOR CALLOWAY
visit her daughter. Mrs.' Louise her sister Mrs. John Billington.
• • •
and similar Classes are being plan- COUNTYI - •
Wagibettestited -family. _ferried, 7-.64 -long!-"Teddy Bow" -play-and
to
•
moject to conserve and collect not impressed. There are several
M...slt..upftuF lest
cilects. !hen as people. I've seen who say -Uie same
Xscarcied metal
jrty-four states, •on 'the basis
'
underwent a stomach, operation.
• lipstick Snider& is nun' being plea=
of the U. S. eCensus figures Of
- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dniley• had
nod.
"Incidentally find enclosed green- as their Sunday dinner guests Rev. 1940, gainfully employ thirty-five
' The excellent Organization and backs for the Ledger & Times for
Paschall of Jackson. Tenn,
. and million worterii. This -ft an aver„results shown daily in the local de- the forthcoming year. I will be at
Miss Ruhy Blakely and Mrs. Ber- age of ,slightly over 1;000,000 per
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
tente program prove that practical- 129 E. Maxwell, Lekington. Ky.,
state. Kentucky has 900.000. Of
dine Burchett and Bob arid O.
ly MI women M the county -nave until further kotice.--, ,
these 900.000. over 3(10.000 are em.Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
B. Tutfit;ow Jr.
rettponded to sofne4hase of 'our
ployed
manuteeturing, mechani"William G. Cuetchln".
Silverware
Mr. and•..
Mrs John Patterson et
work.
Many
who
defense
'
-local
Compliments of the
indelserta" and mining.
Paris, Tenn., were in Hazel _Ann
forCi Vlr
cannot leave Meir,homes loi
West Side Court Square
.
pisiA• Oss-talt•spitstretintr---I
.
wert4r are-dolne
rliTt
-vieeerso's,
n
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. K..
•••
by cent-erring - yapper an needed
Patterson
.
n't
defense materials and by saving to
lift JEWFIER
Katperine
Hale
Of
Arnie,
'Ky..
buy extra defense stamps and, Mike Williams. colored, Shot
•
spent
weekvisiting
last
Her
Us
bonds. All who- do that share too Frank - Dumas. colored,. In the
in their county's contribution to ankle Sundar night, it is reported ter Irk Roy Harmon and Mr. liarJUST-ACIOSII-THE STREET FROM THE T.V.A.
stiI00 Mike en
up .
national defense. Mrs. U. IL Hicks is -spending a
,
•
s
Minty jail and Prank' in the both_
few
weeks
in
Quincy,Ill.,
asthis
Buy and Keep Defense Bonds I pita! With a badly shattered ankle.
VW.
guest
of
her
son
RobRoy
Hick&
;
.
The shooting occurred in the totTill Maturity!
and
Mrs.
Hicks
and
.
family
anti
*
'erred S.ection of Murray.
while there .is visiting a number
Banda Keep Till
of other.place,s of interest.- Maturity!
,Buy and Keep Defense Bonds!
Mrs. Grece-C-. Wilson-LS.1d Memphis visiting her sister Mrs. C. L..
Hoffman and family.
Mr. Charles Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Caldwell attended the
'fimeral of their aunt Mrs. Lon Seay
at the First Christian church in
are
Murray ifriday afternoon. .
and
tended the funeral services at th,
••.
Cottage Grove Baptist church. for
10 cents will buy five cartridges
Ed Dums.
•
25 cents will buy 1 dozen bandages
Mrs. -Alice' Jones pf North Hazel
u ect--horne last --btonclay-- troth
You could search the
25 cents will provide a soldier's mess kit
•'
e
Murray Where she argent several
hole country With50 cents will buy one bean pot
W
days With 'her daughter. Mts.,'
any more
parks ROlienson _and- Mr. Rober_ _. t
s
pays
.biaaket
tirst a!
4.00
1.50 is
7

HAVE MADE 4300 SURGICAL DRESSINGS;
BUSY SEWING AND LEARNING FIRST MD

S

-

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hargroves
of, Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Coachren. and Mrs. Lowell
Jones of Kisksey were guests in
the-home of their parents Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Hart the latter part of
last week.

Our ReaderS' Views
OfiSports, Etc.

Backusburg News

Guard Your County ...
And Your Loved Ones

..

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Mtn

''tG- I V E

- r-

r Motor CO.

TO YOUR

Man in the Service...

buy bombs

DISTINCTIVE 41tWELRY
In All Modes

Btry- Defense-Bonds or
Stamps every payday!
•

- -MAIN STREET CAN -

in Jail After Shooting

H:B,BAILEY

Hore's1What
-YOUR
.
Money. Will BO

4

PEACOCK
WALLPAPERS

inry

WHEN YOU
DEFENSE
BONDS AND STAMPS • •

mu. .wor Jaws.

TO

4

out-finding

sark.,,v,•

SHIRTS
Latest shades in
broadcloth a n d
madras. Enro
and Van Huesen
.riAlso a complete line of
sport shirts.

'ENSE
BUY
I. ITE D

N
STATES
SAVINGS
°NOS
AND STAMPS

PORitit. MOTOR COMPANY*
WRECKER SERVICE

-119114 Maple Street

Telephone 97

foal
,

for next year because of car shortage.

Be a regular, ori_the home --- front! Make resiular payroll purchases of U.S. Defense Savings Bonds and
Stamps.

LATE SPRING SHADES
• Chaney
• Botany
..

L.F.THURMOND
. Before You Buy
Fertilizer ...

Prices Right!

Mairay'Passat-&
%
Wallpaptw Co.
Nth St. PlarmagiZI-J

AVOID THE EASTER RUSH!

Long or shorts
... any shade. ..41

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE' r

'CALLUS TODAY—TELEPHONE 234
•

4

T. Sledrs Men! Shop

ALLIS DRUG
•

4••••••••••••••••111....M.4•••amenumeirmemmanN

•=11•POOKOIMPOOO011ini

Pinching Pennies is ..

I1

int
ye
ed with the
ac.irasa
Grie
l7m
soney
---.---knoW rim of beef-their
econom Ica I and successful
four 'butcher can supply
with., suds information.

cowcoywo:i

NERS

.gpend the pennies yoell iloe%
DPPENH SAVINGS

,

A:1,-Bettle & Son
Est. 1867 Murray, Ky.111-

Practical Patriotism!

most
use.
you

Have Your Spring
Cleaning Done Now!
sox

a

••
•

_

now

Silks!

•

.

agares40Lxisampro paii
' mil Wallpaper Stare

Bette,:Buy

TIES

coats
$5.00 will buy 2 leg splints
$10,00 will buy 2 steel helmets
$18.75 will buy 1 winter flying jacket
$150.00 will buy 1 parachute
$184.00 will buy 1 submachine gun
$185.00 will buy 1 life float for 10 persons

come in g -wide veri-'.
sty of styles,. clossigsf
and tolorings, and
are by J.odds the
we hove - ,evir
finest
carried.'.inexpesive,

..

f

$.2

beautiful wall papers
than these. They

Mr. arid MriTD. N. -White, •Mr.
and Mrs. H. O. Brandon were dirt-ner- guests of • Prof. and Mrs.
Lowry Rains at the beautiful home
of Mrs. Rains' parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Robertson, near Murray.
.Mrs:- 0. B. Turnbow was taken
to. the Mason hospital last Friday
where she underwent a major
operation.' Mr. end Mrs., RestitNt -GatInnore
are illd, Proud parents of it- Itplubd - xon Rex Gerald, borri.Sunday. •
-,
Bob Miller- of Wird:read. Mo.

frumps —ire

_can buy them for 10 ceriti.75cents, 30 casts, SI. or 15. %pest
to rut husband that he enter
Into any peg toll!swings plan his
company - may consider for DeNeeds
._

SAUSAGE,2 pounds
17y
45c
e
HAMBURGER, 2 poUiuti'
45c
PORK STEAK, pound
3
BEEE STEAK, pouici • • • • •
30cCHUCK -ROAST, pound
' 22c
RIB ROAST,iound
.•. 15c
17c
SMOKES*TITS,pound
MUTTON,pound ... ... . . 15c and 17'/2c
PRESSED HENS AND FRYERS

smor Burrs,,pound

Shroat Bros.

6

. .•

meat_ market
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- American Legion
Men's First Aid C!tiss Notes—Poit.No.
• •

O

L.

Former

Calloway Lady,
Now Bedfitat, Has Big

Distinguish.Maionatititof Aircraft

'

•:
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Debate
College

Card of Thanks

Speech Contests at

This Week

We wish to express our sincere
The Regional Debate and Speech thaoks to our loyal neighbors and
One of the largest coUectitioe of Contests will be held on the Mur- friends for the many nice deeds
'enlisted, pitchers in Kentucky is ray State campus this Friday and and useful gifts given us in .the
---ii
wded
by Mrs. Herman Miljer who Saturday. Chairman M. 0. Wrath- loss of our home by fire. May God
-•
hives _ at 2403 Kentucky _aeartue. vr announced. today,
bless everyone of you is our prayer.
J. H. Dunn and family.. pd.
-Paducah. She has more than 575
Featured in this year's contests
•
on the shelves in hex bedroom, is a "Kentig„y section" of even4e
and is continually receiving mote. which includes Kentucky Poerl%
...Fegd Fighters! Rey Defense
oPetirs. Miller, who wing barn grid Reading. Kentucky Oratorical Dec- -Bonds!
UNITE!) STATES NAVY
UNITED STATES ARKY
CRZAT ILRITAIN. R. A.?.
reared in Murray and taught schbol lamation, and Kentucky' Interpreo
wigg—gag• dal., whit* tire's al*
Wiag oad Funolage—liteo gag witS
• Wing and rsoologo—Bloo disk with
tore before going to Paducah to live.Reading._ and honors _Hen.
whit• star and rod center
wails star sad rod center
red contort
Ratleor—Blai, white and red vertical
live, is bedfast because of a. heart tucky's 150 anniversary.
Radder—lloraestan red sad white
Raider—No Identiecatlen: •ortledd indlo• •
agave.; blow Sad
Stripes
whit* and blue stripes on 106
-1-1 FOR SALE—
ailment. She -has been ill for
Events include debating, oraabout three years, but in' spite of torical declamation, interpretive LUNCH ROOM ON MAIN
•
her handicap has a great zest for reading, poetry reading, extempo- . HIGHWAY THROUGH
living and finds much pleasure in raneous speaking, radio speaking,
PADUCAH
ollecting miniature pitchers, which
1 and junior high Doing good business. Ideal*
l igdhiscsch00
umi0n.
dooh
•
he receives from all over the school
location to feed defense
country by mail.
'
The region Is made tip Of all the
Workers for new plant.
fsheo has pitchers Jiom all but. counties west of the Tennessee
•
three States wed from 143 cities. River and Trigg County.
WRITE
zlicriong_her pitehers are 53 animalso
epeessh-events-esteeptdeRUSSIA
bird; and fowls-five roosters,-tions •.'AS VieMRS: W. SCHALLEFt,
self:data 'for 10 o'clock
Wass o•A Vnierleire—Rod ass
Wille-eadd-dWaggle. *RN; trim& .
parrots. ducks, tyrkeys, deer, cows, 'bate are
Ihiadov—Ne Miratiicatio•
PIO small eresti•telaNsts I. mate
Mr. 201 So. 3rd., Paducah, Ky.
according. -to
_
Saturday,
lisike.tettioa. wilts Nal lied vertical
.r pigs andodoge. There are pitchers WriOher.
stripes
representing many vegetables and
••••••••••811•611/111••••••••...mo.
fruits, and of course pitcher made
of all 'oerig Of. materia
from Ehells picked up from tsattle_

Collection of Pitchers

Fifteen men are enrolled is the
Ft AA class taught by Fritz _ At our last meeting on March
o-Iterberoloo ToOsday and _Thursday 5 it was stressed that all Ex-serJehia._ W. Carr Health vice men - buy Bonds • or Stamps
at thejtallege. They 'are: every montb_ for the duration of
_
tne w.for Since the;denominationa
-,-Hall Hood, Charles 'Robertson
•
• !tarry Stedd. .1 M. Rowlett. Gene are within the reach of all, it is
entirely possible for us to baize_
lirewer, .1 1 . Brewer. Rebert
Nun.14. Robert Smith, Rex Sin- a 100 per cent Bond and Stiunp
gled, A II ..Kopperod: Charles M. buying organization, in addition to
Stowatt. Mauri-ce Criss. A. G. Vials- our committee previously appointevery ex-service man .1tas been
- ton, V,rnon Outland. ielna_ Car- ed.
specificialfy . designated-- to assist
itT
in the sale of bonds and stamps
until victory is won
E. C. O'Rear, chairman State Saltvage
requests that
Legionnaires ev-eryozbere do what
they can to help the collection of
scrap iron,' paper, .rubber. , rags.
copper. etc. Our government needs
theme_ articles.
• Our Peet hat,..beeroasked so help
furnish a day room at Camp Tyson for the boys in service. We
men_ do this. See Abe Thompson.
Seffice.... and only
Cie hoped jest iltik-Legiormati.
'hest .. best of foo4
end.esoperviee enen -will attend thetea, at the
Bond and Stamp Sale Rally- on
Sunday. March 29. at Murray State
DAY & NITE
College.
If you have not paid.'your 1942
Legion direi send cheek to Adios
tint C. B. Ford at once.
•
•

—reamittee.

redecorated
remodeled!

4s•

The

GIRKAIAT

wine—luta wigs
Stallanr-Illern swastika cirelod is

',red Sit

Eighteen men are: wow enrolled
in the new Standard Tirst Aid
_slam which meets on-Tuesday and
Thursday at the City Hall. The

me".̀ Btu -S111124.'ye'TRAININ
- G SCHOOL FITIVRE FARMERS
tis
rn'
TO BE HOST -TO 500-700 DELEGATES
ts
tTnag
iirt
ia
orwdlorCiliZtb.. e
?s late. her

41
!-ON PAT DAV'RUT BONDS-

A Call For Cooperation For -

V 1 C Ti18.1(
BONDS AND STAMPS TO HELP
BUILD DAR WEAPONSSAVE WHEN YOU DRIVE
YOUR CAR-

Niirmal highway driving,at--60 mph. wilt burn a
quart of tyil-in 500- miles; at•50 ntph.-a---quart Wilt
be burned every 700 miles; at 40 mph. 850 miles
will burn a quart; iind at 30 mph. over 1,000 miles
.can be ruo Liefore a quart of oil is burned.
Come To Sor-Us for Advice On Consevvatinn
•

Telephone 118

Fourth and Chestnut Sts.
•••••••••••11110.

MINER-

.._

-

.

•

vaJZ-

I .
I. If DogPat.ch goes out 1-00% for rionds,
• . sq. cab CalreiWaY c-ounty. Let'srall.get behind this campaign and push .. -and reto. buy. our Bonds, too!

load
Murray
Market_
i
we Deliver

Phone 12

---5---.--••••••imiwime•••••••••m••••.••••••••••••afn

.‘

4--

BUY DEFENSE BONS
BUY DEFENSE STAMPS

PLEASE HELP tilS SAVE:
•

Have laundry ready ler -cfeliveryman SO
won't have to make a second trip.

-e

Yotir
cooperation will add life to tires that cannot
•.
be replaced and will enable us to continue,truck
delivery for a longer period.

urraFtaundry
Main

,‘

INVESTMENT—

g•

UfitTE1Y-S-T-A-T-ES
DEFENSE BONDS

RESTAURANT
1

you buy7
1r
wallyend'

'Woe

R. M. Pollard, Prop.
•

5,

-4) is A tti;

THUMBS UP FOR BONDS AND STAMPS! This war
poster, illustrating how Americans can help the air forces to
victory, is beitly'displayed in the-windows of 500,000 of the
Nation's retail stores where Defense Stamps—in denominations from 10 cents to $5*--4re being sold. This is one of a
series of human-interest posters being prepared to remind
the public of Its part in the war effort
•

he

*
for special as-r• Avoid unnecessary requests
vice.

'1214

Ads
Mak
Dart
be'
Patt
Lou
11
Out
we
bind
.
Aim

THE WORLD'S

BON D
,.
STAMPS_-

b•
4

st7ie
r

em

-

-7 Tfie bin on tires, delivery. "ewaipment arid ()titer
items7Mak`e* it IleCeSeery-,-to-,
COrtaetve, whereve,r,pos• bible ..

-

l

rush.

io Casal's rnasterleplaying. I. Vic
;
tor Set M-843. 6 sides).
Dorothy ''May nor, celebrated

MODERN
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Civilian air raid Spotters'vitt have no difficulty distinguishlng Axis planes from those of the United
Nations if-they memorise the markings illustrated above. American and British planes key. Cesigns
of red, white and bin.,and Russia his a red star. Watchers on the southern border occasionally
may sea the red triangj. at Alexica._Azia_rai,derhisra_easilte spotted through thalami:a= black_
cross arid swastika of
the rouzid, red rising sac emblem of Japan and the Roman fasces
insignte borne by Italian •planefi,,

Those enrolled are A. G. Walton.
detin Buchanan.4 A. G. Hughes,
• George P Farmer. RiSbert MeDer-
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MAKE EVERY
PAY DAY

18 Enrolled Itr First
Aid Class at City Hall

Hendon W. A. Bourland, and Or'van &beards.
_Thel_ciak,will meet this evening
1 7 o'clock for- its fourth session
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Calloway's Greatest Contribution To

High

School Dr. Jordan to Talk
Cathey, a sopho- On Race Relations

Ky.
NEM

Tri•Sigma Pledges
Four Murray Girls

HOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE

Funeral for Mrs.Seay
Held Here Friday

Knitters. Needed

.
The regular m thly .• training
dens of. the . New shipments of yarn are ars
school for' thefood
Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary Homemakers clubs wli be held riving daily-at the Red Cross head.
-Sigma Sigma, honorary education Jane Seay, wife' of Lon Seay, Thursday. April 2, from to a. m. quarters and knitters are urgently
BOO;Is a list of boys_frain-Car-• flkámes Futrell.
-announced.
etit
woen
reis-aw
nnoiu
in nng to krir-t are
at'. Mrs. needt
sorority, conducted its first 'pledge were held at" the First Christian to 3 p. m.. in the home (4loway county -who are now in the
Ortis Dale Guthrie, Flavil Watservice at Murray State' %Collate Church Friday afternoon at 2 Maynard. Ragsdale. .
All
armed _service or their.eciuntegesin son Glass, Tar Galloway, James
MVP-111- &Is
-.---- ---"---- - -- ----sisltecl-to rConisiet"litts." x..nr.---wou---- were Tiirnuily otio-CC-'/We-Rdv.. C C.:Th-6E40h
the Army, Navy,. Marine Corps, Elvin Garland, Ralph Houston Glnpledged. The
iss
-T.ei•- wasinsfalFell was In -charge. !Waal Waljii- the "
.-ON FAX,, DAY, BUY BONDS- gek as soon as possible.
Coast Guard and Air Corps.. The ver. Haftetr cleatus Garner.
.
at Murray on January 31 and is Lynnville cemetery:
-list- is probably incomplete. The
Aaron Clyde Hopper. Floyd Taythe only sorority on the campus.
Mrs. Seay died last Thursday
only known complete list is that lor'
0Herndon. Everara`%Raymond
Murray girls pledged include, morning at the MaPjfield hospital
of the boys called to the Colors Hicks. Herinen James Hanley, HalBetty Oyerhy, Rebecca Robertson,*felloyeAft,.g an ofleratiori: This was
7
by the local Selective Sertnee ford- Epeneer 'Hart, Thomas Edher s'econd recent operation. The
Board. There is no way of know- ward Herndon, Henry Franklin 9Margaret Rureph, Mary Evelyn
Russell. es?'
was last September.
other
ing who has joined by volunteer- Harris. James Elmer Hutson, Lloyd
Surviving are ...her - husband; a
ing except when the folks or Gordon Hodges. Caswell Freeman Young,e-Oris -a Yarbrouvh.
soh. Aubra Seay of Murray; one
someone informs the Editor.
Hays, John . Junior Hutchens. HalMarines-Hal !Origins,
Noble daughter, Mrs. Cora Melton, De--if any names are missed, they don . Crawford Hanley. Thomas .McDougal.
troit; 11 grandchildren and three
should be sent in and they will be Jefferson
Hodges, Collie
Hill,
Navy-Clarence Woodrow- Hern- great-grandchildren.
published next week. a.
Charles Rudolph Housilen, Charles don, Alfred E. Houston. Conrad
Pallbearers at the funeral were
Boys Called By The Local
ornellus Hughes. Albert Virgil Clough Venable. Earl Nanny, WilH. B. Bailey. Maurice Crass, Alvie
Selective Service Beard
Hughes, Coy Leon Hale.
liam Robert Colson, Paul Bran-- Walton, Billy.:
Maebellirvia
B. C: Allbritten, Harvard
7 Wde JameS Irvin, John -Richard don, Lt. Robert W.
McElrath, Lewis Fulton, and Harold McWaters.
•
- •_••
Austin, Hugh Darrell Alwasier. Imes.
Rufus Hayden Anderson,, .1., B.
Roger William Jones, Samuel
Army-Thomas Herisdan, Clay
Adams..
Clyde Jones. T. P. Jones, Thomas Copeland, Joe T. Lovett, Dr. Kvan Raptist Student Union
Wildy Melvin Berry, Frederick Raphael Jones, Jr., Henry Lee Gartett, Harold E. Brandon, air
Reaches "First Magnitude"
part in the State Spelling Bee to
Ogden
Bailey
(Col), Bedford Jones.
corps; Sgt. T. W. (Willie) •Faughn.
be held during the KEA. Mrs.
pasting... Kenney. Raymoret air eorm Pat °logics. eoeiob.r.,
Bailey. .Conarri_
CATHOLIC SEIMCBS___
Fur the first time' the Baptist
Patton will ft-mini:any her to
William Cody Bray, Leamon Lo- Lenord Kimbro, Hyla Carl Keel, Pliny Winchester, James Wilford
Student Union of Murray State
'
Louisville.
_Catholic services will ber held at well
James Richard Bur- Glen Scherffins Kelso, Carl Ken- Dunn, Ruble Dunn, Hobston P. Teachers College hat reached'
First
The yearbook compiled by Mrs. 002 Olive- Street, Sunday, at 10 a. ton, Daniel Brooks_ Boone. Robert dall, William Morgan King, Keys Clark, Robert
S. Singleton. Ru- Magnitude". This is the standard
Outland has, been completed and tn.
Harley Barnett. Ausburn Leon Bur. Futrell Keel.
dolph Colson. Novis; Bate, James set up by Southern Baptistasilor
we are expecting them, from the
keen, William Edison Burkeen, J. -Virgil Cairnon Lockhart, Steve Pate, Robert Edward' Coleman.
pie-ALA:
outstanding work done by HaPtist
binder at at early date.
E. Bruce,- Dan Benerd Beni% Sid- Latanation, Jr, John Thomas Lass- Capt. Nat Ryan Hughes. Lt. Fred Student Unions.
Be Loyal to Old Gloryl
It is the highest
ney .Mason Berkiee, Charleselkich= iter, Boyd Wilson Linn.
Crawfard, L.L.P. W. Ordway, Hugh award,.fof achievement This' reard Baucurn. Roy R.iymond Bolen, Tom- Moffitt; Hal Mathis. Har- ,L Harris, marines; Sgt. Elwood' qufrement- is reached by vety
few
Robert Graves Buchanan, Elmo mon Leander Marine, James Mer- McReynolds. Leon
C. Tinsley, Unions throughout the Sbuth. Only
Leroy Boyd, William Lee Barnett, ritt Morris. Hafford B
Myers, navy; Tom Wear, air corps: Robert one other state School has ever atCarmel I2avid Boyle, Preston Gro- Jesse James McNutt. Sam Miller, Packrnan. army; Thos. Walston. ttined this goal in the state of
gan Boggess, James C. Bishop. Ber- Burnice
Elhi Morris.
Hester army:,Richard Copeland,- armyfilCentuc
nard Douglas Bell,.James Hal Bla- Augustus Marine, John Lynn May- Sgt. Garvin Fieney. army; gr.
H. L.
unier, Fulton is
,-BUM% 77-nrown,"winnarrrtrrricIsitrtallf'ACUT./,
ry.
press
Bate BroolfsT-Fletnes-Meriroe Brown. Gilmer Kermit McClure Leonard Cunning/Ant.
is studefiriiirlerarr.Orville Elbert Boyd.
Alonzo M'cNutt, James Elbert McJack Walton Chesher, Cecil Clea- Clain, Edward Blaine McNabb. Elver. Frank Cook. Robert Edward enus Morris. Tellus McNutt. Paul
Coleman. Herman
Roy Cooper, Steward -Mathis. Goldie Jefferson
Leon Caldwell, Palmer Culpepper: Morris, Raymond Earl Melton.
lames 'Lee 'Cohoon. Zelna Orell Clyde Miller
Mitchell, Clafence
Collins,
Ralph Miller
Crouch. Allen Martin, William Thomas McMECHANIC'
BOOKKEEPER
Herbert Ewin Calhoon, Palms- Cage.
Boyd Corn, Oliver Braxton Cook, Elbert'-Graves Neale, Lester
Dorris.Lynn Clark. William Saris: Glenn Nanney.
Icy Cole. Codle Carmon Cochrum. • D. V. Outland. William Clitord
Charles Holmes Coleman, Edward Outland, Carliorr Mason Outland
Thomas Collins, Fred Cooper. Codie Oran Outland, Leon Orr.
arripbell.----01* Hubert CunningMECHANIC
_
-Truman Pim-, GREASE MONKEY
•••••.
. Uteri "arseay Cobb. Thomas Robert Perry (Col 1. Randall
Irenton • Carritway. James Don ard Patterson. Clarence Henry PerCaldwell. Alvis Cahoot.. Alben ry, Curti!' Russell Palmer, William
•
Barkley Culp.
Edward Peery. James Holland Pat.
Willie Darnell, James Hafford terson, Landis Gordon Pogue, Leon
MECHANIC
Darnell. J. C. Dunn. Forrest Gray Eugene, Pogue, Ben Everett PurDunn. Howell
Clayton , Dooree dom, Dalton D Parker. James
James Edward Diuguirt Elbert Howard Pierce, Reuben Dale ParPresley Dunn. Lyman Lynn Dixon. ker. C. W. Poole, Roldon Boone
Edwin Reymon Elkins. Hogh Parker, John Macklin Platt, Jack
Gray Amin. William Ralph Ev- Parker. Rupert Allen Parish, Ches.
ans. J. R. Edwards, Orval Richard ter Lee Paschall, Ralph Millet= PasEvans.
chall.
Fonzo.
"Farmr, George William
J. W. Redden. Ralph Redden, W.
Faughn, Wayne Jackson Flora. C. Ragsdale. Charles Luther RobLonney David Flora. Charles' Wil- ertson. Frank Laird Ryan,„ Arley
liam Farris,' William Holt Farris. Hugo Roberson, Ira Wade Roberts.
"I=n.
Ernest Eilmon Roberson, Wesley
Redden. Willlain Marshall Ross
(Col.), Pat Lee Ross, Lyman Edmond Reeder, Halford B. glsoi3es.
-Wilford Alonzo Vith, William
James Swann, David Euing St.
John. Robert Cecil Spann. Jessie
,Aularey Shekel!.. Willie Ovid Suiter, Vesta Leon Shelton, Noble
Scarborough, R. C. Steward, Laur,y
Ames Summer, Quinten
Artell
Sims. Floyd !Award ScotL Lloyd
Sills. Charles Henry Stainps. Wil-'
ham Lynn Sims, Thome; Rose
Sammons, Josep)i Robert, Smotherrnan.
James Preston Thurman. WilJiapi
Hurbert Thurman, William Riley
Tidwell. William C. Thorpe (Colt:Edwin Miller. .Thurmond. Robert
Elbert- Turner, Lee Merril Travis.
John Frank Taylor. Marvin Todd
Robert Elwood Vance
Inoll"r"
Afton Woodall,
James
Cecil
Janes Windsor, Charles„Lee Wid-son. Buford Thomas'
Cast le Claude Wilson, Herman
Common _Witty, J. D. Williams.
John Douglas Williams, Aubrey
Rex Williams. Eugene Lee Washburn.
James
Gorgon
Wilson.
Charles Jeff Williams, Homer Fred
IT DESESN'T take any trick maneuvers toleep looking smart—even
Williams. James R. Williams, Hurl
on restricted budgets. Put Jones Cleaners in charge of cleaning your
West, Toy Williams, Joseph Wellington
garments and you'll be just as proud of them as the day they were
Winchester. Jr., Joseph
Wavil. James Halton Ward, James
bright and new!
Clifton Wilkerson, Thomas Woodjams 'Charles Oteen White.
Tar Youngblood. Melvin HOrace

Miss Ola Mae
more in Kirksey high school, won
Dr. Clarence Jowlan, who has
a superior rating on vocal solo in
the District meet at Murray last been, termed ths South's greatest
Firday. This makes her eligible to. authority on race relations, is con_ente{_the, state contest at Bowling ductin& elan=
She_ received this honor on raee - relalast year and received a high
t ions tonight.
rating in the state. Miss Cathey
is pnly 14 years of ag_e_ and her Friday night
Saturday
music talent is very ,outstanding and
night of this
tor one of her age.
.
• e-54 E a eh.
--The- -Kiriesey- Mother's-Club- -will ssi
hold its last meeting for this school evening at 7:30
there w4L she
• term on Wednesday. AW.1 1. Mrs.
Blankenship, the . presilent. urges an open forum
every member to be present at on this Subject
at • the
First
this meeting.
The Freshman class will pre- Baptilt Chureh. Each day at noon
sent "Look Out tizzy." on _stow.- Dr. Jordan will speak' on this subday night, March 28. This promises ject on' the campus of Murray State
to be one of the -funniest comedies College? - The public has-Areep invited to attend these services.
of the year.
These services ire--being conThe counfrOtampfon speller,
Miss Mary Frances Smith, will ducted by the Baptist Student
make the trip to Louisville to take Union of Murray.
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Many Called by Selective Service
Board; Others Have Volunteered

1

OUR QUOTA OF

I

McCORMICK-DEER1NG
ItSK CULTIVATORS

-

HAVE ARRIVED!

14r.

ALSO OUR

TWO-ROW CORN PLANTERS

C.

HAVE BEEN SHIPPED!

SEE US FOR YOUR NEEDS

•

Salon•Doughiss
WARE

pas owning dogs in the City
• of Murray aye hereby notified that on

HERMAN JONES

f
MARCH 30.

,
a stray dogs will be taken up by the city
officials and-sitinmanTy_ cVsposed of,
This *action is taken because of the
large number of stray dogs now at large,
whose existence endangers the public
welfare. Rabies has been reported in
some cases and it is imperative that the
situation be keptin hand.

"Sheeny" Outland

LUTHER WHITE

Save for Defense

•ti

DICK SHELL.,

1

JACK McKEEL

The Super Garage

PARKER

Chief of Police

512 WEST MAIN STREET

4

••

VIRGINIA VEALE

RENEW YOUR
CAR NOW!
Low Budget Plan

way

PHONE 21

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Everything for Youi Car

A Complete Line of Batteries, Seat Covers, Fan Belts, Light Bulbs, Tire Patching,
Tire Boots, Tires and Tubes, Gas and Radiator Caps, Battery Cables, Cartridges
for Your Old Oil Filter.
Quaker State, Havoline, Gulf Pride, Esso, Ring Free and Kool Motor Oils. Texaco and Quaker State Greases.

COMPLETE LINE OF REPAIR PARTS — ALL GENERAL MOTORS CARS,
CHRYSLER PRODUCTS AND FORD.

•

Cleanem blistsickeep You
Lookhig Smart For -Spring!

JOINS

Monday and Tuesday.

MOTOR TUN-UP

Priority on Fit!

war
es to
the
tineof a

The fie of a garment comes first
with us. Care is taken to have
trousers and pleated skirts beautifully pressed. Bodices -cling and
shirrings are ooftly draped.

r

nind

Defense for Fabrics!

When suits a n d coats become
matted with dirt they toecoine
dujl_snd-somt_ahaw wear. Jones
Cleaner
makes yout clothes
fresh as spring .. helps them
'list longer, too.

All-Out for, Style!
We do more timaj.usiir,lean garments. We restore-their original
ecilor and beauty of fabric..
"In-ishort. we take care of the de..tails which a•id-trp to give you
extra style.

Olt

• ADJUST CARBURETOA
•CLEAN AND TEST SPARK PLUGS
•ADJUST TAPPETS
•SET TIMING

ALL THIS FOR ONLY ----990 MONDAY& TUESDAY

No Black-Outs Here!
At least not when color is concerned! Jones Cleaners special
prncesses •whisk colors back to
life,dooking gayer and newer
than ever before.

IMO

sia

4

4 YOUR WitilirERY CHARGED WHILE YOU WAIT
HAVE

meows

II 1114 NW
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JONES CLEANERS
102 N. Fifth Street

Telephone 567 .

C. A. BISHOP.

p
11111"
1111

512 WEST MAIN STREET

Used Cars and Parts
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0
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PHONE 21

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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MARCH 26, 19-12
- - -------- Gracie Outland tri the death of her
U...S. Army, has announced that
Weak
as
Paducah-TNT-husband Elmus Outland.
actual work on the plant site will
Meat Satins This Week
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Adams were
begin this week, and that peak emMoaciay, Moral 23 honored with a 1Rmsehold shower
.
ployment is scheduled to be reachWHEREAS:
We are having
Col. S. B. Wiggins, Corps of ed
Saturday afternoon in the home of
George FL 114111aughlIF. ea. nod: The Grand Master of the UniWithin 60 days.
weather at present. If tire sun
Engineers, who will supervise conMrs Beulah Willuuns. Mrs. Adams
My
ROWLAND.
at , his home. -In- Chicago. ----.
Ul ilibt-,verse has deetned it fit to sound
shines and Um wend blows many received many nice and useful
struction
of
the
Two.
Kentucky
trti•
c
k
loads
Ordof
furnishings
1
urday at
o'ckiak . in the morn,. the gavel of Eternity and call from
Mese Deastinstratien. Agent
-.days, will dry ..the ground so farmDeferid—US! Buy Defense Bonds!
things which were highly appremg quite suddenly of heart disease. our midst into the full fellowship have already been sent from Mur- nace Works at Paducah for the
ers can get about their farmiavork. ciated.
'6
In spite of warm days and a • Funeral services were held At the of a more . noble and glorious Fra- ray to Camp Tyson, Tenn, far
siessasasoweserseindli
There are some that haven t finfurnishing recreation rooms for the
Mrs. Earl Childress. was honored Seehng of spring in. Um SW: there Sugar Creek church in this
our
tenuity
soldiers quartered there. • "The
"'
led thirang. Plaht beds :because with a:shower Saturday afternoon. is much- -sickness during March. Monday at
Elder L.' Pe
bel"411-1.alber. C. a people of Calloway
•
of so much ram -recently.
County and
im re- Pogue and the Dm. J. H. Tlymi HZ
:Mrs. Lue Gam is spending this Taking cars of a-parsonilltESOLVRO:
THEREFORE
IT
.
Mr, and Mrs. Eldridge Swift had - week -tit her son Hardin Giles covei ing front some illness, whether
Murray have Jesponded generousman uffinioiod _Eturial_wast-iss -the— -piret---Thet-- Murray,
-Lodge-14e.
Mr.
epilfietr guests_
ly." states Max Hurt, local OCD
it is al cold or something More Henslee-telnetery.
and. family.—
106. F. & A. M.. has suffered the
parents Mr. and Mrs. Swift of
chairman. "A final shipment on
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Dowdy of serious,.require' thought and care.
Surviving are -his widow, Mrs.
Dear Kirkaty.near alvert City were guests of the lane unportant part is getting the hfattie Willoughby; a MI. Brent. accomplished and beloved mem- the ...furnishings pledged to the
Mist Margaret Childress,. Van lalter's father Bill Duncan Sun- sick person to eat ihe food&bp
••otirlik.'
.
of Chicago; a sister. Mrs. Laura bers who.was a friend and coun- camp is to be made
Wayne, Childress, Rome' Giles, day.
Clubs, chuich•es:an
tier organneeds.
•
Williams, of this county! a brother, selor to young and old, and whose
Thomas and 'Derward Lovett are ill
sick personi usually has little H. L. WIlloughby,..afihis county; loyalty and faithfulness as an of- izations or individuals who have r
Mr. and Mts. Edward Leo of _
at this ttm
—rjith measles. near Mayfteld were guests Satur- or no—opeente..._._ If you will keep two grandchildren and 111 nieces ficer of this Lodge was an edifica- been, preparing articles for donaThis neighborhood was shocked day .night of Mr. and Mrs. Bradley .a few points In mind v..tten pretion to this cause are requested to
and nephews.
.
tion of the principles of Masonry;
and saddened by the death of Paul Overby.
bring them to the Murray Postparing arid serving the -Nod,:Use
Lodge
The
Grand
Moreover,
that
'Hopkins who was hit and killed by
Mr and Mrs. Frank _McDaniel sick person • as mote likely to eat
Insti- office as soon as possible. Cash
Entire
the
Kentucky
and
of
ua car Sattirday afternoon. Funeral moved from - Clarene. -McDatuel's It.
donations she.uld be given to Judge
tution_ of Free Masonry every•
-herettes: hire7HegtherettLM-TahrilPieta of- alt-the-piiient siiindd-be
to nerer -rive Pointe- Masonic Brother C. A Hale who is chairman and
have
lost
a
where
tine Sunday alteinvOn-bf Rev. W.
treasurer of the Camp Tyson Comcomfortable. while eating. A tray • —Slue Eyes,
_Nunt_easennat „and ;,00,1",
._lipopLr rinaina
-•
unimpromit whose life. moat singularly exam- mittee. •
___T-111.!4onee.m the preehsee..-ef-and isaehinge of
the
Ideals
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-, ierge----crowd ',of relatives ind
For any - ltrformation.-.-writt-or
sr'
Mort legs- whith mat on the -chair at tale eintInt
Mrs• JaCk Key
.elOwlY isaproe. our Order.
dur s.$.inpathy goes out
call Max B. Hurt at the Murray
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the town of MurThat
Second,
.
-----tiothe bereaved lamily.--Ow syra-,
-4ml tram a "caul tilaaaa
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probkind of
clUsens
whose In- are still needed which could
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Robeers ?archon spent lest week its most
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" 1,ju
1 w004eAt tva
ably be spited by some one withcivic.
soon yew thaws was felt in the
with lor-r-onz mom or
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..-le stales od but leave the ends on.
- - cial and,religious activity of the
Libtery tables, door mats, large
l'urn
box Wide down so the .tir Union CRY'
Jones -speagt„ther. entire community and whose in- wall pictures phonegraph records,
,:fWande_
Sue
the legs. A molding
courage of his convic_.....,tegrity
and
NI
midi
j
inkma,
•
desk lamps, floor lamps, arm
."1-end
r-i'uOisd this --iidge::of--the
litfi: -Mildred Paschall- tie..- were never rineeneneCi
chairs, waste baskets, bridge tables,
:event dishes from—sliding 9ff_
—•saturdo night with mr,andasjINALIN. BE IT RESOLVED:
i'aiTt-The -tio
-bright color -our`
That wehis bereaved and mirrors'.
,
. Henry Charlton.
here is your ttay.
widow
the sincere sympathy of
Gaylon Morris has been ili
Use small and attractive di
this lodge eollectively and as ' in.- Aeveral days with a celd.
.1 possible. Feed setrI'ved
-doll
Mr and Mn. Oman Paschall dividuals. and offer to her our love
:,.ties will fascinate
ild -d
a il'
'visited
•
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Seeds and Fertiliser, too
Mr. and Mts. Douglas Van- and"
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be 'used even
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;. for both your garden
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colorful or else
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Key,'13, a prominent cidMr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins companion;
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-a.,:touch„„of CoIor',to the tray.That we spread' ar ropy of these fen livinrs HOC miles west of
visited Mr. and Mni• George Jenk;
rescriatienit-' -upon the permanent Hazel on state line road, died- mg
Sunday afternoon.
.
wera-.9c 'the flowers lust
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones spent record of this Subordinate Lodge, his home Monday night alter a
, 11 the tray will- brighten It." Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Othel that a copy be given to The Ma- lingering illness of about three
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and create interest.
sonic Home Journal and the local years.
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Prepare
copy presented to the
He is survived by his widow,
New for the toed
'visitors in the'home of Mrs. It.- press. and a
UNITED
sane. bereaved widow of our deceased Mrs. Delia Lemons Key: low_ sons,
carefully so no rocki value will neeca -paa-chas and
family
STATES
Jere
. lost in cooking. Vegetables
night ..and.Sunday w
brother.,
Morgan of Detroit, Olin and Con-.
jay
DEFENSE
Fraternally submitted,
raiuld be cooked quickly m4 leas.
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and
Hope
of
roe
of
near
Aid Mrs. Waymort 'Yung. Mrs.
.ned With butter lust
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Jiimesc
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n Murray Saturday afternoon.
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,ree amount, put in fri/ifili him. Ind my. and Agnin Herheti
s
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Saturday night at I-o'clock at the
:•`•ie food is more enPetaiellift the
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,
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1Fright Page and Paul Boyd
and Herman Wilson. an old miser,.
mending a few days with twine
Stand by the'President:
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_WOLVERINE SHOES for MEN
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Mr and Mrs. Marion Paschall
oere in Hazel Saturday afternoon.
116r,..-and ,,Mrs. Glynn Orr shop%
pod in Paris Mentay..
.Mr. and Mrs Mildred. Johnson
-were Sunday night visitors of -Mr.
sad Mrs. •James Krauder.
Rudolph Key is on the sick hit
:his week.
r •
'Mrs. Hermit Paschall Mrs. Rebeers'Paschall. and daughter Wilma visited Mrs,
. Jack H.fy Sunday
Afternoon •
Howard Morris is working with
Lcierris.Wilson this week.
Mrs Rebecca Paschall. Mr. and
Mrs.
Key. Mt. and; 'htia.
Oman Paschall visited Rudolph
1LRF Monday _afternoon.rttiondat.
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NALL•IITURSLAFIELD

FREE
ESTIMATES ON:
Extra.Rooms

.Porches
Enclosures Insulation
Siding '

Safe, because
it's ilamelees.
Calrod'e MeseWed Meat rifts
• you the "waterless" method Of cooking,preserves vitamins and minerals without special aluminum utensils for cooking.
'FIAVOR-SEAL
„OVE N
Heat in the
Hotpoint oven
is"in balance:"
Electricity
permits the
use of a hest'Mg unit in the

REMObELING YOUR- HOWE requires less
material th.ah_ltiffterig you a new-Wt*-.7fiiits,
this loll release more material for-use in de

Headquarters for

•

inelhe Ifiretrim. fao ot her fuel
--1°P
as
''Elfrers this advantage of belenietvel • heat.

fen -s .industries. The,. government- is "
giving

HOTPOINT TIMER CLOCK
.Hotpoint auto-.

hihpri,•rrityTatiligi

and guaranteeing the
financing ofrthif type of wOrk. For further

umor
e
ic"ir
'gives
Di°
tl -y7o
'lice:Tr:Me for
other duties. 11.does the even watching
fogiou by autotriaticatly turning oven
.otia antrofr safely while you are aw a y

PHONE 72,

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS CAN BE
ARRANCIM TO PAY FOR THIS WORK

0.
Calloway

conserves vitamins because the Cah-od unit permits
riOOKING the Hotpoint waycooking
without use of special utensils. Come in

HOTPOINT HI-SPIIIINICALkOD

duty to add
rxtra...livirnri-tThirters to 'your houe it you
possibly can:This will not only tithe *ore sof
the individual!. who need that brink space
hclp you meet'!rising r prices 1,y inrreasing your income. start the .job 'today- you'il bs; :-urprised41;•4; eaay it.i for Us to do!
.—

.

4
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Flippo-Prieskarn Wedding
Solemnized

'
in the Nashville Trust Company Min Peggy Jean Bailey
Mrs. A. B. Gnnter, Mrs. John Fred- Mr. And Mrs. Geo. C. Miller
took an active part in school activipi that city.
Entertained With Party
erickson.
Have Birthday Dinner
ties.
• ,
Mrs. Diza Presky,....mretarl of
Mr. Wright, formerly of GilbertsA wedding, of much interest and the school, spoke very highly of
Miss Peggy Jean Haiti)
, lave a
Those who came- later were Made
Sunday, March 22, relatives, of vile, Ky., &tended Gilbertsville
surprise to their friends is that of
Miss Weatherford and particularly lovely birthday party at her home, ford Wells. Orvel Walker, L. V. Mr. and Mrs_ Geo. C. Miller gath- high school. He' is now engaged
Miss Ertel Flippo and Walter Pries-- emphasized her personality. Mrs. 402 South Eightb. street; Saturday; Ross, Marlin Terry, Marvin Terry, ered at their home at Harris Grove
.in -farming. •
.
kern. which took place pt - P1Y- Presky states that -Mies -Weather- March _21 at 2- o'clock in honor .Russel Harendean..Gilbert Walker, and enjoyed a bountiful dinner in
Mr and Mrs. Wrialit have many
mouth. Mich., in the home of Mr. ford has an unusual attractive of her seventh- bigHtday.
,- Eugene .Trimble,'Crav
-i1Cwd
nor --61-110, end"Mrs: Lnuiers friends in Calloway, Graves- and
and Mrs. L. -King en March 15 personality, which enables her to
Those attending were Mary Ann lure, Dolphtur Ph.elpe, Raymond birthday.'
A
- Those pregent were Mrs. Laura Marshall counties who wish thefts
with the Rev. Hugh C. McDonald
make friends readily with all with Underwood, Martha Sue Outland. Phelps. much success and happiness.
reading the single ring ceremony.
Mqdine
Jacqueline
'those
sending
Elkins,
Smith,
gifts
were Mr. Murdock, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Murwhom she comes in contact and
Their attendants were Miss Doris
Clara
Jean
Smith,
Rachel
Blalock
Clay
Wells,
Mrs.
dock
and
-Clay Wells, Mr.
chldren Ben and Mavthat this was of material aid to her
Piper- and Archie King.
and Mrs. Oran Wells, Mr. and the, Ntr.. and Mrs. Willie S. Mur- NE* Concord Hoinemakers
in obtaining such a splendid post- .and Nancy Cotham.
,
Mrs. Prieskarn, the daughter of tion.
many
nice
Mrs.
The honoree received
Hardin Giles, Mr. and Mrs. dock and children Calvin and Max, Hold Meeting Friday
•
W. A. Flippo of Murray, was loveand useful 'gifts.
Clyde Phelps, Mrs. Edwar.el Mc- Mrs. Maydelle Seay and daughters
The Nei; Concord Homemakers
ly in a creation of powder blue
Games and contests were enjoyed Clure, Mrs. Lug._ Giles. Mrs. Susan Dottie lue, Linda 'Sue and Phyllis
crepe, with black accessories; her Mrs. Langston Is Club Hostess
after which a.„ delicious ice course...yells, Mrs. Fred Collie, Miss Vir- Jean; Mr. _and Mrs. Parvin Mur- Club met on Friday --at- the home
flowers were a - shoulder corsage of
and cake was served by 'the' ginia Collie, Mrs. Earl Gordon, dock and children Juanita, Joyce of Miss Mary Montgomery near
Langston was hostess.
Mrs.
hostess Mrs. Carter Bailer and Mrs. Roy Gordon, Mrs. Allen and Dean, Lou-Jane, and Bph, Mr. ad, New Concord.
sweet peas. Miss King was at-eatr-was- -anstverid -Irt'MO=
Y---anlii•oon to members of Mrs. Ned Smith:S L. -.4,,.-}tieherson
_Pran
tired in navy blue, and black acAV-SI -Mary COper,-MP•.her bridge club and the following
cessories, she also wore a. shoulder
dining room - was. lovely Webster Hall, Mrs. Carl Bain, Mrs: Carolyn and Betty Low Mr. end ing quotations from the Irish poets.
--The
ts: Mrs. Nat Ryan, Mrs. A.
Miss Rachel Rowland. gave a
corsage of sweet peas.
decorated with pink and; Matile W. C. Wyatt, Mrs. Genie Trimble, IDS: Otis Wilson and ;,children
Carman, Mrs. K. C. Frazee and
ief, -tali on the importance - of
-Strf-Priestatia- Is the son of Mr.
crepe .paper and-springenowerin-.-- Mrs. Percy Kremer, Mrs. James Ray. LaRue and Estelle,
Mn. Pd. Houston.
for the duration of war,
-Cope. Miss Wilma Carroway, Mrs.
and Mrs. J. 'Prieskarn et- Wayne,
Ifiraymon Hall and eons: Janet
Prints_Avere _awarded Mrs. E. J.
stressing -the need for, careful
Riseubcor Dolesosr Mrs. -Otry
/meet :and deem--1/4r.. and
'Mich..
Beale 'for high score and Mrs. Clif- Mrs. Radford Wells Honored
. and family, Mrs. Richard Starks, Mrs. Vernon Jackson and daugh- stue137- of-quality hefore buying.
FolloWing the Ceremony a lovely
ford Meiugin for second high.
Miss' Ruth Montgomery, food
WIMI-110liehold Shower
Mrs. Pauline Hensen. Mrs. Ott Hol- ter Linda Fay, Mrs. Valley Miller.
dinner was served to Mr. ,and Mrs.
A delightful party plate was
land and Mrs. -Bodie Cathey gave
The guests reported a grand leader; elide -en- instructive talk
J. Prieskarn, Miss, Virginia Fowler,
Mrs. Orvel Walker honored Mrs.
served at the conclusion sot the
a gift before the shower.
tIme-and left wishing the honorees on Meals for Convalescents, and
..Mr. Neil Prieskarn. Miss Doris
Radford 'Wells with a household
game. Miss Rowland, showed :a homes
Many happy birthdays.
Piper, Mr. Archie King.'Miss Vir••••
• • • • S.
shower at her home on Clarann
}made invalids tray. -.and_ --demonginia Peterson, Mr. Alfred PriesStreet,' Meleindale, Mich., on March Hesse
'stated vthe_various,.ways- of
Department Has Spring
karn, Mr.. and Mrs. Walter Pries- Magazine Club Meeta
5.
,
the, tray ak TO"
pi tick
Tacna Rhea weds
•
Lambaste '
kern and Mr. and Mrs. L. King. With Mrs. Johrudon
A' large crowd attended. Many
grown-ups and children.
Hasten Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Prieskarn will be
•
were re=
The Home Department of the
Miss Mary Montgomery._ landMrs. R. A. Johnston was hostess beautiful and usefUl -gifts
at home to their friends at 563
--rbdr..._and Mrs. George Rhea of sce‘s. gardening_ leader, _spiake_ine
ceived which. Were
, deeply appre- Murray -Woman's Club was -entr'_
Canton Center Road, Plymouth, Saturday afternoon at her home
IltrThr
ficitiTe6;
--annotirieb:
Thi
Mined at a beautifully- planned
the Flowers that
To the Magazine Club. The presi- elated.
Mich.
Games were played and prizes_ spring luncheon
on Thursday, marriage of their daughter, Ynernae 'Bloom in file Spring.
.
dent, Mrs. A. C. taFollette, conto
Hasten Wright, - son of Mr. and
after the gifts were March 19, at the club house ,pn
The Primer for Americans, the
ducted the routine business session. awarded and
Mrs. J. A. Wright of Murray-,-"ftoute first of g series of lessons on 'the
Buchanan Girls Makes- The program was Presented by opened, a lunch was served, con- Vine 'street. Hostesses for the oc- 1. The
wedding took- place Saturerican way of living. was
'
Good In Nashville
Clyde Downs and-was a-dis- sisting of sandwiches, .hot coffee, casion were _Mesdames Burnett
-MavtA_2174t-4---ei'clock in t
cake and fruit salad.
Waterfteld,
B. Baitcy..-St.;--L,
led arid discussed. by .the enon
"Superstitions
of
Americussion
Miss
Christine - -Weatherford,
;Mrs. Wells' Sunday School class M. Callis; Humphreys ,Key,- Meluis West Murray' Methodist parsonage tire group. '
Dr.
C.
ca,"
based
on
the
Siesta
of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clatide
Linn, Henry Gatlin. Loren Adams, with the Rev. H. L Lax reading
The business hour wee...given over
Green, presented her with a nice Bible.
Weatherford, Route 2, •Buchanan, H. Jaggers of Bowling
Those present were Mrs. Orvel C. H. Bradley, and A. C. Lalrollette.. the ceremony. Their only attend- to discussion-1ff the District FedeMurriy.
formerly
of
Tenn.. and a 1940 graduate of the
Walker and James, Mrs. Thomas
The tables were arranged in V elects Were Miss Jean Galloway ration of Homemakers' Clubs meet
A dainty party plate was served
Buchanan high school, hat just
and John D. Galloway.
ing. .which -is to he held May 1 at
to members Terry. Mrs. Marlin Terry, Mrs.. shape and were attractively deco- - The
social
hour
during
the
completed -the Secretarial Course at
bridaa,nbpse for her wed- Lynn Grove high schooL
'Raymond Phelps, Mrs: Crawford rated with bowls_ of yellow
Ada
additional
guest,
Mrs.
an
and
." the Andrew -Jackson 'University
McClure, Mrs. Clark Ross,
cnls alternating with pale* green ding a drese_nt_navy blue sheer
During the social hour Miss Massy
Hubbard of Memphis.
In Nashville, and placed by them
Fulton Ross, Mrs. Al Lozon. -Mrs- V's *wining_ the length of the. with white _trim and black, ,and Montgomery served
loirely reMark
antrytttte
accessories.
Zenith
William *McCoy, Mn
.Rir
ablest
deteivfable menu was
freshmept plate to the following
-sr
.
Wright
was
graduated
from
endean, Mrs._ Joe Canup and .Joe seria.... -1.
members and visitors:
"
4
•
Entre Nana Pas Mai Meeting
Brooks. Mrs. Mason Birdsong. Mrs.
A. delightful- musical program Lynn "Crave high school in the
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield.'Misses
class
-,1
40._
school
While
in
she
'
fr. Nova -Club was
0.11
BoakiJ2.1•411)- was nresonatcd.„bw _Misses Sua
lightfully entertained last Thurs- Mrs. Austen Ensey, Mrs. J. N. 'is, Marion Treon, Claire Fentbil'
,
telst. Mrs. Howard Cope, Mrs. and Marjorie Arnett. Mrs.' Huiday afternoon by Mrs:' Wettlt-Par-dum at her home on West Main Euin MUM: Mrs. Butez Beach and,nett Waterfield- conducted a darer
Street. The afternoon was spent sons Donald and Sherman Mrs. "pocket book" stunt.
A short
in needlework and conversation.
Boyd Calloway, Mrs. Corbet Hutch- business session was held followThe hostess served a salad-plate ins and Shirley, Mrs. George F. ing- the luncheon with the Chairmembers and, Nickols, Mrs. Frank Monroe. Mrs., man. WS. Carlisle. Cutchin preto about twelve
Robert Bain Mrs. Debbs Manus, siding.•
guests.
There were about fifty present
including _seiieral visitors.

o.

tereftihsty To

41.

,A

ACE*arld"
Popular Priced
Hats—

•

Howard Winchester, Mrs. ,,hteryin
Winchester, Mr*. Amos flick, Mrs.
Frank -Coleman, Mrs., James Kindred, Mrs. Desmer Coleman.
Fay- Fareis, Mrs. Kelley Smith,
Mrs.. W. Brown. and Miss Brown
eRachel Rowland
Maude Nance.
•. • • •
Coldwater Homemakers Club
Meets Tuesday, March it
The Coldwater Homemakers' held
their regular monthly meeting- in
the home of Mrs. Margaret Riley,
Tuesday. March ,tl, with Mrs. Riley, president, in charge.
trish quotation.
were preterit-

HATS
$1.98 to $7.95
-

•

To

down on the skirt. Aqua, cocoa, gray, pink.
12 to 20. Both fashioned of l'Aiglon's exclusive
Barclay Spun —part spun rayon, part spun acetate rayon,

8.90

Keep

Up the Morale During
-This War

Careful . grooming is ,necessary ..a,...more so now
than e'er
V before!
We are ReasAlrannatince that GelicHam-fick is"
'now associated with our shop. With the war, and
-Easter near,.we suglest you hone us now for au'
pe,-weln-rarn
you out a flattering, expert hair-do;
•

Louise Turner Beauty Shop
(Formerly the 'Turner-Orr Beauty Shop)

Louise- Turner
Poppies Au*

OperatOrS

Glit-iferntick
Telephone 606
-.2,...,•••••••••=••••••01.11•01S-10.14•••••••••11.0.11.a.....

To our Easter prayer this April, will be
added a very special prayer for Amer•
'
ries legion's of men' in uniform. For
elipstrests' sides he t h e
these-411-11
for those f a r
thu1hof-their' faith
from home, in flying ships, on ammunition-spouting decks and on battlefield's
around the world! May victory quickly
_he their*, and may they soon return tp
essjoY to the full that democratic way
of life for which they fight! For.their
sakes7- mad for our own spiritual security, let u 'all go to chur cli this
•••
Easter!

'

A beautifully planned shower for
Mrs. Wayne Fergilson and hiss.
Ralph White was given by the'
Missionary Society and the Young
Woman's Sunday School Class of
the Hazel Baptist Church .at the
attractive. home of
Mrs. Paul
Dailey last Thursday afternoon.
Spring flowers were used in the
decorations of the home.
A number of games andi contests.
; directed by Mei. Orville Jenkins,
were enjoyed during ,the afternoon.
- A beautifill way of gifts were
displayed. After that. •.. lovely
plate luncheon, cirryiag out the
pink, white_ and blue
was
served by the entertainment OMmittee, composed of Misses Eva
Perry. Libbie James. Mrs. 'Hazel.
Jenkins. Mrs. _Beedine Berchette.
and Mrs. Frances Dailey.
Those present ahd sending gifts
were Mrs. A. IL...Hawley, Mrs.
Grace -Wileon. Mrs. Lay Paschall.
Mrs. Elizabeth %Hill, Mri. Lois
Outland, Mrs._ Vivian_Takria. Mrs.,
Milstead, Mrs: Grace Jones,
W.
Mrs. Gurthle Armstrong. Mrs. .1.
N. Williams, Mrs.. Verdine Burchette. Miss Ruby Mai Blakley.
' Mrs. Laymon • White, Mrs., Bettie
Jamts -Mrs. Rosa Ore Mrs. Dick
Miller, Mrs. 0.-B. TUrnbow, Misses
Eva Perry; Libbie James, Mrs. It.
I. Neely
... Mrs. Paul Dailey. Mrs.
frirlesg- 'Mrs. Novella Hurt.
Patterson, and
the
":• Mrs. Ben
honorees,
•:•:e

^
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I ,11411ifIT
- A fashion investment, sound
mostiIn style and fabric .
lied shoulders taper to • fitted waist, giving the wearer
an extra dividend of smartness. Navy and black in longwearing Thrill-Twill. Sizes 14
:to 44.

1i

FOR YOUR

$14.95 to
Compliments of

4

kg111%..-.
t ;

'MURRAY--"
AUTO PARTS
206 E. Maio

•
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The Women Must

Two, Hind Women Honored
With Shower

Laif: SHOWIli Or DOTI—Snowy dots like a shower
of confetti across the chest and symmetrically
spaced on blouse and skirt. Cocoa, rose, navy,
— A two
aqua. 14 to 42. Right: POMPII
piece dress with the new long tunic. The Pompeian print on
the jacket goes around and around, up and

arrswei ed wittr-rar—
Save- • Cierfreetione-BuyEight member;
Bonds!

••;•••••••••W•
••••

-front Il11141-11•10/- spring collection
4,11 Bitrclay Spuns by

Mrs. He'erleart_ Darnell gave the -Meals for the
Major project lesson;
Sick .and ConVfilieent". The landscápe lesson was given by Mrs.
Jeneiegs- - Turner.- - Miss- Rachel
Rowland discussed Ways.and awaits
passing on information fo----ntri:
cluti members,' and' especially_ information concerning- the*.;.live-ate
home -program.
-. The club. members met at lite
club' house Wednesday. March 25,
for an all day quilting.
, •
The nt.xt regular meeting of the
club will be Tuesday, April 24-,- in
the club house. _

VOrlair

40.
-

••-•
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thanks to
rlends ft
;and word
flowers f,
mother, d
want to i
pallbearer
the Linds
•
01.1074-TiY,
wor4L
May..0
with eael
prayers.—
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The People Who Don't Say Much
You canseeigem in any American crowd, in any American town, in any American discussion,
•
The people who don't say much. -

Keep t
-Bonds!

But they're the salt of -the-earth.
They-think and they feel and they know. They have an
inner sense of what's right and what's wrong that no
bling can hide.
- mountains can shake and no
Reading their papeys(iistening-to--their radios, these past
few years they' felt trouble, bad trouble, clOsing in on
.them. The sensed there was plenty wrong "Now they
ere is!
- to push
For thirst time in 25 years, somebody is trying
these quietcpeople around. Somebody is saying liberty is
too good for:sth-e erage man. And the texrible part of it:
is that these sorne,6odies are bloodthirsty ma.clnien.
They want to- Thane things here as

they've changed •
hcn

fident air you can irlitt
re
s
-e-Trr
rica .. -that you,Can
see in theliteneltywavtaf-a-harid.t.d.--sKr ei bor..
game .in-the
good-natuKed jostling of a crowd at a
- unsuspicious greeting you give to:a_ stranger .. in the
0-v ..clangMg, sweat', laughing• contemptuous wa e build,
'teararid buiTiragaTnr,......;..:

•

fi

•

-

. Questions and Answers about Bonds' and Stamps

Change that, eh? Thaes Ainerical

Q. How-mutirdo-Defenie-Bitinds-costl.
$18.75, S37.50,;75, and up. In..10 years, you get $25, $50,
ur $190,

AP- •

And the jople who don't say . much are Eke-grinning to
think hard" iv. They're stirring—they're rising. And
when they do converge into'a torrent, they can overwhelm anything, on this earth, or its waters, or in the
air above it: BUT they'd.better'do it quickly for there's
just-no- time to losel •
_
et?

Q. Can mlyoungsterAuy Bonds and Stamps?
A. Certainly. Thousaa of youngsters are buying them today.

i to pay at least ;18.75 all at once?
Q. Do-! llay,
A. No-You.. get Defense Stamps for 'AI little as 10 cents.
When you
$18.75-,worth: you change it for a Bonch
There are also amps for 25 cents, 50 cents, $1, and $5.
You get attractive Ibtuwito stick
Can I get

my money back

lieed it?
eot will buy sour Bond
IA. After 60 days, your Gove
4
'or part of it back, with interest
date.'

O

Some' of them. can, some of them are, going into our
Army., and our Navy, and our'Ad Force. Some of.them*--Cein,-anme ofthein are, building our guns,,our tanks, our
shzpa,--our planes..

This Adv

▪ Aul of them can, all ofAhem should, take their money out
ofpay checks'and go withdut things even when it pinches,
to buy Defense Savings Bonds!

- --Q. 1f-I-le my Bend, or it's--burned-up, am I out of luck?,
A. No. A duplicate will be issued on proof of loss.

Q. How will my money help the country?
A. It will actually' buy defense implements. And the more
money raised the less each implement will cost—the low- •
er prices Wili too.
&
Q. WhereAn I buy Defense Bondi and Stamps'?
A. You can buy Bonds at your post office or bank. 'You can
_buy stamps there, and in many stores.

sement Sponsored by

•

L. L. VEALE
Ttierean save their' d- imes into quariers .. their quarters
Ini'd dollars-to give us stiff more guns and tanks and
planes and ships 16 that we can all have a better place to
live in, where no such danger as this shall come again;
and so diVhildren may know a far setter world, a far
. happier time.

G. W. UPCHURCH & CO.
'

C. C. FARMER i'613-ACCO CO.

A. G. OUTLAND & CO.

C. B. FARRIS TOBACCO CO.

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF, FLOOR

The people wilo doiitisay_ much are buying a share in
America!

W. G. SWANN TOBACCO CO.

oin them! Get'Defense Savings Stamps and Bonds now!

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

IA

AIMER&CO.
.

-

The Defense-Program St!ccee
BUY DEFEiti AVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS NOW! 1
0=0===0=i0===0=m0===t00
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-eard-of

Thanks

Office Id Price- AdSoo.en is.
Acting risais jiamsniau dux ri,uzun
was nem operatois against violators
mid threatened penalties.

hi the
week On Th
elirozen '

•

In Memory

•
We ,wish to express our sincere
thanks to the loyal neighbors and
friends for the many kind deeds
;and words and for the beautiful
flowers for the death of a wife,
mother, daughter, and sister. We
want to include onr thanks to the
pallbearers, organist, singers and
the Lindsey funeral home and Bro.
•Lloyd Wilson for his comforting
words.
May- God's richest blessing be
with each and ever one is our
prayers.-Henson anVColson family.
Pd

LI

auuu.iia,,,on .as ICYC4/6 ot

..IfT

Homo Front

In remembrance of our daughter.
Wanda Fuzzell who passed away
one year ago this March.
That we know our precious darling
Never more 'shall you return
But your sweet memories linger
with us
Since you've gone to live with
Jesus
Goodbye my darling, goodbye:
Mother and yqpr host of .
pd
Friends.

The Process of converting our
peace time fat into mama for
war moves forward rapuoy as
fields grow greener and the days
lengthen. Last weea biougnt many
changes b'y governmental act, and
foreshadowea many more.
The WPB---this Week is stepping
01-Inthe defense plants
up productithrough a series of managementlabor conferences. The more it is
stepped up the more materials and
Prove
Your
Patriotism-Buy supplies irict services the .war. machine will eat up, and the more the
Defense Bonds!
civilians on the "home Fronl will
Faith-Buy Defense
have to conserve and skirdp and
Keep Liberty's .Light Bright!
substitute.

Keep the
-Bolids!

1

[o

-

War Production Huard Chairman
Donald-M. Nelson - is - demanding
moreend-mbre and faster and fasFebruary
ter production. The
monthly -Ortyping-reetird -for- steel
Is still not enough.

dticted he can have an agent to
do the elling. Transaction must
be authorize* by certificate ot
local rationing board.
Order al.. Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow. Rickfeels all 1842 passenger nvodelm• man announce the arrival of a
daughter.
Charles and Joe Hal, sons of
Sates and rentals on nearly all
Mr. and Mrs. B. Starks, have
kinds of new office machinery is
measles.
tatted temporarily, -until • War ProThis community was well repren Board can wort . out a
general pruductiod and distribution sented in Murray Monday.

South Pleasant Grove

Issue of the large steel auto license fuates sie &wriest. 'itiey
iii be aVallektr10 U.16ly to new ,ucenses and mote woo have -lot or
nau tneir old ones destroyed. A
small ciate "nib", nut _mute than
system for the industry.
two-by-two inches, will be _attachsteeL
saves
It
plate.
1841
the
ed to
Those new model shoes styled
with super-thick - soles are to be
WPB is -recommending construc- eliminated by request bf the WPB
tion of 350,000 defense housing
extile branch. - The armed forces
units to the National Housing need all the ihiek sole -loather.
Agency. This more Men doubles
the defense home program of last - Don't count too much on a longSeptember. Home , owners and distance vacation this summer,
prospective builder landlords must Joseph B. Eastman, Defense Transcomply with regulations .-to obtain portation Director, warns. No, rathe nigh preference rating for the. tioning of- -rail and bus tickets ix
mite/hits • Among ether things. -ansr---mstemlitareit"Utitodp
they must keep the same rent for Movements ,.ind_assential war
one year, charge no more than 650 travel are taxing all facilities more
w.-motth- rent,- amt-rield---the h
and more.
foe no. mere'than $6,000.

'
Dorothy Dean McPherson
Mrs, 'Jane England Robison,' Mi ls
well known by so many' people of of Paducah was a week-end visitGunter's Flat and this 'vicinity,
or with relatives among whord
is enjoying better health at her
home
Baptist
Memorial were her parents Mr. and Mrs.
near
Church than she did in the win- Roby McPherson and grahdpirentS
but her eye sight is very de- Mr. and Mrs:- John McPherson.
terb

- Pleasant
ficient,We hofie--"Aunt -Vic" 'Miller, who Christian Service of - Which Mrs.
itsliltd a sevels cold at the home Harold Broach is president, met
ssf her daughter Mrs. lianzy Pas- last Thursday with.- Mrs. Wayttg
Mrs. Ernest Erwin bought 300 chall, is mUch. improved.
Paschall
•
baby chicks last -week.
•••••••-••••••••••••••••••di
The writer was a week-end guest
with Mrs. Lucille Grogan Jones.
and her mother' near New Providence. Mrs. Jennie Grogan was
not improving from a recent paralytic stroke and being a cripple
and 88 Years old it makes her illness more complicated
Sympathy to Mrs. Sally Cunningham,and Mrs. Molly Lassiter
whose.brother, Mr. Say of Mayfield, died last week. Mrs. Lassiter was one of my first Sunday
_
With the cars and tires now in service destined
school teachers.

"Spring Housecleanin"
FOR CARS More Important flow!
, the necessity for a thor"
for the duration
611-jOat"
ough

Office of Price Administration
cracked down on a Chicago auto
-junk yard _operator, who refused
•to sell his scrap cars for the Guyeminent price of $18.75 a ton. He
wanted $22. Bureau of Industrial
Conservation simply issued a requisition order, sent a squad of
U. S. Marshals and some trucks
and took Dea* Frank Schumak's
150 ttinie-OTo111 cots-away. kie'll get
the GOvernment price, no more.

For

Lot's make

'Office of Defense Tra4;portation
The first tire "bootlegging" case
moved . Co.' eliminate wasteage of
belongs to -Mberm.44; -Y:, where a
tires. gasoline. machine, Work. and
dealer WaS---caught- selling tires to
Manpower, by duplicate house milk
unauthorized persons. After heardelivery servile, by asking all loing held publicly, an order was iscal, distributoof to submft''a plan.
sued preventing him from purchasing any tires until June 30.
Rubber goods manufacturers are
of
'There is'- no' .oe..,
asked not to hike prices of sunthis calibre in the busiffess life of
dry articles. including medical and
isanon united tq,„,wip, a war,"
hospital Items,' and to preserve
K
Actiug' Price Administrator John
s.".
standards of quality.
Iii mm.'commented.
In Ohio OPA is conducting a
Price raises in cotton, rayon piece
Probe at: iiii-tTOolliaers and proftgtogi.theoir pitaturea

Not BONDAGE!

America, BONDS

every pay clay BONDbardment Day!

•

dames Food Stor

temporary ceiling,--not affecting retail. Order' should prevent fur.einthing made of
thee rises in .
those materials. Prices are now
believed "entirely ton high-, by the
Office of Price Administration. The
Permanent ceiling may lower them.

-

WE DELIVER -

New fuel oil burning equipment
is _being- discouraged, by Government .'order. If you have other
••••• •••••■•••=aa••••••••49 heating facilities and are not using
them to the limit, you can't ,get
oil, unless it_ is gas and electrical
equipment. Order affects 17 eastYou can still have- plenty •ol'•••
• ern states (including WeSt
robber
_Rubbor
and Washington and Oregon.
Branch explains, Reclaimed 'rubber -has been-tised- for -heels anyts
way, and no shortage for The purcent restriction in the use of gasobeautiful. To an earlier people
pose is in sight.
r
line."
it meant Goddess of Spring.
There jellr tie-no-'more noisy.
firia
During the week the service stajuke bezel and*. vending maehines-Ne's
Spring and Flow.
don prices in the same region were
toirEontly, eigarets, cheerthie sum.
-With
contribution th beauttf
etc. made. The making of them
the sadness_in the world we
••••••=41•••••0
cons-Med-Me much701--the vital'
it ll the joy we
need to sPread '
and strategic •war metals and malivery time yew_ terials. Stamp machines- can still
can . . . -Flowers speak when
'Words cannot.
••
be made.
-S t your pay,
(
•
.
bey bonds and
Manufacture hr home washing
Let the Murray Florist flowirrstampi for the
Larger
machines stops May 15
speak for you. The shop Is fillU. S. A.!
companie,. must cease making them
ed with all kinds of beautiful
-April is:"That was predicted two
blossoms, pot plants, and novweeks ego.
Quality Groceries At
elties.

Easter Flowers Say
"Joy to the World"

•

•

COLE'S
1210 West Main Street

Follow the Crowd to
Select Your Easter
Flowers!
•

We sre getting letters from the Government adin our local patters, asking vising us to
you who can to put in your coat now for next winter, -There is certain,to be a shoctaire later in railroad cars to haul coal.

FLORIST
364-J

800 Olive

MOTHER - SISTER- SWEETHEMIT •

•
We are pleased to announce that Clark
Harris, expert automobile mechanic, has

Hs will always Bs at bias with hit Testassusst
.
-

BE SURE THAT HE HAS ONE
mokrapsdah isr As Idsa-:iii.iervice

1

THE FIUT

TEXACO' PRODUCTS
Telephone
at Main $treit

_a

What Should You Save To Help?

WITH

Send your

THE MQNEY.....,

ateaniNg

AvASIthiGTON. D. C.-Tbe fol1owWZ;

YOU

Department is intended asa savings yardstick for the average incenseearner.

.121.2 Main St.

PHONE
87

I
••••••••••

you can

do .nothing

. wiser than to put all

the money

can spare

into U. S.

you

now

Wi Pay the Postage.
1.5e the paper shortage

•

UNITED
STAT E S
SAVI NG$
sea

When you

ory

are

looking

Phone

•_
•

of a loved one, you

1 .

1.304.000
1.019.000
1.060,000
9911.000'

m4.164.000

32.11,006.000
678.090.000
929.1341.000

Lini.sso.ovo

605,045)

844340,000
2.000,000.000

48.1117.000

11111.11111.811,000

331

Gatlin Btdg.

"It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes Your Insurance"

will

MURRAY MARBLE
& GRANITE WORKS

•

you buy em
wellfly em!

VESTER ORR, Manager

of-coal that you should use.

. Uncle Sam Says * * * *•*
Buy Good Clothes
Make Them Last!

-0

-7_
-

Give your clothes the eare
--need,--in -quality Stile
•perior dry cleaning. Here
they are careTully cleaned
—all (pots. and wrinkles
disappear, colors revived,

Inches

wers

aster

• CARE FOR GARMENTS
• Don't nail till clothes are soiled; "end
frequent cleaning.
'sgang up clotiW•ti help them keep their shape.
•
tear, immediately.

S• we the Smirk, Kmalmel Ids copy el this

r-are in bloom,.. in great variety' of

in Price, Get One.

You may have one

of

testitinents

FREE
y

4,1

S
.

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

a

for

make no error by asking-us to
help you make - your selection.

.m....491.01100,1=0,11091

Pocket

k

n

943.21.2.000
120.3.10,000
1901999000
1104,55.1,000
108.404.000
1.205.152.000

Defense Beads and Stamps!

-BUY

Before the advance

a

Total Awrial

G rtoup
3 124,000
4 .7h,Cp-A
.. 6,470.000
10,747,000
tr4,000
to.704.00,0
4.917.00
2.231.000

the fit greatly impfoted.-

Now Testament

. with

Ntneober nf
Porto.,. a Lath

TELEPHONE 3

Sire

6

bl Ono
Vow II.
1%ai Save;
911.110
111.00
19.00
05.00
104.00
2014 00
512.00
414 00

Girea theni, longer wear!

$1.00

new

It

Moi
Ose Sweet
raelta V.ert
1025
.50
.77
1.20
L00
.4.00
11.00
6.00
10 ,••)
12
20 00
95.00

If Weekty
Earnings Are i
115 to 110
110 to 11
115 to 0/0
$30 to $80
130 to $40
040 to Si')
0 to
0 to PI
PO to 00
$OO to 1104
11100 to 150
1160 to

PERFECT SELECTION
Certainly

"4

suggests how everyone of the 48,000,000
employed persons in the United States may participate in the war effort through the systematic purchaae
of Defense Savings Bonds.
"The job ahead of us is far bigger than mosecif us
" Secretary Morgenthau declared in making
realize,
,•-mis
1.MB • the table public. "I know that the American people
awl,
are ready th do their part to sin the sir. one Of the
ways we can do much more is by intensifying.our
effort in the perehiseef Defense Liunds."
While persons without dependents may be able to
set aside more than the suggested figures, persons
with several dependents, or with other heavy family
obligations, may be unable to save at the suggested
rate, the Treasury Department pointed out.

PASCHALL I
CLEANERS

Size

4x6

these

208-R

,
AMIMK•111•1•••=11.••=1....••••1•MarilliMPUIM•4MO.

Zipper

Price

best in

-COMPANY
MILLER MOTOR
_

NOTED FORAITSISTEAICS (ACROSS FROM THE COLLEGE LIBRARY)

Fastener

Highly

you the

• .0

with

Most

us. We can assure

mechanical work.

Stain-pa

Khaki Lexitsi

•
O..

with

•

Bound in

Appreciate

accepted file position of garage mechanic

monument to erect to the mem-

FRANK POOL COAL CO.

vehicles this

before. Let us give your

You ea, nassure this by

Should you give us your order, telling us what you
wEnt to burn coal in, we will give you the size and

Wed

ever

it'steady flow of supplies.

Defen.se Bonds And

BUY COAL NOW-For Next Winter .

NURSERY AND

all

" of
housecleaning

.save you money in the long run.

-regular purchase of U. S.

Auto' rationing lexter• Is now
amended to permit chnftees-10.sell
their -ears without restriction,-. It
a draftee has already- been in-

tdIF.

"spring

is greater than

"—it will
ear that necessary "
spring housecleaning

Our 110V-it the front need

antrione

MURRAY
Phone

year

.Hiuse trailer industry - is booth.
lag, because the trailer has been
found a quick and temporary ,Ppart
solution to defense housing problem. Fifty thousand will be produced this year. The tire problem is solved. You get your trailer
With tIreS, move to work, take oft
the tires and prop the trailer up.
Tires go back to the manufacturer
to be -used on another trailer's
-une-way trip.

annual

sub-

scription to men in mil-

itary service.
•

This is a Sample,
of th• Print.

flowers and pldnts.

TAKE CARE OF HANGERS, TI-a!

Becatrie of the star they are becoming seam
CASH FOR HANGERS THAT ARE IN

WILL PAT
D CONDMON.

give

..For true Easter beauty
•
to mother, to yout
fldwers

.

CHAPTER 12
MOW about that time Herod the king stretched
forth his hands to vex certaie
of the church.
2 And he killed Janice the
brother of John with the
ltword.

North 4th

Striet
•

Telephone

18ti-J

108

N. 4th St.

Telephone

FOR BONDS

•••

AND STAMPS!

YOUR BOYS!.! • .OUR BOYS!!
to a pilot and flies these planes in the regular
aim, lames Knight,
inspector on final asaembly
Joe

AUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS

W00115- FL-0-111-ST--

'MURRAY,

EFIENS
iti;141B0N D S sommisuladriffPw.
-AtSTAtA PS
THUMBS UP

wife, to your Wends.
•
,
-••,

THE LEDGER tit TIMES KY.

NORTH 4th STREET

forglind color . . .

anew

Toes, Is an
One.
B25
N.A.4. bombers. One, itamen 'Albert, wants to be a pilot.
Tait IM:YING BONDS! WE ARE 114- A N1ESA iklit6-raft-•
•
'
•
TO WORK HARD TO GET OUT OF /Tl__

44
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'
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'Service Notes

THURSDAY, MARCH 26,

NEW CONCORD SWAMPS RINEYYILLE
54-34, AND THEN LOSES TO ST. XAVIER
BY THE SCORE OF 49-40 IN STATE MEET

Hazel High Juniors
To Present Play

Music Week to Open
Sunday at College

The junior•class of Hazel High
school, under the direction of
Miss Elaine Ahart, 'will 'present
"Betty. 'The Girl 0' -My - Heart,"
on Friday night. April 3. at 843
of -rebounds. by Canary and two o'clock in the. Hazel auidtorium.
This play will display some of
free throws at the start of the
fourth quarter Sent St.. X's lead the best of Hazel's home talent.
The_ characters are as toitcrws:
from one -to seven -poitibr. The
Marie, the maid. Mary Ellen
Tigers, who had los) the seevices
Last Thursday morning. thuCk(m- of Fischer on fouls in the third Brandon; Mrs. Jenkins, the -houseCord Redbirds shot with Startling quarter, lost Canary soon after keeper. Betty Mason; Martin,'"the
accuracy to overwhelm the Red Concord had lost Elkins in the butler. Will Frank Steely; Mrs.
Devils of Rineyville, 54 to 34 in the fourth stanza. The score was 41 Graves. an elderly woman. Emile
ist:- the Vine.= SC if-TOW its Ilailer---StizabethT.'het datiglirer.
-'veTy
'kentucky State High School Basket- lead up to 7 points as repeated Nora Moore: Betty, a girl of sevencalled on Concord. teen. Billie B. Wilcox: ,Jeirry Carball tournament in
Louisville's fouls were
michael. up-to-date-young
Barry made a field shot just
man,
armory.
Pat Mcruiston's Redbirds broke- the game 'ended to make the score I Cyrus Miller; Peter Graves, a man
locto.-Tedndon•
/last- •-and...hindled--teharg- titmice. 40.40 in -favo_f,o1
•
•passes With191ill to,easily outclass •IiIneuPs: St Milder 49 Pos. • Concord 40 Mrs: Jesse Washburn to
Canary 17
F
Roberta- Speak Over Radio March 20
1041 state tournament- field.
F
Oliver 13
The tilt wal axe Only during Toomey 4
Zoller
7
0
Buchanan •2
Mr'S. Jesse „Washburn; of. the
the first few rpinnte0 of the first
0__
Hamlin .
13 Penny Homemakers club:WU speak
quarter. Rineyville led at only Barry 11
ClarCopeland. _graduate of MurKnopf
9
G
one time in the game. 7-5, and by
Lax 5 over WPAD during tbe .'weekly
ray State College. and Attorney for
Substitutions-St. Xavittr:"Fiicher Homemakers
the end of the first frame it was
program. Monday,
the Department of Industrial Rela4,
McIntyre, Huter; New Concord: March .30. at 2:30 p: m. The subquite evident" that the New Contions and Supervisor of the Ken_
Spiceland. -Elkins 7,
ject. .011 _her discussion will be
tucky Wage-Hour Law,. Frankfort, cord lade-would win as die Birds
"Planning-Meals for the Convahas volunteered for service in the were ahead 17-7. The half found
lescent".
the McCuistonmen leedng 29-18.
U.. S:
y and expects to be
OLD HARMONY Cinuutsr
There was ,no let up in the ofsalted
bout the first of April
TO HOLD SPECIAL RIERTHEG
fensive fibase of' the Redbirds in
ly to Fort Benjamin HarSATURDAY, SUNDAY,
the third quarter even though subUncle
m Ind.

Redbirds Jf'ortity
Representatives for
--Local Region -

.11

o
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TYRONE:POWER

Pill Of II*
.Tiototts131 -11
11.s

SON OF
FURY

.b/ the sere
!
t dashing
size*

fie "toy allastiosisis

GENE TIERNEY
ro" stORGE

SANDERS
plit FRANCES FARMER
NODDY 111cDOWAll
swislyseelk.
F. ZAINOCK

Dann

A MA Coo..04.• Anew.

,e •

SATURDAY ONLY

-LUCKY LYNN!
With cs
hubbY

0

that-11°Y

this.•

-

--tigers' reserve

strength

Buy

De-

observance of Keep US Free! Lend for Liberty!
The' 12th anst
Music Week at Murray College
will be held the iteeit March 29April 1.
Sunday, 8:15 p. m., the program
will be -opened with "The Seven
Last Words of Christ!' by Dubois.
sung by the
... College Chorus, and
conducted-b7 Prof, -Leslie
' ,
The program -for Monday, 8:15 p.
m...is a band concert conducted by
Prof. William kt Pox, featuring
Prof. Clair 1.NRCifivotn as
Tusilksy, sat'P: - in.. a faculty
co....o.t will be presented with Miss
Marian -Boors as cellist and Prof.
Clair R. McGavern as pianist.
On Vfacinesday night at 8:15, the
ngthestra will present a concert
under the direction of Prof. Price
Doyle. The A Capella Choir, ten-ducted by Prof. Leslie R. Putnam.
will assist with the program.

-

• WILKINSON'S
Sanitary Barber Shop'
EAST MAIN STREET

4 BarbUtrs On Saturday

•SUPERMAN •

[

A native,. of _Calloway.-.Countvo.---7
"
11 "
.
1 "
-------:
11.1111
"
111r . Tbai• Primitive-Baptist •Clitirch at
B.-- stittatteng—.1
mein lead to
•23rsefore
liElf stuar:
Attorney Copeland holds the
Old Ha'irnony.' near Farmington.
S,
—
-_v
r ended.
- to
and LL. B. degrees.
college
Hamlin. who bee. proved
be has arranged to have a special
education was obtainid at Murray
meeting Saturday and Fifth SunState, Cumberland University, and a scoring power all year. continued day,;March 28 and 29.
his
swishing
net
by
rhiging
up
20
the University
of Kentucky.
Severok ministers. _ are eitLeet1
points.
_
_
---.
to be present The public Is invited to attend. Services begin at
Clarence Woodrow Herndon of conee
l-ineed
uP:54
pos.
trinsiAts 34 11 o'clock each morning.
Hazel reenlisted in the Navy last RobertsJ
o
F
Led* -Sweet as radioman, first class. ale
F
Yes!,Libeily Is Priceless!
Priddy'2
is a graduate of the Hazel high Oliver l*
C
Owsley 7
'school. and has a brother. Thomas. Buchanan 7
• Hamlin 20
G
-,Strange '17 `Bach Out Millions With Billions!
In the ArniY.•
Lax 1
G TbonssbertY_ 3,
Substitutions-New Concord: ElJaPiies,'W. White of Hazel arrived
• at Camp Polk - La_ last week and kins 9 Albritten 2; Rineyeille:
has been' assigned. to the 33rd rrench
'pink
'
Armored Regiment.
•
St. X. 49, Cement 411

Acquire, Airplanes!
Bondi' _ •
,

fense

HURRY,EVERYONE! YOUR
MONEY IS NEEDED TO DEFEAT
THE AYUS POWERS. BUY
DEFENSE BONDS AND STAMPS
261f!
NOW AND

tay

'Sam Nenallit'

AID
•

vsk•

1
1‘

-- BUY
U. S. BCINDS & STAMPS!

CONN MOORE
• Groceries •Gas •Oil
FIVE POINTS

enabled •

Mrs. Mara,Henson ...the heavily favored Tishri to put
.._ on a final quarter rally to pull
Dies in Detroit
-the game Out of the fire and to win

•
c'
over Calloway's Redbirds by the
Mrs Flare Henson: 33. foritierly. wore,. of 4.
to 40.
of Paducah. dad last'Th
-ffrsday at
Each Win lust two Mayers -by
her hurre in Detroit. Mich, where personal foot
but the little. teara
JANi
she. had lived for the past year. ,fro • mc..olo
iejs_ rtiore_egramiss •---areterrig -bor-IterlitiferihNE IDinelif Ty bandicaplyed. -The itabirds
Ago
-- ILL-t- Epistoel
- e of "Sea
Raiders" anii
Henson, o son. Burleigh. Thomas
were still in the bell game. and
liensoo,. and _A • trlinAg
eriont___deve_j
uit__thite
.
first=Epiassdn-a-ADra14177"
-. -Henson. her parent
Mr. a04 1
5s behind when Otiver.-htio
Mrs. N J c...lson of Murray;
Marred high paint honors with
sisters. Mrs. Donna Hale. Mrs. MinHamlin. fouled out with three
nie Bodes. and Miss Lurline Colminutes to go.
son, all of Murray. and six broth-The 71gers jumped into an early
ers. Minor and Rayipond Colson':
lead with uncanny scrum y horn
of Murray, and Marvin, _Graves.
all over the floor. They had an1
Sanders and ,Toy Colson, all of
8-point lead early in the first ,
Paducah.
tvisoyee.4.44
;
quarter'but soon they cooled down
Funeral services were held Monand the McCuistonmen fought their
at
day
the temple _Hill .Methodist way
back into the ball game By
church near Murray with burial
half time it was rewarded with
in the church cemetery.
a 1-point lead, 19-18.
St. X opened the third frame
with another flurry of floor shots
but again tV Calloway boys withstood pressure and fought back inHie lead. TAe third stanza
Mr. Kennedy. field representa- found St Xavier ahead 34-33. Then
tive of the 'Kentucky Department In the fOurth period the Tigers
at Revenue in Frankfort, will be quickly piled up a 7-point margin
III Murray on -March 51 to assist and just As rapOly had it whittled
_
leo
taxpayers. in the preparation of To -3 points. TOM excessive foula';'sy COI"
their 1941 • state income tax re- ing spelled doom for the squad
*snag Mb.
— The
-tt
turns. 711/Iiille. In Murray Hr. ICan- from Calloway .county.'
th. It Sas EMI IN ist abot newt•IINNIN1 INCEIL din •IS= IL SIM IMP HEM
nedy will be located at the Court
Two field...goals. both.on tipins
House.
All single persons havitig a net
Income of over 81.000 or a gross
Income of -over 'IMO and_all married .persons living with husband
or wife and heads of families hayGOT
long a gross income of over 83.000
or a net income,of over 12.500 are
COUSES
required to file an Income tax re0E0
turn with the Kentucky DepartrIOSE77
ment of .Revenue, or its agent, on
or before April 15.
Mr. Kennedy has been specially
assigned by the ,Department• to
Murray. and due to limited facili-Back Up the Boys at
4
ties the Department' is unable to I
the Front..
send a representative to this vi..
cinity at any other time.
Buy Defense Beads and
Stamps Regularly!
Avenge Pearl Harbor!'
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BABY CHICKS

.._3611181

-CINSIER• matbicall,but. Om 6•1100-''5-"
.power of TEXACO SKY CHIEF GAM/1211E is a
proven'LustI
.
For complitate circle sarrkte, drive in to a

PROPER CARE!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

A MERRY WHIRL. Of LOVE AND LAUGHTER

Super-human effort is needed to_dafeat
the -Axis. Buy. Defense Bonds, StamI_
p,. .

71,116C0 SERVICE STATJON!

See that they will re. b matatritv It is a •P act• stte can't afford
ROW to bay baby clacks': and then not give them proper housing, feed and care.

- JACKSON PURCHASE
OIL-COMPANY

FOR A COMPLETE LINE OF FEEDS AND POULTRY
-EQUIPMENT. SEE US'.
,

totes°

MURRAY HATCHERY '
406 S. 1th St.

R. E. KELLEY. Prop.

ODA McDANIEL, Manager

Phone 336-.1

Stpte.-Income Tax .
Man't011e Here Tues.

- This Is Everybody's War
s-

ftecause

TUESDAY AND.WEDNESDAY

WS. \

*Let's Can -Japan

It's Everybody's America
We Are Fighting For
--- You Can Help Win This War-By Buying United
---- --Staffs Defense-Sivingir*-pda- Avid Stamps
.11 - •

Riley's Grocery

-Let's Die-to Tokyo!

.
CAPITOL

WILUAM POST,Jr.
PAUL KELLY
ROSE

1

PRICES__—_
CHILDREN .. 112e
ADULTS .
.

CONWAY

HE defense Of

sense. Early.in_our
Americans realized that political

the casting of'a ballot, the purchase gf_ a Bond
is the exercise of a right, the enjoYment of A

STUART-CRAWFORD

live in

must be shared among all' the people, instead
of being confined to a privileged group.. It has
been recognized more lately that economic opportunity —opportunity to hive and to hold

HERO IN OVERAUSI
4ampanmaxmas

future a share

Mutt be dIernocratic

of the nation's wealth —

ris the same

way. The National Defense Savings Program, which is Ander the administration of
States

The,kind

the' United

our,forefattiers laid.

Treasury Department, is_ a practical application of that bekief.

_

GENE AL/TRY
SMILEY BURNE1TE
fAY McKEN/IE

Mtirrai-LHosterkJ..-1/1ill
.
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tirmoievionsmowt
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for the

of world we belkeve in.; we are
, ?Mir-ling to build that wcurIcieupon - the founds- ...tions

votailwrirwrzmiaProNtagirsWorriPumolmlingsviraw
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opportunity'

forts this democracy has" ever- made,- Per we
fire going hOyorid, the delense of the right to

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ii".4144-al.

T
democraciy must-ire—democratic in Um-fullest

Americui rdie.—

...yrivilege and the .4torformance of a duty. It
- gires the 'individual a true citizen's share in
liirg -of the greatest, one Of the most ,heroic ef-
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GREY
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DEtE NS E--saiings bond is more than
ran inigstment -14-is a share,in
•

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

HOBART

VIRGINIA
TOM
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